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ABSTRACT

0

The following report contains results of a coordinated, multi-laboratory investigation of coal

devolatilization, The overall objective of the investigation is to establish a coordinated, technical interaction

among industrial, government and university laboratorie, s actively engaged in coal devolatilization research.

Although the rapid devolatilization process has long been recognized as a critical phenomenon in pulverized

coal combustion and, consequently, has been the focus of numerous experimental and theoretical

investigations, the published literature in the area tndicates'a paucity of agreement with respe,ct to:

controlling intrinsic or extrinsic parameters, the sequence of physical and chemical processes controlling

observables, the sensitivity of the observables to changes'lh parameters, chemical composition of volatiles,

kinetic parameters employed to describe mass loss or specific volatiles evolution, fundamental models used

to describe volatiles formation a_d evolution, The goal of the investigation is to arrive at a common

understanding of the phenomenology of rapid devolatilization by conducting a coordinated investigation

using common, carefully selected and prepared coal samples and weU--charactedzed devolatilization

reactors. The underlying causes of the apparent discrepancies in understanding and reported kinetic

parameters in the existing literature emerged in the process of conducting the coordinated approach.

Under DOE leadership, the participating laboratories were provided with a set of well-characterized,

size-segregated samples which provided the sample basis of the experimental phases of the investigation.

: The following report contains data pertaining to the devolatilization of these samples over three orders of

magnitude in apparent heating rate (100 to 100,000 + °C/sec), over two orders of magnitude in particle size

(20 to 700 microns), i'lnal panicle temperatures from 400 to 1600°C, heat transfer modes ranging from

convection to radiative, ambient pressure ranging from near vacuum to one atmosphere pressure. The heat

transfer characteristics of the reactors are reported in detail to insure interested laboratories can utilize _he

results immediately, It is assumed the experimental results are to form the basis of a devolatilization data

base,

The experimental efforts led to a comprehensive tmderstanding of the phases of coal devolatilization,

the parameters that dominate the mass loss kinetics and chemical characteristics of the volatiles release of

each phase and the relative characteristic times of each devolatilization phase for bituminous coals. The

_ data indicate a common phenomenology is followed by a wide range of coal ranks but that there are

- significant differences in the chemistry of coal devolatilization with coal rank. Discrepancies In reported

kinetics and volatiles characterization are seen to be the result of inadequate reactor heat transfer

characterization, improperly conducted experiments based on implicit asstunptions regarding the structure
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of coal, the assumption that the devolatilization process is chemically invariant with the conditions of

t_eattng,

Empirical rate expressions are developed for each phase of devolatilization which, when coupled to an

awareness of the heat transfer rate potential of a particular devolatilization reactor, indicate the kinetics

emphasized by a particular system reactor plus coal sample. The analysis is derived from a multi-reactor

approach and indicates the futaity of developing or postulating comprehensive coal devolatilization models

from a one-reactor data base, The analysis indicates the particular phase of devolatilization that will be

emphasized by a particular reactor type and, thereby, the kinetic expressions appropriate to that

devolatilization syster,_, Engineering rate expressions are developed from the empirical rate expressions in

the context of a fundamental understanding of coal devolatilization developed in the course of the

investigation,

Parallel to the experimental, empirical and engineering investigations, a fundamental investigation of

coal devolatilization modeling is conducted. Such an approach is essential in establishing the validity of the

empirical approaches and in guiding experimental research. It is noted that fundamental models of coali

devolatilization are converging to a common understanding and mathematical approach, However, it is also

rioted that significant differences still exist on the importance of variou_ parameter fields -- mass transport,

heat transfer, intrinsic chemical structure of the parent coal - within the various phases of devolatilization,

It is suggested that the data base be expanded, but in the light of testing fundamental models having

. significant differences in predictions of volatiles release or the importance of specific parameters on

devolatilization observables.
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EXECWFIVE SUMMARY
L/

_' This Investigation was not initiated to serve as a stand-alone contribution to understanding of coal

devolatilization, [ts necessity, conception and execution arose naturally from historical developments in

devolatilization research, as indicated by the brief historical synopsis below,

The complex structure of any one coal type, the extensive change in structural parameters with change

tn coal type, and the subtle, yet significant, Interplay among physical and chemical phenomena during coal

devolatilization collectivelypresent a reaction system of considerable scope. The intrinsic complexity of the

process coupled to the range of parametric variations of interest preclude the probability that any single

laboratory can formulate a predictive, quantitative model of coal devolatilization, This Investigation

represents the first formal attempt to coordinate the specific expertise that exists In a variety of laboratories

Into a coordinated investigation of coal devolatilization, Its chronological position relative to developments

la devolatilization understanding is evident in the following historical context synopsis,

1930 - 1960: Based on the van Krevelen view of coal structure and the slow heating, packed

bed pyrolysis data that dominated this period, coal devolatilization was seen as

a complex depolymerization process, Essenhtgh's single panicle experiments

provided the one comprehensive, devolatilization study indicating physical

processes exert a significant influence on rapid devolatilization.

1960 - 1980: The depolymerization concept maintains its importance, in describing coal

devolatilization, although the analogy is now significantly qualified by

observations that many devolatilization processes of different temperature

sensitivities seem to influence the mass loss process. The heated grid

investigations and the concepts evolved from them dominate the frame of

reference of modeling efforts despite the "anomalous" heat transfer

correlations being developed by some, Questions concerning the inadequacy of

temperature measurements or reactor characterization are generally ignored.

1980 - 1985: A proliferation of novel experimental techniques and sophistication in reactor

. characterization stimulates a complete re-evaluation of our understanding of

: coal devolatilization, coal structure, the importance of reactor transport

"* characteristics in determining devolatilization rates, the central role of tar

- evolution and characterization in development of comprehensive models. As

expected, the proliferation in relatively uncoordinated results and data

produces a diverging proliferation of devolatilization models.

=
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1985 -- Present: Due to a concerted effort from DOE, a coordinated muhl-laboratory effort is

launched, The investigation capitalizes on DoE-engineered sampl_ Control, o

eliminating the "different" sample arguments in rationalizing apparently

disparate results. The study seeks to establish a data base for a comprehensive

model of coal devolatilization, to establish the phenomenoiogical framework //

for such a model, to discover the cause of the apparent discrepancies in

published devolatilization data, and to develop short term engineering kinetic

models of devolatilization for combustor modeling,

As a result, the overall phenomenology of bituminous coal devolatilization is

established as well as the intimate coupling between aspects of that

phenomenology and reactor heat and mass transport parameters, In addition,

the underlying consistency and chemical differences in the rank variant

phenomenology of coal devolatilization is established using tar evolution

properties as the intrinsic tracer of the devolatilization process. The

discrepancies in published data and rate constants are demonstrated to be the

result of oversimplified views of the structure of coal and the phenomenology of

coal devolatilization and inadequate or inaccurate reactor heat transfer

characterization, The convergence in understanding of coal devolatilization

phenoraenology has resulted in a convergence of model premises and

formulations,

As detailed below, the program has been generally successful, but the

underlying complexity of devolatilization has prevented development of

comprehensive, a priori predictive models in the time period available. In

addition, significant differences remain with respect to the relative importance

of mass transfer in various stages of devolatilization. It is recommended that

the data base be systematically expanded, but in the context of answering

critical questions, generating fundamental parameters for model development

(MWD's, char morpholo_/reactivity), or combustor modeling (heat of

combustion of tars and chars, char aerodynamic properties, etc.). Critical

testing of model premises and predictions should commence in a coordinated

manner, .,,
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Significant Findings/Developments of This Investigation

t Influence of Reactor System and Experimental Technique on Devolatilization
Observables

Because of the growing realization of the Importance of heat transfer conditions on observables, well

characterlzed reactors spanning three ordvr_ of magnitude in heating rate were employed to pc_rform the

devolati[izatlon investigations, With respect to the influence of experlmental conditions on the observables

of devolatilization, the following results indicate:

I. Inaccurate transient temperature measurements account for a signlficant fraction of the

apparent discrepancy in reported devolatilization kinetic behavior of bituminous coals,

2, Particle feed characteristics can vary dynamically In entrained flow reactor systems having

significant effects on apparent mass loss results,

3, A _,_nique entrained flow reactor system with on-line gas analysis and tar separation

permitted deconvolution of the tar evolution and secondary reaction networks,

4, A unique flash lamp apparatus verified the temperature regimes of tar evolution and

secondary reactions indicating the underlying consistency in coal devolatilization

phenomenology and previously published, apparently disparate irradiance heating results,

5, The unique capabilities of the heated grid and entrained flow reactors were utilized to

develop a new, more accurate approach to characterizing molecular weight properties of

coal tars,

The Phenomenology of Tar Evolution: Effect of Coal Rank, Reactor Temperature,
Particle Size And Extent of Evolution on Tar Properties

Because of the central rule of tars in model development, emphasis was placed on measurements of

particle tempera_:ure during tar evolution, tar characterization for a range of coal ranks, extent of tar

evolution and heating conditions, and the determlnaticn of tar evolution kinetic parameters, With respect to

the phenomenology of coal devolatilization, the major findings to date of the UTRC study are as follows:

I, For a/l;iven set of heating conditions and extent of tar evolution, the lower the rank of the

.. parent coal the more dissimilar the "primary," immediately quenched, tars relative to the

"average" parent coal structure, as indicated by elemental composition or infrared

absorbamce properties, In general, the lower the rank characteristics of the coal, the greater

_ the concentration of polymethylene-like structures in the. primary tars,lm

ql
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2, For a given coal type and a given set of heating conditions, the primary tars evolve Inn

dr)finite sequence - the e.arlier In the tar evolution process the more hydrogen rich, lower In *

molecular weight the tars,

3, For a given coal type, the yield, physical and chemical characteristics, and rate of panicle

mass loss as "primary" tars vary si_nificantly with rate of headng and peak panicle

temperature achieved,

4, In general, maximizing tar yields for a given coal requires transient particle heating to

particle temperatures in excess of 600°C, The higher the apparent panicle heating rate,

that is, the greater the transient heat flux to )he particle, the larger the molecular weight

characteristics of the integrated tar mass, although a distillation-like process appears, to be

, followed in ali but most intense heating conditions, that is when net transient flex rates are

in excess of I00 watts/sq, cm, Factors such as panicle size and ambient pressure appear to

have second order influence on the yields or chemical characteristics of the major fraction

of the potential tar yield, provided account is taken of the effect changes in these

parameters have on transient heat transfer,

5, The initial 60 - 7:5% of panicle mass loss as tar correlates well with the reactor to particle

heat flux rate, provided panicle temperatures in excess of 600°C are achieved, However,

the nature and yield of tars can vary appreciably, indicating very different overall

intraparticle chemistry and tar desorption processes are, followed in different heating

conditions,

6. Tar evolution in the 550-700°C panicle tempe,rature range involves desorption of large

molecular weight species re,lative, to spe,cie,s e,volve,d at lower temperatures, The molecular

weight and the'rmally labile' structural characteristics of such spe,cies imme,diately establish

competi_dve re,action proce,sses that de,te,rmine the,lr fate, - intraparticle, pyrolysis

fragmentation and/or intrapanicle, coking versus intact desorpti()n, Intact desorption

requires r_et reactor-to-particle surface heat transfer fate's of th, order of 100 watts/sq, cre,
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7. Extensive heat transfer characterization of coal devolatilizatio, '¢)actor systems indicates

that heat transfer rates required for non-equilibrium, intact di_sorption of the large,

® detached molecular weight species can not be achieved in conventional fLxed bed reactors -

wire baskets, heated grids, low temperature fluid bed systems, etc, Such heat transfer rates

_, are only achieved in high temperature flow reactors or radiation heating - flash lamp, laser
I

desorption - experiments,

8, Gas phase, "secondary" pyrolysis reactions of primary tars from: ali coals initiate around

600°C, producing mainly methane, water, carbon dioxide, carborl_ monoxide and ethylene

between 600 and 800°C. At 700°C and above, gas phase pyrolysis networks leading to the

formation of acetylene, carbon monoxide, ethylene, benzene and hydrogen cyanide

dominate the observable gases.

9. The change in gas phase products as a function of residence time of the primary tars in the

hot zone of the reactor, or the particle vicinity, correlates with the change in tar properties-

elemental composition, infrared absot"_ance, molecular weight and THF solvent solubility.

By gas phase secondary reactions, "primary" tars of coals can approach average structural

features similar to the parent coal.
J_

10. Particle size studies using the heated gridand a specially design,cd entrained flow reactor.

" also indicate the importance of heat transfer conditions in establishing the rate of panicle

mass loss as tar. Tar yields and chemical characteristics for a given reactor appear relatively

insensitive to particle size, given knowledge of any maceral distribution changes with

particle size.
_

1 1. Expertments performed on a conventional entrained flow reactor at PSU indicate that HVA

bituminous coals show the same sensitivity to changes in heat transfer parameters as

observed earlier by Maloney. However, the lower rank coals di.,_play lower initial mass loss

rates than bituminous coals. The decrease in initial mass loss rate correlated with the

° decrease in potential tar yield the heat transfer controlled volatile fraction from lower rank
m

_: coals.

12. MIT studies using the Sandia EFR indicate that intraparticle bubble formation

occurs early in the devolatilization process, resulting in significant swelling during

the first phase of particle mass loss. This phenomenology appears to be confirmed
=
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by direct visual observations made by Maloney at DOE/METC, It is important to

note that these investigations involve devolatilization in heat transfer conditions of
Q

100 watts/sq, cm and above, Intraparticle high temperature pyrolysis of heavy tars

is comparable to tar evolution rates in these conditions.

13. In view of the above coupling observed among intrinsic and extrinsic parameters in

determining tar evolution rates and characteristics, comparisons of mass loss kinetic rate

constants over a wide range of heating conditions and without respect to observed tar

characteristics is less than informative. Such comparisons can even be misleading in the

sense that the underlying assumption is that the same chemical kinetic processes are

followed with equal magnitude in a wide range of heating conditions.

14. Extensive heat transfer calculations performed independently by MIT and Ohio State

personnel indicate that intraparticle temperature gradients were not significant in most

experimental conditions, provided the initial and boundary conditions of the experiment

were assumed to simulate the mat.hematical boundary conditions. In addition, such

calculations also showed.negligible temperature difference between a reactor thermocouple

and a coal panicle in real time, provided an idealized set of heat transfer boundary

conditions could be established within an experiment and the tar evolution process is slow

enough to allow the ideal boundary conditions to be established around the particle. These

requirements are, of course, mathematically feasible but experimentally unrealizable in

rapid heating to particle temperatures in excess of 500°C, lt is important to note that these

model calculations can not simulate appreciable variations in sample distribution with batch

reactor type or real inlet conditions in a flow reactor, More positively the calculations

indicate if a reactor dependent tar evolution rates as abserved, it is because either the

reactor is not sufficiently characterized with respect to heat transfer conditions in the early

mass loss or an inadequate understanding of the kinetics of devolatilization if employed.

Conceptual Understanding of Coal Structure and Devolatilization Sequence Following
From Above:

I, Comparison of data generated in this program with that generated in a wide range of heating

conditions with similar HVA bituminous coals indicates the following conceptual model of

tar formation, evolution and reactions provides an adequate basis for understanding the tar

devolatilization process and tar properties observed in a wide range of reactor conditions' _,
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I, Physical Detachmer, t of Tar Precursors (300-450°C)

II. Chemical Detachment of Tar Precursors (400-550°C)

H'[, Intrapartlcle Pyrolysls/Reformation of Detached Tar Precursors (450°C+)

IV. Extraparticle Evolution of Tar Precursors via Vaporization, Convection,

Non-equilibrium Desorption (300 - 700°C)

V, Low Temperature Secondary Reactions of Tars Coincidental with Char

Degassing (600 - 800°C)

VI. High Temperature Secondary Reactions of Tars Coincidental with Char

Degassing (700°C +)

2. The results imply that the correct view of coal structure is that of a three dimensional

macromolecular entanglement containing a wide range of molecular sizes bonded

throughout the entanglement by a wide range of physical and chemical bond strengths,

3, Relative to a HVA bituminous coal, lower rank coals display tar evolution and weight loss

phenomenology more symptomatic of pt_rely polymeric materials. That is, these coals have

structural parameters that produce devo!adlization behavior more symptomatic of polymer

pyrolysis - light gas evolution is always competitive with tar evolution, the initial tar burst is

not clearly heat transfer controlled,

[] 4. Relative to a HVA bituminous coal, higher rank coals display tar evolution patterns similar

to the HVA coal but tar yields are lower, indicating less material is present or is generated

within the parent coal structure possessing molecular weight capable of vaporizing during

-- the weight loss process

Mass Loss Kinetics

With respect to particle weight loss, the HVA bituminous coal devolatilization process is best

understood as a four phase process

I, Induction Period to Initial Tar Release

II. Initial Tar Devolatilization with Low Gas Yields

" III, Residual Tar Evolution Phase with Large Gas Yields

* IV. Char Degassing

Phases I and II are primarily heat transfer controlled and account for 0.5-0.6 of the panicle mass loss,

that is, 20-30% of the parent coal mass, An engineering kinetics description of the Phases I and II has been
7=
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developed which indicates a good estimate of the characteristic time of these phases can be obtained by a

heat transfer correlation. The correlation is expressed in terms of net power density experienced by the coal

particle injected into a hot environment, normalized to account for the thermal inertia of the particle mass.

The correlation gives a first order prediction of the initial tar evolution times over nine orders of magnitude

in heating rate, three orders of magnitude in particle size and changes in heat transfer mode from total

irradiance to purely convective. More importantly, the fundamental aspects of the investigation indicate

there are Sound physico-chemicai basis for the correlation.

Phase III of the particle mass loss process is mass transfer and chemical kinetics controlled.

Interphase mass transfer inhibits the release of large molecular weight hydrocarbons associated with the late

stages of tar evolution. Intrapanicle pyrolysis reactions generate enough light gas and smaller molecular

weight tars enabling tar escape qia vaporization and convective ,expulsion with gases through bubble

formation. Phase III is slow relative to Phase I + II and represents the change irl slope of the wt. loss vs. time

curve from concave up to concave down in the transition to the asymptotic approach to final weight loss.

Phase IV represents the slow char degassing indicated by asymptotic nature of the final 10% weight loss in

devolatilization experiments, Phase IV is very slow relative to phases I, II and III. lt should be noted that the

total weight loss process, irrespective of experimental configuration, is always the result of coupled chemical

and transport processes, Overall kinetics will change with conditions of heating because it is the conditions of

heating that amplify the importance of a particular set of tar reactions or phase of mass loss,

Kinetic parameters are derived for three major reaction processes involved in devolatilization of a

HVA bituminous coal - tar evolution, tar coking, high temperature secondary reactions of tars,

Respectively, these processes have activation energies of approximately 45, 20 and 66 kcal, The substantial

differences in temperature sensitivity produce apparently disparate pyrolysis behavior in different heating

apparatuses. That is, the heat transfer field of the reactor determines the kinetic process to be emphasized

during particle mass loss,

!
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SECTION 1.0 -- INTRODUCTION, STATEMENT OF THE

PROBLEM, APPROACH
B

1.1 Significance of the Devolatilization Process

'_ The significance of rapid coal devolatilization with respect to any coal utilization process derives from

the simple fact that the Parent coal is never reacted as such in the conversion device; rather, the products of

coal devolatilization are those involved in the utilization process, With respect to pulverized fuel combustion

(pfc), the situation is described in Fig, I. I, The combustion system actually bums the products of rapid coal

devolatilization - the char, tars and light gases produced, "Coal" combustion is in practice the combustion

of devolatilization products. Without an adequate description of the products of rapid coal devolatilization

and a computer-tractable kinetic description of the process, advances In understanding of pfc combustion

can only be marginal,

From the point of view of understanding the complex fluid dynamic phenomena and combustion

chemistry involved in a particular combustion device, an improved knowledge of rapid coal devolatilization

appears essential, simply because so marly important aspects of the combustion properties of coal are related

to the products of coal devolatilization (Fig, 1,2), Unfortunately, despite years of research in

devolatilization, the published literature shows a rather pronounced lack of agreement not only with respect

to the rate of devolatilization for a given coal type, but also in conceptual understanding of the dominant

: mechanisms present in rapid coal devolatilization,

1.2 Underlying Causes of Apparent Discrepancies in Conceptual
Understanding and Rate Constants

1.2.1 Limitations of Simple "Mass Loss" Approach

The most obvious symptom of apparent discrepancy in observable devolatilization behavior is

manifested in the range of reported mass loss kinetic rate constants for the devolatilization process

. (Ref. 1.1). Mass loss kinetic rate constants at a given temperature are observed to vary by nearly four orders

of magnitude. From the point of view of coal combustion modeling, such a wide range in panicle mass loss

kinetic descriptions is not acceptable. The underlying assumption in such comparisons is that the "chemical

•,, nature" of the panicle mass loss is invariant with the conditions of panicle heating, that is, the chemical

product distribution is independent of the conditions of heating, Stated in another manner, such kinetic

comparisons assume the chemical nature of the "mass released" by the panicles and the mass residue in the

char product of devolatilization is independent of the heating rate. The observable physical and chemical

1-1
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processes associated with coal particle devolatilization are assumed Independent of the rate of heating and

III
the observed products are being generated directly by invariant processes, In actuality, and as is definitively

established by this Investigation, the heat and roans transport parameters of a particular devolatilization

system effectively serve to determine a pantcular route from the many devolatilization pathways available to
#

a particular coal type, As a result, the observables In a devolatilization experiment always reflect a significant

degree of coupling among the intrinsic chemical propenles of the parent coal and the transport parameters

of the devolatilization system (Fig, 1,2),

The complexity ot the kinetics of coal devolatilization follows directly from the complexity of coal

structure (Ref, 1,2), Any coal type consists of a range of compound types - aliphatic, alicyclic, and aromatic

- that compose the coal matrix, coupled to a wide range of bonding strengths - hydrogen bonds,

donor-acceptor complexing, covalent bonds - that link the compound types, Both the fractional distribution

of compound types and the bonding types vary significantly with coal rank characteristics. As a

consequence, the range of potential devolatilization/pyrolysis reaction pathways is nearly unlimited. A

particular devolatilization/pyrolysis reaction system serves to "select" or amplify a particular reaction

network, relative to the others available, Changing the reactor system effectively changes the selectivity of

the devolatilization/pyrolysis process by changing the heat and mass transfer conditions experienced by the

coal particle and its devolatilization products, As a result, a chemically distinct mtx of devolatilization

products is observed relative to that observed in another system, "Mass loss" comparisons among widely

different reactor types rapidly become meaningless if made irrespective of the conditions of heating and tf

no detail of the chemical nature of the mass "loss" is provided.

1,2,2 Limitations of Generic Product Categories Approach

The degree of apparent discrepancy and confusion is only slightly reduced If one attempts to

deconvolute the lumped "mass loss" into major component categories: tar and light gases, "Tar" is an

operational definition of the heavy hydrocarbon species released during coal devolatilization, "Tars" are

those species which condense at room temperature due to their relatively high molecular weights,

However, the generic nature of "tar" and "light gas" categories again serves to obscure, in a manner

similar to the "mass loss" category, the possibility of wide variations in actual product yields and

characteristics. Physical and chemical characteristics of "tars" formed in heating conditions of 0, 1 °C/sec #
may not at ali be the same as those formed at 1000°C/see,
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1,2,3 Limitations Introduced by Variations in Tar Collection and isolation Techniques

Further complicating devolatilization comparisons are differences in techniques for isolating and

t collecting tar species within different reactor systems, For example, tar samples collected in an entrained

flow reactor system may or may not be totally Isolated from char/soot species, In addition, tar yields in

entrained flow reactors are not generally quantified to any degree, of accuracy, Tars collected In heated grid%
apparatuses may Indeed be sufficiently Isolated from char/soot particulates but small yields per _xperlment

may require an exorbitant number of repeat runs to produce enough sample for only minimal

characterization, Tars collected In flash lamp, laser devolatilization, or fluid bed pyrolysis systems may

require solvent extraction for _leparatton, leading to solvent selectivity or solvent Interference in subsequent

analysis, Again the nature of coal structure and the subsequent complexity of the volatile products introduce

significant difficulties in making adequate comparisons of devolatilization reaction processes from one

reactor to another on the basis of general categories alone, In general, insufficient samples or Insufficient

analytical resolution has been available to establish Invariance of dominant devolatilization mechanism withz

change in reactor system on the basis of tar yields and characteristics,

1,2.4 Analytical Limitations

The low volatility and thermally labile nature of tar species formed In rapid heating experiments,

coupled to limited sample availability, introduce considerable difficulties In producing reproducible

_ analytical data, Standard infrared analysis, chromatographic techniques and elemental analyses require

samples for which some preliminary information is available, For example, gel permeation techniques

employed to deten'nine molecular weig,hts of large organic molecules requires some a priori knowledge of
_

molecular structure - aliphatic chain, condensed aromatic, linear aromatic, etc, Elemental analyses

generally require large sample amounts to generate reproducible results, Such amounts are seldom available

from research scale reactors and samples available from larger systems are not g_.nerally collected in an

appropriate manner or In well-defined conditions,

1,2.5 Phenomenology of Coal Devolatilization and Conceptual Model Discrepancies Related to

- Focusing on Limited Phenomena

The devolatilization of a high volatile bituminous coal follows the sequence indicated in Fig, 1,3, The

formation and evolution of heavy molecular weight hydroca'rbons, tars, account for more than half the total

mass loss of such coals (Ref, 1,3, 1,4, 1.5, 1.6), As observed In a wide range of heating conditions, the

formation of detached tar precursors (DTP) from attached complexes (ATP) and the subsequent evolution

of tars dominates the initial mass loss of bituminous coal panicles, In addition, gas phase, "secondary"
'qf

q
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reactions of tars can account for major fractions of the light gas yields, depending on the heating conditions,

The distribution of the light gases (Ref, 1,7, 1,8, 1,9) and chemical characteristics of the collecte.d 'tars are

dependent on both the transient panicle temperature and ambient gas t(_mPerature.

%, A number of investigators have observe.d thal a range of coal type.s follows the same phenomenologlcal
+

sequence, although the. tar yields and characteristlcs vary si_aiflcantly with coal rank characteristics

(Ref, I, I0, l,II), Some Investigators report the ch(_mlcal structural characteristics of p,'imary tars arc

"similar" to those,present in the parent coal, that is, "primary" tar "fnonomers" reflect the,coal "polymer",

(Ref, 1,12, 1,13) ambient pressure apparently having Itttle effect on the structure of evolved primary tars

relative to the parent coal. "Primary" tars are those collected in conditions In which intrapanicle or

extraparticle "secondary" reactions are thought to be minimized,

Orning and Olefe.r (Re.f, I, i4) noted fllat "under conditions of molecular distillation", the vacuum

pyrolysis of coal gave a conde.nslble solld which "resembles" the. molecular configuration of coal, as justified

by infrared absorption spectra," In a more comprehensive, investigation, Brown, ct, al, (Ref, I, 15) indicated

vacuum pyrolysis of coal resulte.d in a klnd of depolymerization followed by separation of the smaller units

from the. larger, The room temperature condensible volatiles "resembled" the. parent coal in chemical

structure (Ref, l, 15). In attempts to formulate a general model of coal devolatillzatlon, some of these

Investlgators have noted that, withln the llmlts of experime.ntal resolution, the chemical kinetic parameters

that describe tar evolution from a wide range, of coals do not vary with coal type (Ref, I, 12, and I, 16). Frorn

this latter perspective, the phe.nomenological sequence, monomer-polym,.r relationship between primary

tar and parent coal structural characteristics and the chemical kinetic parameters describing tar formation

and evolution are invariants In coal devolatilization, These become the underlying premises of general

models of tar devolatilization,

On the other hand, some Investigators, while indicating the. common phenomenological sequence of

disperse phase de.volatilization, note tar yields and chemical characteristics, relative to other coal tars as well

as to the parent coal Itself, vary significantly with coal type (Ref, 1,7), In addition, secondary gas phase

pyrolysis behavior varie.s according to che.mical characteristics of the primary tars (Ref, 1,7, 1,8), Implicit In

., these structural observations with respect to primary tars is the implication that the underlying mechanisms

of tar formation and evolution vary with coal rank characteristics, which, in turn, implies a variance In

associated kinetic parameters, In addition, the primary tar structural differences make it unlikely the same

t. homogeneous decomposition kinetics are followed by ali primary coal tars,
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Still other investigators have noted the appreciable role mass transport parameters can _×en in
I

determining devolatillzation phenomena, The formation of a glass-llke "melt" as an intermediate phase

during devolatillzatlon of a bhumlnous coal (Ref, I, 17, I, 18) and the observed changes in molecular welght

characterlsdcs of heavy hydrocarbons with ambient pressure (Ref, I, 19), have led some investlgators into a ,_,'

detailed examination of [ntraphase and interphase mass transport phenomena contrlbutlons In mass [os_

kinetics,

Yet others, ignoring the details of product distributions and chemical characteristics of tars with

changes In pyrolys)s conditions, have Indicated that wetght loss kinetic behavior is determined primarily b,,

heat transfer considerations (Rc_f, 1,20, 1,2 I) and, thereby, appears Independent of coal type,

As apparent from the dtverse perspectives, a conceptual understar',Jing of disperse phase coal

ttevolatiltzation remains elusive and, consequently, comprehensive kinetic models remain dlfficuh to

extrapolate to a wide range of conditions,

The range of conceptual models which have been formulated Into "predictive" quantitative kinetic

schemes varies from essentially chemical reactton control (Ref, 1,13, 1,16, 1,22, 1,23), to mass transfer

dominant (Ref, 1.15), to heat transfer control of particle mass loss (Ref, 1,20, 1,21), The differences in

conceptual understanding of the dominant controlling process with respect to particle mass Ios3 are

significant, A purely chemically controlled phenomenon should display no panicle size effects on volatiles

p_'operties, provided there is no change in organic composition of the particles with size cut, Mass transfer

dominated models must be further distinguished on the basis of lnterphase or lntraphase control of the mass

evolution process, In any transport influenced process, a significant particle size effect on the rate of panicle

mass loss and/or product characteristics should be observable,

The difficulty in employing extent of mass loss or rate of mass loss as a distinguishing criterion in testing

the validity of devolatilization models has been discussed above, A chemically complex organic material has

a nearly unlimited number of reaction paths through which tt can respond to thermal stimulation, The

asymptotic mass loss and instantaneous mass loss rate may be Invariant with conditions of heating, vvhhtn the

limits of experimental resolution, whereas the underlying mechanisms of mass loss may vary significantly,

Deconvolution of the "mass loss" into tars and light gases reduces but does not eliminate the anabiguity, The

chemically complex nature of "tar" must be deconvoluted to obtain further insight into changes in ,t

controlling mechanisms with changes in heating conditions,
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Again as noted above, the difficulties involved In the analysis of small amounts of tar available from

research reactors further compounds the difficulty in model dlstlngulshment, and, hence, modelaL

de,/elopment, The discrepancies in t(_ _._haracteristics present in the literature which have led to

misconceptions and differences in conceptual formulation of the rapid devolatilization process are now

'_. discussed,

1,2,6 Apparent DiScrepancies Related to Tar Charac_terlzation Results

The '(similarity" or "resemblance" reported between the ':primary" tars and the corresponding parent

coal structures (Ref, l, 12, I, 14, i, 15) appears based on a qualitative rather than quantitative application of

"similar" and "resemblance" to rather limited data, In addition, devolatilization conditions in which

collected tars are com;Idered to be "primary" are vastly different,

Ornlng and Griei'er (Ref, I, 14) co!.lected tars evolved in vacuum conditions from a Pittsburgh seam

coal heated on an (:lectric plate to 5 I0°C, They compared the infrared absorbance of a thin film of the

evolved tar to that of a thin section Of vitrain ('"anthraxylon") of a coal sample from the same seam, The

vitraln rich spectrum was generated on a different grating Instrumc)nt by a different investigator,

Nevertheless, for similai' tar film and vltrain section thicknesses, the transmission spectra of the two samples

were "essentially idenl;ica[" w_Ith respect to "shape", "shoulders", and "relative intensities °' of absorption

bands. However, the spectra are reported relative to the same thickness (20 microns), Since the sample

types undoubtedly had different mass densities, one concludes that band intensities reported on a mass

normalized basis would !be very different, indeed, the hydrogen and heteroatom mass contents of the tars

are reported as 7.5% and 7,0 %, respectively, whereas that of the parent vitraln are repc, rted as 5,8% and

12,6%, respectively, Such large differences in elemental composition and, consequently, associated IR

active functional groul:) concentrations should produce striking differences in a mass normalized

transmission or absorbance spectn.tm, particularly in the strongly absorbing aliphatic H (2600 - 3000 cm -I)

stretching and modc_rat(; intensity aromatic H bending (760 -. 920 cm -I) regions, In short, the lack of

difference in the transmission spectra of the two samples of such different elemental composition must be

due to differences in techniques and assumptions employed in generating the coal spectra in one laboratory

and the tar spectra In another and/or indicative of the quantitative insensitivity of the g;rating instruments of

the time,

Brown, et, al, (ReII, l, 15) also collected tar in a vacuum in a similar apparatus to that of Orning and

Griefer and from a prime coking coal, but at a peak temperature of 400°C, Similar to Ornlng and Grie/'er,

_I. they also observed the "volatile solids" (tars) to have a much greater hydrogen composition than the parent
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coal, 7,0% and 5,0% respectively, Contrary to the results of Orning and Griefer, however, the absorbancm

bands of the tar solids do not show the same absorbance intensities as thos, obscrved for the parent coal,

The tar samples ctlsplay more intense aliphatic stretch and bending, (1300-1400 cm -1) _,ands, aromatic

' hydrogen bending bands, and carbonyl bands (I650 ,= 1725 cm-l), but lower broad band oxygen structures

in the ! I00 - 1300 cm "I region, Again, two different sampling techniques were employed to obtain the

spectra - thin film of tars rs, alkali halide pei{ets for the parent coal - and again, no mass normalization

factors are reported, Consequently, quantitative band intensity comparlsons between tar and coal are not

possible, but qualitative differences are apparent, as expected from the significant differences in elemental

composition,

Such Instrumetttal and technique considerations, the awareness of the intrinsic broadband nature of

the' infrared absorbance spectra of solid samples of complex hydrocarbon mixtures, and the resultlng lirnhed

sensitivity of the techniques to detect small but important changes _n structure from one sample to the next,

lead one to the conclusion that the au:,hors are using the _erm "similar" more qualltative[y than

quantitatively, Consequently, in expressing reservations concerning the realism of his "average" coal

molecule structure, Given (Ref, 1,2) notes " .... My reason for believing that a molecule could be

representative was chiefly the fairly close similarity of the infrared spectra of coals and their extracts, I now

regard this as poor evidence, The 'close similarity' of spectra means in fact merely that the bands are

centered on more or less the same frequencies, These bands are quite broad, and the shapes, Including

widths and intensities, are not necessarily the same for coal and extract. In general terms, the same

functional groups are present, but this does not mean much when one Is talking about a complex mixture, "

A close inspection of the earlier work of Orning and Oriefer and Brown, et, al, would support Glven's

• conjecture,

Relatively high polymethylcne contents (Ref, 1,7, 1,9, 1,24) of th_ low temperature tars from a wide

range of coal ranks and the dominance of such struct_res in all low rank coal tars to the onset of secondary

reactions is observed hl fluid bed reaction systems, However, as Collin et. al, (Ref, 1,7) note in a review of

coal devolatilization work performed in Australia, the elemental composition of tars produced in some

heated grid devolatilization investigations (Ref, 1,4, 1,2S) of high volatile bituminous coals have

considerably lower hydrogen concentrations than that observed irt fluid bed devolatilization s_udies, In

addition, and perhaps more importantly, the tar elemental compositions from the heated grid experiments

were observed to be nearly independent of the extent of tar evolution or reported f_nal panicle temperatures $

= between 400 and 900°C, Analogous to the hot plate work reported above, however, tars from these early
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heated grid studies are reported to have "similar" IR absorbance bands as the parent coal. Using the

, computerized advantage of FT-IR instrumentation, typical mass normalized _pectra as a function of peak

grid temperature are reported for tars evolved from a bituminous coal (Ref. 1 12) in a heated grid system.
i

Relative to the spectra of either the parent coal or the tar evolved at the point olf maximum tar yield, the low

"_' temperature tar spectra indicate the presence of appreciable quantities of P01_,methylene functionality, in

agreement with the observations of others (Ref. 1.7, 1.9, 1.24), However, no temperature dependence is

• reported in the corresponding tar elemental composition data for bituminous ce,als (Ref. 1.4, I. }.2). Again

the authors appear to use the term "similar" in a qualitative sense with respect to either the elemental

composition or ihfrared absorbance characteristics.

Such qualitative generalizations can serve to obscure rather systematic quantitative changes in overall

tar composition as a function of the extent of tar evolution for a given coal or with coal type for a given extent

of evolution. If a truly quantitative, rank-independent, monomer-polymer structural relationship existed

among primary tars and the parent coal during devolatilization, such phenome_nological behavior would

imply a chemically controlled depolymerization process is responsible for tar formation and evolution.

However, there is no consistent quantitative data supporting this view.

1.2.7 Difficulties in Obtaining Accurate Temperature Measurements During the Transient
Devolatilization Process

The difficulties in determining the temperature of a rapidly decomposing heterogeneous particle are

well known in principle but have not been fully appreciated in practice. This fact, coupled to the

phenomenological observation that the rate of coal devolatilization appears to "a lju._t" itself to the heating
.

conditions of an experiment, have undoubtedly led to inaccuracies in reported particle temperatures

associated _th rapid devolatilization. Since the complexity of coal structure permits a wide range of

devolatilization/pyrolysis reaction paths, a coal panicle is able to respond to a given heat transfer field in a

variety of manners. As a consequence the local finite heat transfer rate generated by a reactor to a

devolatilizing particle may produce panicle devolatilization with resultant transient panicle temperature

trajectories much different than those calculated for an inert panicle, or as measured by an associated

thermocouple. The temperature measurement contribution to apparent discrepancies in devolatilization

behavior can best be illustrated by focusing on a particular reactor type, such as the heated grid.

The wire mesh technique has been employed for over twenty years in investigating the devolatilization

of pulverized coal. The technique is useful in that it provides quantitative data on the product distribution
L

produced in semi-disperse, rapid heating of small coal panicles. However, the temperature sensitivity of tar

: I-II
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yields or total volatiles in transient heating condition are not in apparent agreement. The transient,

heterogeneous nature of the process and the chemical complexity of the parent material and heavy *

hydrocarbon volatiles establish experimental difficulties and prevent immediate interpretation of observable

behavior. Heavy hydrocarbons, tars, are the major volatile species evolved during the transient particle

heating to temperatures in excess of 600°C. lt is the formation and evolution of these species that are the

natural references in attempts to discover the causes for the reported differences in total volatile behavior

observed in a variety of devolatilization experiments,

More specifically, it is the evolution of tars during experiments characterized by nonisothermal

temperature profiles that result in the greatest differences in reported results. Figure I. 4 displays heated grid

tar yields as a function of peak temperatures observed for some high volatile bituminous coals. All of these

experiments were performed using "zero hold time" conditions, that is, the system thermocouple was heated

to the given temperature and the electrical power immediately terminated, In each of the experiments in

Fig, 1.4, thermocouple heating rates of 1000°C/see ware obtained in one atmosphere of helium gas. In only

one case (Ref, 1.26), was a carrier flow maintained over the mesh-sample surface. In some cases, natural

convection and radiation cooling are the main modes of sample cooling (Ref. 1.4, I. 17, I. 19, 1.27, 1.28).

In other cases an auxiliary quench was employed to increase the mesh-sample cooling rate (Ref. 1.26).

Natural convection and radiation provides cooling rates of the order of several hundred degrees per second,

whereas forced convection cooling produces cooling rates in excess of 1000°C/see.

Table 1.1 lists the reported elemental compositions the coals employed and Fig, 1.5 shows their

location on a coalification band plot relative to the "reference" coal of this investigation, PSOC 145 ID.

Inspection of Fig. 1.4 indicates asymptotic tar yields of the Pittsburgh Seam high volatile bituminous coal

vary from 23% to approximately 32%. The 37% tar yield observed for the UK bituminous coal consists of

"heavy" tars and "light" tars, with heavy tars comprising approximately 70% of this amount. With this

distinction in yield definition, the asymptotic, transient, "heavy" tar yields vary by only 33%, although,

temperature ranges of evolution vary considerably.
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TABLE 1.1 - ELEMENTAL COMPOSITION OF BITUMINOUS COALS
,. USED IN HEATED GRID INVESTIGATIONS

OF TAR EVOLUTION

DAF Composition

Investigator (s) %C %H %N %S %0

Desypris, et al, 86,00 5.70 1,85 1,00 5 60

Suuberg, et al, 76,44 5,41 1,47 5,97 9 13

Unger and Suuberg 84,28 5.56 1,68 1,05 7 02

Oh 79,37 5,70 1.35 5.30 10 23

Bautista 84,50 5.77 1,73 1,33 6 50

This Study 84,70 5,40 1,71 0,92 7 26

With respect to long hold time tar yields there is less data available, Bautista, et,al. (Ref. 1,26) report

approximately a 32% tar yield for 20 sec hold times at 7500C after transiently heating at a rate of

1000°C/see, and nearly 0.9 of that yield occurs within the first 0,75 seconds of the isothermal period,

Gibbins (Ref, 1,29) observed the same tar yield for 30 second hold times after heating at the same rate to

700"C, Tar yields make up the bulk of his total yields and the zero hold time runs to 700 aC indicated nearly

ali of mass loss occurs during the transient heating process to 700°C, Suuberg, et. al, (Ref, 128) report

22-25% tar .yields for 2-10 second hold times at 6500C, with appro,'timately one-third of the yield generated

" in the transient, zero hold time conditions. Considering there is some variation in coal samples, the

investigators are in substantial agreement over the temperatures and tar yields expected in heating

conditions in which thermal equilibrium between sample, screen and thermocouple are established during

the major fraction of the heating cycle.

: An alternative manner of visualizing the agreement in the data despite the obvious differences in

transient temperatures is illustrated in Fig, 1,6. In this figure the empirical tar evolution times are plotted

versus the reported temperatures for the midpoint of tar evolution, As implied in the discussion above, the

investigators are in substantial agreement in the tar evolution times, given the common heating conditions.

There is essential agreement in: a) tar evolution times, b) unit change in yield per change ira peak

temperature achieved, c) transient asymptotic tar yields, arid d) tar release temperatures in conditions where

1-15
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thermal equilibrium is achieved, The agreement implies the coal samples were experiencing similar heat flux

rates during the main phase of tar evolution, despite the reported differences in corresponding temperatures
d)

for a given extent of tar evolution during transient heating,

From a combustion modeling perspective, the apparent,discrepancy in the temperature dependence of

the tar yield in transient heating conditions is an important issue, Reported temperatures for half tile

potential tar evolution during transient heating range from as low as 575K to as high as 1125K, But the

reported cliff-,fences in zero hold time tar evolution must be considered in the context of the substantial

agreements noted above, Such results imply that the measured temperature is a) not always representative of

the sample temperature during the transient tar evolution process; b) only one of several important intrinsic

or extrinsic parameters in determining the temperature sensitivity of the tar evolution in such an experiment;

c) some combination of these two,

1,2,8 Additional Contributing Factors to Apparent Devolatilization Differences

Several other factors can be identified which have contributed to the apparent confusion and

discrepancies tn published models: 1) investigators have not used coal samples obtained from the same

seams and mines and prepared in the same manner; 2) oversimplification of the nature of coal stnacture; 3)

use of hidden assumptions in interpreting data; 4) misinterpretation of the significance of light gas yields and

composition; S) oversimplification of the complexity of the devolatilization/pyrolysis process.

The lack of a common set of coal samples to be used in investigations in different research laboratories

has been the source of much uncertainty, Because of the complexity of coal structure and the variance in

sample characteristics within a seam, an underlying uncertainty with respect to the universal applicability of

results obtained using one panlcuJar coal sample always existed, Significant variations in devolatilization

behavior observed for a given coal type from laboratory to laboratory has at times been dismissed as due to

the peculiarities of an unusual sample. Quantitative comparisons of data under conditions of non-unifotTnity

in sample characteristics become difficult if not impossible, More importantly, researchers are not inclined

to investigate the possible experimental or mechanistic causes for such anomalous behavior if sample

uniformity is not certain,

= .,. Oversimplifying the nature of coal structure by direct comparisons to covalently-bonded polymer

analogs has undoubtedly confused the interpretation of associated devolatilization behavior. In addition,

assuming the same types of chemical pyrolysis networks are occurring irrespective of the nature of the coal

rank has resulted in added confusion and misunderstanding in interpreting devolatilization behavior.

[
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The assumption that devolatilization mass loss Is primarily controlled by chemical bond breaking

pyrolysis processes has led to distributed activation energy models as a modeling device to explain the low '_

temperature sensitivity observed for particle mass loss in many devolatilization experiments, Mass loss by a

set of parallel first order reactions that have a distribution of chemical bond activation energies can be
,ii

simulated by a single low activation energS' process under certain heating conditions and for a given

experimental resolution, The overall low activation energy would generally be attributed to physical control

of a process, rather than chemical, but since coal is assumed to be a purely covalently-bonded structure, the

low temperature sensitivity observed is attributed to the parallel reaction set behavior,

While lt is undoubtedly true that a given coal contains many types of covalent chemical bonds, this

does not necessarily imply that the low temperature sensitivity of particle mass loss observed for a #,,'en

devolatilization experiment is a reflection of a dtst_buted activation energy process, Physical bonding of

molecular species, mass or heat transport influence of the mass loss process, and inadequate temperature

measurements (see above) during the rapid devolatilization process may also contribute to the observable

low temperature sensitivity, That is, the low temperature sensitivity may indeed reflect the real controlling

phenomena in that particular experiment, The real danger of these hidden assumptions is that alternative

explanations of apparently anomalous behavior are not pursued,

It is now apparent that light gas yields, in a manner analogous to tar yields and characteristics, reflect

not only the intrinsic chemical characteristics of the parent coal but also the conditions in which the

experiment takes place, Light gases can be derived not only from decomposition reactions at functional

group sites within the parent coal matrix itself, but also from pyrolysis of tars in the gas phase outside the

particle (Fig, 1,3), depending on the temperature of the surrounding gases in the devolatilization

experiment, In the case of some gas phase reactions, the transform from functional group type to particular

light gas species is far from straightforward (Ref, 1,7, 1,9), To simply treat the light gas evolution process as

reflective of the primary coal devolatilization process is itself a gross oversimplification,
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SECTION 2 - EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION AND RESULTS

2.1 Introduction and General Context)
#

2,1,I Range and Characterization of Devolatilization Reactors

A major Implication of coal devolatilization research within the last decade Is the realization that the

macroscopic observables of coal devolatilization - product yields and characteristics - a_td the klnottc

parameters derived from these, time - resolved observations appear significantly coupled to the particular

heating conditions employed to generate the observables, The cause of the intimate coupling relates to the

nature of coal structure, an discussed above (Section 1,0),

The sheer range of reactor characteristics presents a formidable obstacle to development of a coherent
i

understanding of coal devolatilization, Reactor systems utilized to investigate coal devolatilization produce

partlcle heating rates which vary from fractions of degree a second (Ref, 2, I) to rates of the order of a

million degrees a second (Ref, 2,2), Panicle sizes range from the order of several millimeters (Ref,2 i) to as

small as several microns (Ref, 2,3), Modes of thermal delivery vary from purely gas conduction/convectlon

(Ref, 2, I), to combined convection and radiative (Ref, 2,4), to total radiative (Ref, 2,3), Radiative heating

varle_ from broad band (Ref, 2,3) to single wavelength laser systems (Ref, 2,5, 2,6), Figure 2, I displays the

,; range of heat transfer space created by such reactor systems and the approximate location of reactor types in

:" the space, Figure 2,2 displays the approximate location of pfc coal combustion systems in such heat transfer

space, If a panlcular reactlon system does not coincide with the pfc domain, it does not mean investigations

: performed with su('h systems are not useful, lt does mean that extrapolations of such results, particularly
=

kinetic expressions, must be performed with caution and proper qualification __ons of derived mass

= Ios_rate constants from suc__eattq_ conditton_c., a comple_

_.xt, a.A..fi.ta,_er of of'tan unstated assua-nptions__T_!Tlae__p_iala__mlsubs_ntiate.dassumD_flon is th__

of chemical decomposition pMJa_way with p_llg.f.a_,
-

2, 1,2 Reactor Characterization and Estimated Particle Temperatures

_td__r,_lal, ed.Lia_on of chemlca_l_.._Ah__t.h_.tJat,

transient pantG]e temperature can be adequately estimated from the.associated, measured thermocouple

- _wlthin the reactor sy.Ke.m, The discrepancies observed in attempts to measure panicle

" temperatures during devolatilization in a single, "apparently simple device" are noted above (Section 1),_

Recently, several investigators have attempted to develop techniques to measure the transient panicle

= temperature during devolatilization (Ref, 2,7, 2,8) within entrained flow reactor systems, However,
1,,
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generalized laboratory transferable techniques have yet to be quantitatively established and, moreowr, their

extrapolation to other devolatilization reactor systems (see Fig, 2, t) Is not straightforward, (

Glven z 1) the hnponance of devolatilization to coal combustion processes (Fig, 1,1); 2) the general

awareness of the coupling among heating conditions and devolatilization observables; 3) the tnfeasibillty of

making directtransient panicle temperature measLtrements In the range of reactor systems utilized in this

investigation, the technically mandated approach is to make every effort to quantify the heat transfer

conditions of each devolatilization reactor, The devolatilization' reactors employed In this Investigation are

unique In the level to which they have been characterized with respect to heat transfer properties, To the

extent possible, the magnitude of the reactor-to-particle heat transfer rate and the mode of heat transfer

were quantified, As a consequence panicle temperatures are estimated from directly m_asured flux rates

rather than associated thermocouple measurements,

2,1,3 Rationale in Devolatilization Reactor Conftgura:tons

The, devolatilization experiments performed In the experimental portion of this investigation span

heating rates of 100°C/set to 100,000°C/set and pa,'tlcle sizes ranging from 20 microns to 700 microns, The

wide range of heating condhlons was employed in order that results obtained under this multi-laboratory

coordinated effort undertaken with a common set of samples could be related to the rango of results already

available In the lherature, It is assumed that useful, coherent information exists in the literature but Its

usefulness Is partially obscured by the fragmentary nature of the individual studies and Ill-defined

comparisons of the data on the bases of questionable assumptions, By performing devolatilization

experiments over a comparable range of conditions, lt is thought that a sufficient data base and

phenomenological understanding of coal devolatilization could bc established to show the underlying

consistency In the apparently disparate behavior,

3.1,4 Order ot Presentation of Results

The experimental sy,atem descriptions and devolatilization results are presented In terms of heat

transfer rates of the reactor systems, given the importance of heating conditions on the devolatilization

process, With respect to Fig, 2, 1, results obtained using "lsotaermal" entrained flow reactor results having

reactor-to-panicle heat transfer rates of 50-100 watts/sq,cm, during the bulk of the panicle mass loss are

discussed first', the Pennsylvania State University entrained flow reactor (PSU-EFR), and the MIT

investigation utilizing the Sandia National Laboratories entrained flow reactox' (SMIT-EFR), These reactors
g,

present heat transfer fields to the panicles that are nearest those established In pfc combustion systems, and
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are characterized by entrainment gas and wall temperature fields that are matched as close as possible,

These reactors are "isothermal" only in the sense that ali parts of the reactor heat transfer media are kept at

the same temperature to the extent possibl_,

These results are followed by those obtained in two different non-isothermal reaction systems of lower
J

heat flux rates: the non-isothermal entrained flow reactor o._ United Technologies Research Center

(UTRC-EFR) and the heated grid reactor in the same laboratory (UTRC-HG), In these reactors the heat

transfer field itself is non-isothenTlal, forcing a particle to follow a non-isothermal trajectory in time during

the devolatilization process. These experiments ar_ characterized by reactor-to-patti/tie heat flux rates of

the order of 0.25 to 25 watts/sq, cm. during devolatilization.

Finally results are presented from a r_actor system in which the heat flt_ rate exceeds 100

watts/sq.cm., the United Technologies Research Center Flash Lamp Reactor (UTRC-FL). In these

experiments in which the reactor-to-particle heat transfer rate may exceed those found in pfc combustion

systems, purely radiant pulses of energy are delivered to the coal panicles.

The low heat flux reactors (UTRC-EFR and UTRC-HG) and severe he,'_t flux rate reactor

(UTRC-FL) establish border or framing conditions relative to the moderate (PSU-EFR and SMIT-EFR)

flux rate reactors and, thereby, become the experimental analogs to the "limiting case" studies of complex

mathematical expressions or models. Their results help to deconvolute the conv(fluted chemical and
'I

physical behavior observed in isothermal entrained flow reactors, They also serve to link the results of this

investigation to the wide range of results found in the literature,

I
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2.2 Devolatilization in Reactor-to-Particle Heat

Flux Rates of 50--100 Watts/sq. cm.

2.2.1 Pennsylvania State University Entrained Flow Reactor (PSU-EFR) Investigation

Entrained Flow Reactor and Ancillary Equipment

A schematic diagram of the Perth State Entrained Flow Reactor (EFR) is shown in Fig, 2,3, This

apparatus has been described fully by Maloney (Ref, 2,9), Brie'fly, coal particles are entrained in a primary

gas stream at ambient temperature, and injected into the Center of a cylindrical reaction chamber,

electrically maintained at a specified temperature. At the same time, a secondary gas stream, preheated to

the reactor temperature, is isokinetically injected around the primary gas stream,The particles travel down

the center of the reactor in a pencil-like fashion, The products of pyrolysis and/or combustion are asoirated

through a water cooled collector probe that quenches reactions, It has been shown (Ref, 2, 10) that the hot

gases can be cooled to less than 500 K within 50 msec in the collector probe, Any solid products are

collected in the cyclone, condensed liquids are deposited on the filter, and gaseous matter is released into an

exhaust stack, The residence time of the coal particles in the reactor can be varied by changing the position

of the collector probe and is typically less than 280 reset.

_j]uiprnent Modifications. The basic nature of the reactor was not changed in this study but

modifications were made to both the preheater and on the collection systems. As shown in Fig, 2.3, the EFR

and preheater are placed on a mezzanine level above the laboratory floor, and the collection train is situated

on a table top directly beneath the reactor, A thermocouple readout, flowmeters, and furnace controls are

mounted on a control panel attached to the table beneath the EFR, Operation of the EFR is performed while

standing on ground level. The original arrangement of two secondary gas preheaters in series was abandoned

because heat loss from the unheated section between the units was too great. A single, more powerful unit

was installed that out-performs the old equipment. Like the old preheater, this new unit contains silicon
i

carbide heating elements, To extend the elements' life, and to provide automatic control over heatup and

cooldown, a power delivery system was designed with a current limitixzg power controller (Halmar

Electronics model J.-2450 AD) and a programmable temperatm'e controller (Thermo Electric Tempstar II).

The typical time required to heat the preheater from ambient temperature to 1100°C is 12 hours, This slow

heating rate reduces thermally induced stresses on the materials of construction and heating elements, The

controllers are used in conjunction with a powerstat variable voltage transformer, A block diagram of the

power delivery system is shown in Fig. 2,4.

2-6
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Figure 2.3
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Figure 2.4
L
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Collector Probe Modification, By varying the position ofthe collector probe in the reactor, the panicle

* residence time can be changed, The positioning was previously performed by an imprecise jacking

arrangement which required great care to ensure reproducibility of placement, A new collector probe holder

was designed, and built, to remedy this problem, This holder is shown schematically in Fig, 2,5, lt is

permanently mounted on a table top and provides fine control in two directions to ensure that the probe is

positioned accurately in both a horizontal (±4 mm) and vertical (±3 mm) fashion, Since the outer

dimensions of the collector probe and the suction pyrometer are identical, both can be used in the holder,

Suction Pyrometer Modification, A complete description of the suction pyrometer has been given by

Maloney (Ref. 2.9), Briefly, this device is used to measure the gas temperature in the reactor without any

contribution from the furnace walls, lt does this in two ways. First, the thermocouple bead is shielded by

concentric mullite tubes from radiation emanating from the wall. Second, gas is aspirated across the bead at

a high velocity, However, the top part of the bead remained exposed to radiation originating at small angles

as measured form the furnace center line, t.e, radiation from the wound element on the Injector probe,

A second problem that was noticed with the pyrometer was an apparent temperature variation in the

radial direction, The gas temperature was 5-10"C cooler near the centerline compared to positions near the

wall, This discrepancy was more pronounced near the injector tip, lt is believed this observation was due to

the non-preheated primary gas stream flowing in the center of the furnace, When setting the furnace power

levels, lt is desirable to know the gas temperature averaged over the cross section, at a particular axial

distance,

The two problems of radiation from the top and lack of mixing were both solved by fabricating a bullet

shaped cap for the suction pyrometer's radiation shield, Fig. 2.6, This was made from a small piece of

mullite and high temperature cement, Four small slits were cut in the sides to allow the gases access to the

thermocouple bead, Variation in measured gas temperature with radial position was eliminated by mixing of

primary and secondary gases, As the cool gas along the centerline strikes the top of the cap, the streamlinesa

are deflected where thelr mix with the hot gas near the wall, The combination of these gases is then drawn

inside the cap, and ove_' the thermocouple bead, to register a gas temperature that is "averaged" over the

cross section,Sl

I

_2klJa._tRh/a/.P-_ The major thrust of this particular study on the EFR was to evaluate the effectz

of reactor atmosphere on devolatilization kinetics, By changing the gases in the reactor, one is able to vary

the heat transfer rate to the particle without changing the reactor temperature, Five atmosphere
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Figure 2.5
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Figure 2.6
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combinations were used in this research, Following the convention of primary gas/secondary gas, these

combinations were He/Na, N2/N2, He/CO2, He/air, and air/air, A summary of the gases' thermal properties d,
i

is displayed tn Table 2, 1, The most Interesting features In Table 2,1 are the properties of heltum compared

with the properties of the other three gases, The kinematic viscosity of Heltum Is 100 times greater than that

of air. Helium's heat capacity and themlal conductivity are 5 times greater than alr's values, The significance

of the Prandtl number ts that tt expresses a ratio of thermal diffusivity to the diffusivity of momentum,

The higher the Prandtl number the quicker the thermal profile develops In relation to the velocity
.,

profile, In recent EFR projects at Penn State (Rd, 2,9, 2,10, and 2,11), and elsewhere, helium was chosen

as the primary gas because of its high thermal diffusivity, Carbon dioxide is of particular interest in this work

because lt has only been used by one previous researcher in the Penn State EFR,

TABLE 2.1 - THERMAL PROPERTIES OF GASES USED IN THE EFR

_ _,.P._Jt _ _ lt. W/mK Eg _,m2/s

1073 0.0455 48,54x10 -6 10,69xlf) -( 5,193 37,82x10 -2 0,666 1,60
1273 0.0384 54.76× 10-6 14,30x 10"( 5,193 42,75x10 "z 0,665 2,14

Jmtme,za

1073 0,3137 42,07xl0 "6 13,24x10 "5 1,181 66,09x10 -3 0,752 0,1784
1273 0,2685 46.53x10 -6 17,36x10 "_ 1,215 74,29x10 "_ 0,761 0,2277

_arbon Dia21J_

1073 0.5007 41,67x10 -6 83,47x10 -6 1,252 71,87xl0 "3 0,726 0,1146
1273 0.4218 46,73x 10-6 ll,10xl0 "'s 1,293 81,25x10 "3 0,744 0,1490

&h:

1073 0,3296 43,7x10 "6 13,3x10 -6 1,155 71,6x10 "3 0,706 0,188
1273 0.2776 48,8x10 -6 17,6x10 -6 1,190 82.2x 10-3 0,705 0,249

T Temperature k Thermal Conductivity
: p Density Cp Heat Capacity at constant pressure

_. Absolute Viscosity Pr Prandtl number, v/o_

v Kinematic Vlscoslty ot Thermal Diffusivity, k/pC p

Operating_ (_ondltl0lts. The isokinetic velocity chosen for the primary gas and the secondary gas was

128 cre/s, This was the same velocity used by Tsai (Ref, 2, 11) so comparison of his results with the results _'

from this study could be simplified. Table 2,2 lists important sizes, flow rates, and other operating

parameters in this work. Note the reactor Reynolds number is always less than 2100 indicating a laminar flow

regime. Although one would seldom operate a commercial piece of equipment under laminar flow
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conditions, lt was necessary in this case to avoid turbulence and have the same residence time for each

particleso weightlosskineticscouldbe studied,

In ali cases, the coal feed rate was a nominal 0,5 g/rain, The feeder was calibrated to 0,50±0,02 g/rain

each time the hopper was filled, Frequently during a run, suction and coal flow were stopped, the cyclone

was emptied, and the collector probe was cleared by blowing air back through the collector probe using the

flexible hose connecting the cyclone and the tar filter, The run was continued until 1,0.-I,5 g of char was

collected, The variable operating parameters were reactor atmosphere, panicle) size, reactor temperature,

and coal type,

TABLE 2,2 FLOW RATES UNDER OPERATING CONDH'IONS

Temperature I073K 1273K

Primary Gas Stream
Diameter, cm 0,3 0,3
Coal Feedrate, mg/s 8,3 8,3
Gas Velocity, cm/s 128 128
Gas Flow Rate, cma/s at STP 9,0 9,0

Secondary Gas Stream
Diameter, cm 5,1 5,1
Gas Velocity, cm/s 128 128
Gas Flow Rate, cma/s at STP 665 561
Reynolds Number 492 371
Primary to Secondary

Volumetric Flow Rate at STP 1/74 1/62

Analysis of Chars

Both chars and tars were saved in small plastic containers, The tars were retained for analysis, Chars

were characterized In five ways: proximate, trace element and particle size analyses, calorific value

determination, and scanning electron microscopy,

Proximate Analysis, A proximate analysis was performed on the coal char collected from each run

made in the EFR using a Leco MAC-400, In most cases, two samples of 400 mg were run, Scaroni

(Rcf. 2,12) showed a char sample of this size is large enough to be representative of the char in general,

Prior to loading the char in the crucibles for the MAC-4000, the total char sample for that run was riffled
7,

three times to ensure homogeneity of the char for the two crucible splits, In most cases, the analysis accepted

_- for each run was an average of the two splits,
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Performing a proximate analysis on both a char and [ts parent coal permitted the weight loss to be

calculated with Eq, (2,1) using ash as a tracer material, In this equation, AW is the weight loss on a daf basis, '_

Ao is the ash content of the parent coal on a dry basis, and A' Is the ash content of the char on a dry basis,

_xW- 10o%[ t - Ao(t00-A')]
' A'(IOO-Ao) (2,_)

Tills equation assumes that the mineral matter content is not transformed upon passing through the

reactor, A sensitivity analysis of Eq, (2,1) to the ash content found In the parent coal Is presented In

Appendix A,2,

_race Element Analysis. To further validate the use of ash as a tracer In determining weight loss, 10

char samples of PSOC-145 ! prepared under a variety of conditions in the EFR wall ashed and analyzed for

12 trace elements, These tests were performed with a DC Plasma Spectrometer (Spectraspan III) by the

Mineral Constitution Laboratory at Penn State, The results are listed in Table A, 1 in Appendix A,2,

_Siza_Analvsls. The results of particle size change upon passing through the EFR was

investigated with a Malvern Instruments 2600c droplet and panicle stzer, This device employs a laser beam

that passes through a transparent sample cell containing the sample dispersed In a liquid media, The liquid

chosen was acetone, Due to acetone's low surface tension, an extremely small sample size (-10-20 rag)

provides an adequate sample loading for the instrument, The Malvern pre)vires a sample size distribution

and reports a volume-averaged mean panicle size, Samples of each size fraction from the different coals

: were tested to establish an average panicle size for each coal, These results were compared with the final

average panicle diameter of selected chars,

_lJ.Rgl_g_V_!ueDetermlnatlorh. Calorific values for the coal PSOC-1451 and six selected chars were

determined with a Parr 1241 Adiabatic Calorimeter, The sample weight used was 400 rag, Aher the sample

was placed in the s:.alnless steel bomb, the bomb was pressurized to 30 atm with oxygen, lt was then

depressurized and refilled to 30 atm. 'r'his was to reduce the amount of nitrogen which, when present, forms ,t

nitric acid aher ignition of the sample, An accompanying controller calculated the rise in temperature and

-- the calorific value, The calorific values for the chars were compared to the values for the parent coal to
.t

determine the energy content of the volatile matter,
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S_M_ULE_W._t.._dlC,/...ti._._ Approximately 30 char samples were viewed under a scanning

_, electron microscope (international Scientific Instruments model III A) to Investigate the char morphologies

and to compare the diameters measured from a photograph with those measured by the Malvern,

, FSU-EFR Computer Model

An existing computer model last modified by Teal (Ref, 2,1 I) was changed to allow it to be run on the
,,

more advanced VM/CMS operating system residing on Penn State's 370-3090-200 mainframe computer,

Aside from being much easier to edit computer cod_, the VM/CMS operating system offers the added

advantage of the virtual machAne concept, This affords the user all the interactive ability found on a personal

computer along with the power of a mainframe,

The FORTRAN source code to the four transport models was changed so they are all controlled by an

interactive EXEC program written In REXX, A graphics program using the SAS/GRAPH package was

written to go along with each of the fot.urtransport models, These SAS programs create labeled tables and

figures of their respective transport solutions generated by the FORTRAN code, Ali tables are normally

directed to a high speed lln¢ printer and the plots are routed to a Versatec prlnter/plott_r,

Although these changes provide no technical improvement on the Penn State EFR computer model,

they do greatly enhance the ease of Interpretation of the results from different operational scenarios, To run

the modified model, the user simply answers a series of yes/no questions a_d enters any new numbers, Ali

numerical output ts in cgs units, The model segments are listed below,

The Gas Velocity Segments

_l'.[r.a_ This program solves the gas velocity in tt_e reactor tube as functions of both axial and

radial distance, The user can choose from four secondary gasses and the reactor temperature as input

variables, Subroutines evaluate viscosity as a function of temperature with expressions taken from Daubert

and Danner (Ref, 2,13),

CLV.._P_Y__%. This program generates three plots: axial velocity as a function of radial and axial

distance, boundary layer thickness as a function of axialdistance, and average gas velocity as a function of

= * axial distance, The program also generates a data table, Figure 2,7 shows the axial gas velocity as a function

of radial and axial distance for nitrogen at I073 K, Each of the curves represent_ different dimensionless

radial distances as measured from the centerline (R=0) toward the wall (R=I), Tsai (Ref, 2,11)
It

experimentally showed that the coal cloud remained in the envelope R<0,3, Figure 2,7 indicates the gases
=
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Figure 2,7
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surroundln8 the coal partlc[es are continuously accelerating, An average ve[ocity taken over the entire cross

. section yields the curve In Fig, 2,8, The hydrodynamic boundary layer Is continuously developing, This is

silown In Fig, 2,9, The longest distance that char was collected from the lnJe_ctor was zm,55 cre, At that point,

the boundary layer thickness was 80% of the fully developed value,
mt

The Particle Velootty Segments

£,yEL Fortran, This program allows the user to choose up to four panicle sizes, secondary gas type

and reactor temperature as input varlab[es, The solution output is panicle residence time, panicle veioclty,

and sllp velocity tor a given axial distance,

PVELPV SAS. Thls program provides two plots and a data table, The plots are residence time as a

f_nctlon of axial dlstance for up to four panicle sizes all superimposed on the same axes, and a plot of axial

velocityand slipvelocltyasfunctionsofparticleresidencetimefora singlepaniclesize,To getan Ideaof

how paniclesizeaffectsresidencetime,Fig,2.10 was generatedwiththe threesizefractionswhich were

actuallyrun plusone oversizepartlclesize,230/.un;the residencet_e becomes noticeablyshorterfora
(

specificsampllngposition,Looklng atthe averagegasvelocityIn FIg,2,8,one would expectthepanicle

velocityplottoappearsimilar,Figure2,ii shows thistobe true,An Initialsup velocityof 15 cm/s Isfirst

assume.d,ThisassumptionIsseennottobe acriticalone,sincetheslipvelochyrapidlydecays(orrisesiftoo

low an assumptionismade) tothe terminalsup velocity,

The Gas Temperature Segments

_T._M.Zo_r.na,. This program allows the user to input both primary and secondary gas types, reactor

temperature, and ambient temperature, The constants for ideal gas he_; capacity and vapor thermal

_onductivity were taken from Dauben and Danner (Rcf, 2,13), The output is average gas temperature as tt

function of axial distance and gas temperature as a function of radial and axial dlstanc_,

GTEMP_V SA_ "['his program plots average gas temperature as a function of axial distance and gas

temperature as a h.mction of both axial and radial distance, A data table is also created, Fl_tre 2, 12 shows

" " the gas temperaturc inside the EFR as functions of both radial and axial position, Starting at the top, the

three solid lines represent temperatures at R values of 0,99, 0,20, and 0,10, The dashed line is the gas

temperature within the coal cloud, The sharp dips observed at smaU axial distances arc caused by the cold

primary gas and coal panicles which must be heated to the temperature of the bulk gas,

=
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Figure 2.8
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Figure 2.11
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Figure 2.12 ,,
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The Particle Temperature Segments

PTEM Fortran, This program allows the user to Input up to four particle sizes and the reactor

_) temperature. The output is average particle temperature, temperature at the particle's center, temperature

at the particle's skin, heat flux and. total heat transferred, all as functions of residence time,

P_TEMPV SAS, This program generates three plots: gas and average panicle temperature asa function

of residence time for a single particle size, average particle temperature for ali panicle sizes as a function of

residence time, and heat flux and total heat transferred as a function of resident time for a single panicle

size, Figure 2.13 shows how rapidly the particles Injected in the EFR were heated, Notice the temperature

scale only covers the last 200 degrees of heating, It is intuitive that the smaller particles should be heated

faster; Fig, 2,13 confirms it mathematically, Figures 2, 14 and 2, 15 should be considered together, Figure

2, 14 shows a rapid rise in heat flux peaking at 92 W/cm 2, The flux then rapidly decays to a level approaching

zero as the total heat transferred levels off to some finite value, This can be understood in terms of the

temperature driving force shown in Fig, 2,15, As the particle temperature approaches the gas temperature,

the driving force for heat transfer is greatly diminished. Consideration of the mode of heat transfer (Section

4.) indicated conventional transfer [TOm the gas dominates at these operating temperatures,

Coal Sample Selection

Three coals were chosen for this work - one ex.hibiting thermoplastic properties on heating and two

displaying non-thermoplastic behavior, These coals are identified by the Penn State Coal Sample Bank as

PSOC-1451, PSOC-1520 and PSOC-1443, respectively. PSOC--1451 is a HVA bituminous coal from the

Pittsburgh Seam, PSOC-1520 is a subbituminous coal from the Smith-Roland seam, PSOC-1443 is a lignite

A from the Lower Wilcox Seam. The coals were obtained directly from Penn State's Coal Sample Bank in

half pound quantities, sealed in steel cans under argon, Sample characterization provided by the Penn State

Coal Data Base is presented in "Fables 2-3 through 2-5, As can be observed from the Table 2,3, the

bituminous coal is typical of other Pittsburgh Seam coals with the fixed carbon and volatile matter being 52%

and 34% respectively, The sulfur content is average at 1,4% on a dry basis, and the ash content is slightly

high at 13,7%, The subbituminous coal also exhibits a typical behavior (Table 2,4) having intermediate

values in ali proximate daf data, The lignite (Table 2.5) contains 21% ash on a dry basis and its oxygen

content is 16%. Total sulfur for PSOC-1443 is 0.7% on a dry basis, It was also of interest to determine

) whether the different processing (grinding and sieving) conditions of the coal samples has an influence on

the data. Therefore, samples of PSOC-1520 and 1443 coals were also obtained from Vonec Products

Company, which provided coal samples to the other research groups involved in this project. The samples
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Figure 2.13 ,_
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Figure 2.15
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came in three different size fractions (125-106,106-75 and 75-63 microns), and arrived In 200 g batches

Q sealed in jars, In order to differentiate between the samples obtained from Penn State's Coal Sample Bank

and those prepared by the Vortee Co,, the latter will be designated PSOC-1520D and PSOC-1433D

heretofore,

,q

TABLE 213 - ANALYSES OF COAL SAMPLES FROM PENN STATE COAL DATA
BASE

PSU Number: PSOC-1451
Seam Name: Pittsburgh
Mine Name: Mathies
ASTM Rank: HVA B!tumtnous

Proximate Anal_ _ D._ D._
% Moisture 2.5
% As_h 13,3 13,7
% Volatile 33,6 34,4 39,9 38,8
% Fixed Carbon 50,6 51,9 60,1 61,2

Ultimate Analysts As Rec'_ Dd_ D._

% Ash 13,3 I3 7 (15,5%MM)
% Carbon 70,0 71 9 83.2 85,1
% Hydrogen 4.6(') 4 7 5,4 5,5
% Nitrogen 1,3 1 3 I, 6 1,6
% Total Sulfur 1,3 1 4 1,6

% Oxygen (DIFF) 6,9(') 7 0 8,2 7,8

(*) Excludes Motstur_

Dry 0,8 0,02 0,5 1,4 :
Daf 1,0 0,02 0,6 1,6

_(KJ/Kg) _ As._

-" MM-Containing 29; 900 29, 100
MM-Free (Parr) 35,200 34,100 =

Ash Fusion Temt_eratur_ (K) _ _XJ,_

Initial Deformation 1610 1680

Softening t 640 1720
Hemispherical 1740 1750
Fluid 1750 1760
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TABLE 2,4 - ANALYSES OF COAL SAMPLES FROM PENN STATE COAL DATA

BASE ,

PSU Number: PSOC-1520
Seam Name: Smith-Roland
Mine Name: Wyodak
ASTM Rank: Subbituminous C

Proxlmat_ Analysis _ D._ _ D._
% Motsture 26,29
% Ash ' 9,08 12,38
% Volatile 40,13 54,74' 62,47 61,96
% Fixed Carbon 24, 10 32,88 37,53 38,04

As Ree'd _L_ _

% Ash 9,08 12,38 (14,04%MM)
% Carbon 47,39 64,6 73,78 75,21
% Hydrogen 1,78(*) 2,43 2,77 2,83
% Nitrogen 0,71 0,97 1,11 1,13
% Total Sulfur 0,89 1,21 1,38
% Oxygen (DIFF) 13,46(°) 18,36 20,95 20,84

(°) Excludes Moisture

gaiaaz.F.am_ _ Y.z.Saaam _t_

Dry 0,05 0,01 1,15 1,21
Daf 0,06 0.01 1,31 1,38

Caloriflc_V_alue(KJ /Kg) Da:X AL,l_g_

M M--Containing 26,239 19,235
MM-Free (Parr) 30,360 21,327

_h Fusion Temparatur_.._ _ D._

Initial Deformation 1466 1527
Softening 1489 1555
Hemispherical 1508 1586
Fluid 1544 1622
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TABLE 2,5 - ANALYSES OF COAL SA_IPLES FROM PENN STATE COAL DATA
BASE

PSU Number: PSOC- 1443
Seam Name: Lower Wilcox

Mine Name: Monticello
ASTM Rank: Lignite

41

Proximate. Analysis _a _.F_ D._

% Moisture 28,5
% Ash 15,3 21,4
% Volattle 44,2 61,8' 78,7 78,2
% Fixed Carbon 12,0 16,8 21,3 21,8

% Ash 15 3 21,4 (23,6%MM)
% Carbon 40 6 56,8 72,3 74,3

% Hydrogen 2 9( °) 4,1 5,2 5,4
% Nitrogen 0 8 1,1 1,4 1,4
% Total Sulfur 0 5 0,7 0,9

% Oxygen (DIFF) li 3(') 15.9 20,2 18,9

(') Excludes Moisture

Dry 0,1 0,01 0.6 0,7
Daf 0.1 0,01 0,8 0.9

Calorific VMue(KJ/Kg) D._ As Rec'd

MM-Containing 23,000 16,400
MM-Free (Parr) 30,000 19,700

#.sh Fusion Temperature (IQ. _g

Initial Deformation 1540 1550

Softening 1570 1670
Hemispherical 1640 1690
Fluid 1670 1720

Sample Preparation

An attempt was made to process the lignite In the "as-received" cortdhion, but the openings in the

screen sieves Immediately became plugged with coal due to Its high moisture content, In order to reduce the

lignlte's natural agglomerating behavior and render the coal stevable, PSOC-1443 was first dried for 1 hour

under nitrogen at 105°C, The three coals were thus ground (The Straub Co, model 4E) and dry sieved twice
jt

with a sieve vibrator (Fritsch Analysette), The three narrow size fractions, 120x140, 170x200, and 200x230

: mesh corresponding to 125x105, 88x74 and 74x63 _J.mrespectively, were stored in small plastic containers,

., To minimize low temperature oxidation of the samples, the jars were filled to the top and closed; the coals
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were used within one monih at_tergrinding, The samples provided by the Vonec Products Co,, on the other
@

hand,wereusedas received,

' Portionsofeachsizeh'actlonofallcoalsweresubjectedtoproximateanalysisusingLace MAC-400

Proximate Analysis Determinator, Each sample size loaded in the proximate analyzer was 0,S g, The 7'

MAC-400 is an automated instrument that analyzes for moisture, voiattl¢ matt¢r, ash, and calculatos fixed

carbon by difference, Samples ar¢ plac_d In ceramic cruclbl,_s which are situated on a rotating platform

inside the oven chamber of the MAC-400, A crucible Isweighed on eve.ryrotation and compared with the

previous weighing to determine the weight loss for each s_gment of the analysis, The temperatures and hold

times are stmLiarto the ASTM!s methods (Raf, 2, 14). Oven temperatm'es for the MAC-400 were moisture

temperature, 106°C; volatile mar'tor temperature, 9500C; and ash temperature, 750°C, The results of

proximate analyses performed on aLIcoals are shown in Table 2,6,

In an earlier portion of this study, three duplicate samples of the bituminous coal PSOC-14S 1 and six

duplicate samples of the lignite PSOC-1443 were run, These rest.fits were complemented by monitoring the

changes in proximate analysis data on samples of PSOC-I451D, PSOC-1520 D, and PSOC-I443D coals

during a period of six to eight months, In all cases the changes were minimal, and amounted to less than 1%

increase, and decrease in daf ash content and volatile matter yield, respectively, with the daf % fixed carbon

remaining essentially unchanged,

The ash content on a dry basis is a f-unction of panicle size for th, bituminous coal PSOC-1451, The

largest panicles used, 120x140 mesh (115 grn), showed an ash content on a dry basis of 12.0%. An even

larger size, which was not used in this study, contained 19.3% ash on a dry basis. The smallest size fraction

contained 10.0% ash. This same decrease in ash content with decreasing panicle size for PSOC-1451 is

reported by UTRC (Appendix D), The subbituminous coal and the lignite showed no particle size

dependency on the amount of ash which was present, Neither coal displayed a particle size influence on the

amount of volatile matter determined by ASTM methods,
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TABLE 2.6 - PROXIMATE ANALYSES OF COAL SAMPLES BY PARTICLE SIZE

C._: PSOC-1451, HVA Bituminous

t20 x 140 Mesh (115 mlcron): As R(_c'd dry daf

% Moisture 1,7
4 % Volatile Matter 30, 1 30,6 34,9

% Ash I,i,8 12,0
% FLied Carbon 56,4 57,4 65, I

i.70 x 200 Mesh (81 micron): A.s R(_c'd dry daf

% Moisture l, 6
% Volatile Matter 30,4 30,9 34,5
% Ash 10,3 10,5
% Fixed Carbon 57,7 58,6 65,5,

200 x 230 Mesh (69 micron)', As Roc'd dry daf

% Moisture 1,7
% Volatile Matter 30,7 31,2 34,7
% Ash 9,8 10,0
% FLxed Carbon 57,8 58,8 65,3

ff,Ta;_: PSOC- 1520,Subbltuminous C

120 × 140 Mesh (I15 micron): As Rec'd dry daf

% Moisture 23,4
% Volatile Matt¢_r 36,1 47,1 52,8
% Ash 8,3 10,8
% Fixed Carbon 32,2 42,1 47.2

170 x 200 Mesh (8.1 micron): As Rec'd dry daf

,, % Moisture 24,6
% VolatiM Matter 36,0 47,7 53,2
% Ash 7,8 10,3
% Fixed Carbon 31,6 41,9 46,8

200 × 230 Mesh (69 micron): As Rcc'd dry daf

% Moisture 21,9
% Volatile Matter 36,9 47,2 53, 1
% Ash 8,7 I I, 1
% FLxed Carbon 32,5 41,6 46,9
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TABLE 2,6 (CONT'D) - PROXIMATE AN&LYSES OF COAL SAMPLES BY
PARTICLE SIZE

Coal: PSOC-I520D, Subbituminous C

125 x 106 microns: As Rec'd dry daf ,,
% Moisture 21,6
% Volatile Matter 36,6 46,7 52,6
%,Ash 8,8 11,2
% Fixed Carbon 33,0 42, I 47,4

-160 x 75 microns: As Rec'd dry daf

% Moisture 21,0
% Volatile Matter 37,4 47,3 53,8
% Ash 9,5 12,0
% Fbted Carbon 32,1 40,7 46,2

-75 x 63 mtcrons: As Rec'd dt3t daf
% Molsture 20,8
% Volattle Matter 37,1 46,8 53,3
% Ash 9,7 12,2
% Fixed Carbon 32,6 41,0 46,7

ff,£_: PSOC- 1443, Lignite A

120 x 140 Mesh (115 mlcron): As Rec'd* dry daf
% Moisture 5,3
% Volatile Matter 42,9 45,3 54,6
% Ash 16,2 l'7, 1
% Fixed Carbon 35,6 37,6 45,4

170 x 200 Mesh (81 micron): As Ree'd* dry daf

% Moisture 6. I
% Volatile Matter 42,8 45,1 54,8
% Ash 16,8 17,7
% Fixed Carbon 35,3 37,2 45,2

200 x 230 Mesh (69 micron): As Rec'd* dry daf

% Moisture 5,4
' % Volatile Matter 43,1 45,6 55,2

% Ash 16,4 17,4
% FLxed Carbon 35,1 37,0 44,8

' After drying for 1/2 hour In nitrogen at 105 °C
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TABLE 2.6 (CONTD.) - PROXIMATE ANALYSES OF COAL SAMPLES BY
PARTICLE SIZE

J

Coal: PSOC-1443D, Lignite A
125 x 105 microns: As Rec'd _'Y daf

% Moisture 22.3
% Volatqe Matter 35.7 45,9 58.8
% Ash 17.0 21.9

: % Fixed Carbon -25,0 32,;_ 41,2

i 105 x 75 microns: As Rec'd dry daf
% Moisture, 18.3 ,

" % Volatile Matter 38.2 45.7 55.4
: % Ash 14,2 17J4

% Fixed Carbon 29.3 36,8 44.6

= 75 x 63 microns: As Rec'd dry daf
% Moisture 16.2

_ % Volatile Matter _ 38.5 4613 55.5
% Ash 13.8 16,6

S % Fixed Carbon 30.8 37;1 44.5

Analysis of Coal Samples

__ The proximate analyses from the Sample Bank (Taoles 2.3 through 2.5) were found to be somewhat451 was found to

different from the results obtained in this study (Table 2.6). On a ¢L'31basis, PSOC-1

__ contain 10.8% ash and 30.9% volatile matter on average by our analysis, compared to 13.7% ash and 34.4%
_

volatile matter fro,n the Sample Bank, which tested-60 mesh (250 tlm) samples. In a recent study, Niksa ct

, al. (Ref. 2.15) also performed an independent proximate analysis on a biturninom) coal from the Penn State

Sample Be,nk and found the volatile matter content to be several percent lower than the value provided by

the Sample Bank. Similarly, for the subbituminous coal, the average values of ash and volatile matter, 10.7%

= and 47.3%, respectively, were smaller than the amounts given by the Sample Bank (12.38% and 54.74%.

respectively). Likewise, the analyses for the finite yielded ash and volatile matter contents below those

repc.,'ted by the Sample Bank. We 'found, on a dO basis, r:,e lignite contained 17.4% ash and 45.3% volatile

_: matter The Sample Bank reports the ash content _nd volatile n'_::tterto be 21 4% and 61.8% respectively.

: ' Tabl: 2.6 shows a proximate analysis of e.-,ch fraction run in the EFR. It is interesting to note the

decrease of ash content with decreasing pay :c for the bituminous coal. lt can be hypothesized that the

mineral n)_er becomes separated from the . . -ir)gthe extensive grinding and sie_g process. Since this
,at

- effect is not observed with the subbituminous coal or with the lignite, it follows that a significant fraction of_
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the ash in the bituminous coal is physically trapped in relatively large deposits, and that the majority of ash in

the other two coals is chemically bound, and uniformly dispersed throughout them, Of course, tt is well

known that a substantial part of the inorganic species in a ltgr_:_._is directly a_sociated with the carboxylic

acids, Thus these species presumably cannot be liberated _y.grinding, and this argument can also be

extended to subbituminous coals, where a significant fraction of inorganic species are still likely to be bound _,

to carboxyl groups,

It is also evident from Table 2,6 that there is good affeement between the proximate analyses from

PSOC-XXXX and PSOC-XXXXD coals (XXXX = 1520 or 1443). Therefore, the different grinding

conditions do not appear to influence the data significantly, In addition, Figs, 2,16 through 2,18 show no

significant v_riation in particle size distributions for the d'u'ee PSOC-1520 and PSOC-1520D coal size

fractions considered,

Pyrolysis Results

Some gaseous atmosphere combinations contain air, and hence cannot be truly called pyrolysis

conditions. However, for completeness, these result_ will be presented and discussed in this section along

with the runs in which no oxygen was present, Since many of the plots displayed in this section contain

inforrnadon pertinent to more than one subsection, commems about certain aspects of the data will be

addressed after the table or figure in which it first appears. Ali weight lossdata in Figs, 2, 19 througi_ 2,31 are

on a dry, ash-free basis and a complete Usting of the data appears in tabular form in Appendix A, 1

F._'_of Particle glZe. Aside from the effect that smaller particles have longer residence times at a

given probe _osition (Fig. 2, 10), they also heat faster than the larger ones (Fig, 2.13). Along with a higher

temperature comes a faster decomposition reaction and a greater weight loss.

Two examples of the effect of particle size on weight loss in pure nitrogen atmosphere are included,

Figure 2.19 is for the bituminous coal PSOC-1451, and Fig, 2.20 is for the [ignite PSOC-1443. As might be

expected from the temperatures predicted in the Compute.- Model Section, the weight lossesare correlated

according to the statement that the smaller the particle size, the greater the weight loss, For both coals, there

is a more dramatic effect in the degree of pyrolysis between the 69 }_n size and 81 p.m size than between the

81 l.u'nparticles and the 115 _m particles. In most cases, the two larger sizes differ by only 1-3% and the

smaller 69 l_m size d_splays 10% higher value than the larger par',.icles, "
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Figure 2.16
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Figure 2.17
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_' Figure 2.18
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Figure 2.20
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Figure 2.21
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Figure 2.22
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Figure 2,24
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Figure 2,25
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Figure 2.27 .,
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Figure 2.28
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Figure 2.29
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Figure 2.30
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Figure 2.31 ,,
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It is encouraging to note however, that the three curves in both Figs,, 2.19 and 2,20 seem to be

converging on one ultimate weight loss. This ultimate weight loss appears to be about 50-55% for the

bituminous coal in Fig. 2.19 and about 35-40% for the lignite in Fig, 2.20.

The trend in weight loss with panicle size was not as apparent for the intermediate (Subbituminous)

,4 PSOC-IS20 coal studied later, The scatter in the data was unexpectedly large_' than those shown in Figs.

2.19 and 2.20, respectively. Similarly, it will be shown later that there appears to be only a small correlation

between weight loss and particle size for runs on air-containing atmospheres.

_f,,Lqr Atmosphere, Figures 2.21 - 2.25 illustrate the effect of reactor atmosphere on

weight loss data for runs performed under different operating conditions. In ali five plots, the curves

representing experiments in which air was pcesent _£'c higher than the curves representing air-tree

atmospheres. Therefore, the behavior of the bituminous coal (Figs. 2.21 - 2,23) generally shows two

characteristic trends: a) higher transient weight losses in air/air than in He/air, and b) a relatively small

change in asymptotic weight loss with residence time. In contrast, both the lignite (Fig. 2.25) and the

subbituminous (Fig. 2.24) coals generally show a) higher weight losses in He/air than in air/air, particularly

at shorter residence times, and b) a considerab!_ ;¢_crea_¢ in weight loss with increasing residence time. If

one considers that the thermal diffusivity of helium is 8.5 times greater than the value for air at 10"/3 K

(Table 2.1), then the question exists as to why there isn't always a greater weight loss for the He/air

combination? The answer may be a consequence of two processes happening simultaneously (that is,

pyrolysis and combustion). If only thermal decomposition was taking place, then the runs where the primary

gas was helium would produce a higher weight loss. 'This implies heat transfer is not the controlling

mechanism for total weight loss during combustion in this reactor. However, since oxygen is present in both

the secondary and primary gases, where it is in close contact with the particles even before they enter the

reactor, the effect of heterogeneous char combustion is enhanced. Air used as a primary gas helps to ignite

volatiles, which heat up the pyrolyzing coal particles, causing an even more rapid volatile matter release, and

yet higher temperatures and an even greater weight loss. Thus, the substitution of air for helium as the

: primary gas produces a greater weight loss because it produces higher transient panicle temperatures and/or

some char burnout, lt is interesting to note that the absence of a significant trend in weight loss with panicle

size (or residence time) for air-containing runs on the bituminous coals (Figs. 2.21 - 2.23) suggest that the

processes responsible for the weight loss may be free of diffusion limitations.

By the same token, the fact that both the lignite and the subbituminous coal underwent lower weight

, losses at shorter residence times (i.e., for initially larger panicles) suggests that the mass loss processes may
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be limited by diffusion effects. This is in accordance with the fact that lower rank coals are in general more
i)

porous than bituminous coals, Morgan (Ref. 2, 10) reported results for a lignite tn the Penn State EFR which

are in qualitative agreement with the results shown in Fig. 2,25. Morgan also mentioned that the mass

diffusivity of oxygen in helium is about the same as that of oxygen in air, although their thermal diffusivities

are very different, Therefore, it would appear that the lower rank (more porous) coals lose more weight in

He/air than in air/air because of the predominance of thermal decomposition over combustion under mass

transfer limitations.

The other three atmospheres, He/N 2, N2/N2, and He/CO:), can be grouped as pyrolysis conditions

even though CO2 ts a potentially reactive gas, The curves in Figs, 2.21, 2,22 and 2,25 have the weight loss

propensity for these atmospheres ranked as He/N2>He/CO2>N2/N2. Tanflaankar (Ref, 2.16) also observed

that weight loss for 358,5 )san particles run in N2 was higher than for the same particles tested ha CO2 or

steam. Morgan (Ref. 2.10) however, reported a 9% increase in panicle weight loss when runs were made

with a 270x400 mesh (53x37 _n) fraction in CO2 instead of pure N2, Figures 2,23 and 2,24 have the

atmospheres ranked He/COa>He/N2>N2/N:,.

Effects of Reactor Tem_neratua_,.,. Temperature had by far the greatest effect on the degree of

pyrolysis and combustion, Figure 2.26 shows the effect of reactor temperature on 8 1 km particles of

PSOC-1451 for three pyrolysis atmospheres (He/N2, N2/Nz and H¢/CO2), and Fig, 2.27 shows the effects

for two pyrolysis atmospheres (He/N2 and N2/N2) on 115 _ panicles of the same coal. In both plots, the

runs made at 1273 K had reached a constant weight loss within 100 msec. The turns performed at the lower

temperature still show developing weight loss curves, This effect is more prominent with the 115 grn particle

size (Fig, 2.27) than with the 81 _tm particles (Fig, 2,26),

Maloney (Ref. 2.9) reported the asymptotic weight losses for an HVA coal at 1073 K and 1273 K were

41% and 51% respectively. The difference in asymptotic weight loss due to temperature in these results was

also about 10% but was higher than Maloney's (-50% at 1073 K and -60% at 1273 K in this study), Since the

difference between the temperatures was similar, one can conclude that the rates of pyrolysis of Maloney's

experiments were similar to the rates in the current work,

II

F.d$.ects of Coal_Type. Figures 2,28 through 2.31 illustrate the effect of coal type on pyrolysis and

combustion, Figures 2,28 through 2.30 piace the pyrolysis weight loss for PSOC-1451 (bit,) higher than that

of PSOC-1443 (lignite), with PSOC-1520 (subbit.)having intermediate values in ali cases, This seems

surprising when one considers the total volatile matter plus moisture content of each coal. "l'T_e average
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volatile matzer plus moisture for PSOC-1451, PSOC-L520 and PSOC-1443 are 22%, 60% and 57% (48%
¢,

when pre-dried), respectively, However, Figs. 2,28 through 2,30 show that the bituminous coal has lost

roughly between 50 and 60% of its original weight after 250 msec. The lignite lost a maximum of 50% of the

original weight in the same length of time, but this is still below the value of volatile matter in the original

proximate analysis, Heating rate must be an important factor in determining weight loss in the bituminous

coal since some of what was found to be fixed carbon in ASTM heating was released as volatile matter, The

heating rate that was used by the MAC-400 for the proximate analysis was on the order of 10 K/rain and the

volatile matter holding temperature was 950°C. In the EFR, the particles were heated at a rate of 103 - 104

K/s, The bituminous coal lost about twice as much weight under the rapid heating conditions of the EFR as it

did under the slow heating conditions of the MAC-400, The additional material lost during rapid heating

had to come from what was classified as fixed carbon under slow heating conditions, The ltgnitic coal did not

lose as much weight in the short residence time under rapid heating as it did with a long residence time and

slow heating,

Figure 2.31 shows the effect of coal type under conditions of incipient combustion with both He/air

and air/air, Two items on this plot should be noted. The first is the shape for bituminous coal curves, They

appear to undergo a negative weight loss or a small weight gain after 175 msec. This result is not only

observed in Fig, 2,31, but could also be gathered from Figs, 2.21 through 2.23, One possible explanation for

this small effect (if real) could be the redeposition of soot on the particle's internal and external surfaces,

Soot was observed both with the naked eye mixed in with the char prepared both in He/air and air/air, and

also with the aid of a scanning electron microscope (See above), The second salient feature in Fig, 2,31 is

that the curve for the lignite appears to overtake the bituminous coal curve after 225 msec, This is thought to

be caused by the higher reactivity of a lignite char once the char gasification reaction becomes significant,

Nsakala ct, al. (Ref, 2,17) ran a similar Lower Wilcox Texas lignite as a 200x400 mesh size fraction in

a similar entrained flow reactor, and saw weight losses that were significantly below those reported in this

study, As an illustration, at 200 msec Nsakala ct, al, reported a loss of 13% daf in nitrogen at 1600 K, Figure

2,30 shows a daf weight loss of 39%, or triple Nsakala's, The half hour drying under nitrogen prior to

running the PSOC-1443 caused a significant reduction in moisture and was felt to be responsible for most of
A)

this discrepancy, That is, the removal of water prior to pyrolysis would allow more heat to be devoted to

endothermic pyrolysis reactions rather than to water removal itself. It should be pointed out that there were

no significant differences in the behavior of analogous coals provided by the Penn State Coal Sample Bank

and the Vonec Products Co, (Labeled-D), as expected from their ar_alyses (Table 2,6),
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Ash as a Tracer
,_

Due to the inability to collect ali products of pyrolysis and/or combustion, ash must be used as a tracer

material for calculating weight loss, Scaroni, Walker and Essenhigh (Ref, 2,18) determined this method

could be used with less than a 6% error by comparing a direct measurement of weight loss by a coal in a

crucible to measurements taken using ash as a tracer, This method can onty be correct if the ash undergoes

no selective loss of any censtituent on heating, The higher the furnace temperature, the greater the

possibility of the ash changing (Ref, 2.19), To investigate the inertness of the mineral matter upon heating,

ten bituminous coal chars were prepared under a wide variety of conditions with respect to temperature,

residence time and atmosphere, These chars were then aShed and the results were compared to each other

and to the high temperature ash analysis performed on the raw coal ( See Appendix A, 2 for the data), There

was no selective increase or' decrease in any of the ten constituents analyzed for in the ash,

Changes in Heating Value

A brief investigation in the area of changes in heating value was conducted for the bituminous coal,

Table 2.7 lists the gross heats of combustion for the parent coal and for chars prepared from it in He/N2, For

the sake of compariso_, the H_ value obtained by the Sample Bank was 29,120 KJ/Kg on an as-received

basis, This was slightly higher than the one reported here, The last two columns in Table 2.7 indicate the

relative distribution of the parents coal's energy among the products of pyrolysis, With these four runs, the

energy leaving with the volatile matter ranged between 47% and 59% of the total energy available in the

parent coal, The heat of combustion for the volatile matter was, in ali cases, higher than the heat of

combustion for its corresponding char, Elemental analyses showed the C'H ratios to be 15' 1, 30:1 and 11:1

for the raw coal. char and volatile matter respectively, From these ratios, the heat of combustion was

estimated to be 33,000 KJ/Kg for the coal, char and volatile matter,
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TABLE 2.7 - COMPARISON OF GROSS HEATS OF COMBUSTION FOR
PSOC-1451 COALS AND CHABS PREPARED IN A HE/N2 ATMOSPHEREQ

£aal

4 Mesh Size Hg coal, KJ/Kg
as Rec'd

/
120 x 140 28,040
170 x 200 28,670

Energy
T..K. _ WeigAht Loss._____ H__ char. KJ/Kg I:[gA/M._I KJ/Kg J2L.P.r.D.dI_

daf as Rec'd as Rec'd as Rec'd % VM % char

1073 170 x 200 51 41 25,740 39,940 47 53

1273 120 x 140 54 41 24,860 32,650 48 52

1273 120 x 140 57 43 24,650 38,390 58 42

1273 170 x 200 59 45 25,740 38,080 59 41

Structural Changes in the Coal Char

Changes in the residual char structure were followed two ways: 1) Panicle diameters were measured

through la:_er scattering and 2) char morphologies were investigated through scanning electron microscopy.

,Particle Size Chan_e__s.The coal used in this study was first ground and then separated with standard

U.S. screen sieves, 'Fable 2.8 compares the sizes of the coal panicles determined by the size of the openings

in the screen mesh with those determined by the scattering of laser light by the Malvern Instruments 2600c

droplet and panicle sizer. The three coals produced panicles of larger diameter when measured by laser

scattering. In the case of the Ligrlite, for instance, the laser detet_nined sizes were 24%, 25%, and 26% larger

than the screen openings on the 120x140, 170x200, and 200x230 fractions, respectively.
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TABLE 2.8 - COMPARISON OF COAL AND CHAR PARTICLE SIZES PREPARED

IN A HE/N2 ATMOSV'HERE *'

Mesh Size Mean Mesh Size Laser Determined Panicle Size

_n PSOC-1451, vm PSOC-1520, _un PSOC-1443, /am ¢.,

120 x 140 115 134 135 142

170 x 200 81 ' 105 98 101

200 x 230 69 Not determined 80 87
r

PSOC-1451 Chars Prepared in He/N2

T,K Mesh Size Weight Lossl % D', _ D'/D V'/V p'/p

1073 120 x 140 27 176 1,31 2,27 0,32

1073 170 x 200 52 171 1,62 4,32 0,11

1073 120 x 140 52 221 1,65 4,49 0,11

1273 120 x 140 54 191 1.47 2,90 0,16
1273 120 x 140 57 219 1,63 4,36 0, 10

1273 170 x 200 59 145 1,37 2,63 0,16

1273 170 x 200 59 155 1.47 3,22 0.13

PSOC-1443 Chars Prepared in He/N2

T,K Mesh Size Weight'Loss, % D', _rn D'/D V'/V p'/p

1073 170 x 200 28 96 0.95 0,86 0.83

1073 120 x 140 40 131 0,93 0,79 0,76

1073 200 x 230 44 75 0,86 0,64 0,87

1273 170 x 200 38 92 0,92 0.78 0.78

1273 120 x 140 46 131 0.92 0,79 0,68

1273 200 x 230 47 73 0,84 0,59 0,90

One reason for this difference in sizing by the two techniques may well be a result of the non-sphericity

of the panicles, In the laser technique, the panicles are tumbling through a liquid medium, each one

sweeping out a volume that is convened to a diameter, The screen sieves however, may allow panicles

through the openings if they are oriented correctly on one attempt, but may deny them access if the

orientation has changed to present a face that is too wide, A rod-shaped particle would be an extreme

example of this effect, A second explanation for the discrepancy in sizing might be agglomeration of

particles while they were in the liquid medium, A third, and more likely explanation, has to do with the ._

different assumptions involved in the estimation of panicle sizes by the different techniques. While the
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screening technique gives a linear average size in the fraction considered, lt does not provide any

,b lnformattorl about particle size distribution; instead, Lt presumes a Gaussian distribution of particle

diameters, which is clearly not the case for the coals considered (see, e.gl Figs. 2.16 through 2.18). Besides,

Lt is known by statistics that the mean diameter derived from an "average" (screening) area will be smaller

'_ than that derived from a "volume" estinaate (Laser techniques), Therefore, the observed discrepancy in

mean sizes is to be expected, and the ambiguity In the definitiota of "mean particle size" may be its major

cause.

Like most bituminous coals, PSOC-1451 swelled to form cenospheres under rapid heating condttions l

Table 2,8 presents ratios of final value to original value for diameter, volume, and density. Diameter

increase ranged from 1.3 to 1.6 times the original size. the corresponding increase in volume was 2,3 to 4 5

times the original coal particle's volume, Using the accompanying weight loss values, the corresponding

decrease in particle density ranged from 10% to 32% of rho parent coal's density. In contrast, the

subbituminous and the lignite chars showed a decrease Enparticle diameter, but tn both cases thedensity of

the char was still less than parent coal's (e,g., 68% to 90% of the unheated lignite).

Figure 2,32 shows the particle size distributions (obtained with the Malvern) for the bituminous coal

and char sample, lt can be seen that the char's distribution is both spread out and shifted to the fight of the

parent coal's distribution, A significant portion of the coal possesses a diameter greater than 160 _trn, giving

some support to the agglomeration explanation of why the mean particle diameter is greater than the

diameter measured by the sieves, Orientation alone could not account for a particle diameter that is twice as

large as the sieve openings, On the other hand, Fig, 2,33 shows analogous data for the subbituminous coal

and its char. The curves are better defined than those in Fig, 2.32, and show little evidence of panicle

agglomeration. In addition, the shift in char size distribution is to the left of the parent coal's distribution.

The corresponding behaviors for other mesh fractions in air--containEng atmospheres are included in

Appendix A.3, and, in general, they show a small loss in average diameter after oxidation.

Coal Char Morghologies. Studying the morphologies of coal chars with a scanning electron

microscope can complement data taken by other methods. Before the technique of measuring particle sizes

through laser scattering was available, panicle sizes were measured from SEM photographs. Figures 2.34

" through 2.39 are reproductions of [_hotographs taken of bituminous coal chars prepared in the EFR. A

microbar is shown in the lower right hand corner of each figure. The left-most line is the length tn microns

multiplied in 10n where n is the number of lines following the mlcrobar. These six figures show a final size of

1.1 to 2.0 times the original particle size. This method however, is based on a very limited number of
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Figure 2.32
e-

Distribution of 170x200 Mesh PSOC-145I (Bit.) Coal and
Char Particles. Char Prepared at 1073 K in He/N2 at a
Residence Time of 125 reset.

t_
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. Figure 2.33

10

0

0 1O0 200 300 400 500 600

P_rlC_LE SIZE,microns

Distribution of 120z140 Mesh PSOC-I$20 (Subbit.) Coal and
Char Particles. Char_Prepared at 1273 K in He/N2 at a

. Residence Time of 122 msee.
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Figure 2.34

PSOC-1451 Char Prepared in He/N2 at 1273K, _ = 100 msec,

Coal Size = 120 x140 mesh, _bar = 100 I_m

PSOC-1451 Char Prepared in He/N2 at 1273I_, x - 270 msec,
Coal Size = 200 x 230 mesh, gbar = 1001.tru
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Figure 2.36

PSOC-1451 Char Prepared in He/air at 1073K, z = 190 msec,

Coal Size = 120 x 140 mesh, gbar = 100 gm

Figure 2.37

PSOC-1451 Char Prepared in He/air at 1273K, x = 240 msec,
Coal Size = 120 x 140 mesh, I_bar = 10 _m
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Figure 2.38

PSOC-14S1 Char Prepared in He/CO2 at 1073K, • = 200
reset, Coal Size = 120 x 140 mesh, _bar = I0 gm

Figure 2.39

PSOC-14S1 Char Prepared in He/CO2 at 1273K, x = 260

mse¢, Coal Size = 120 x 140 mesh, gbar = 10 p.m
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panicles and is not as accurate as the laser scattering technique described above, Tsai (Ref, 2, I i) used _he

SEM photograph measuring technique and obtained swelling ratios between 1,00 and 1,3 times the original
0

diameter, IVlaloney (Ref, 2.9) reported this number to be t,_ice the original for a bituminous coal, These

swelling ratios are in agreement with the laser scattering measurements of 1,3 - 1.6 times the original

,_ diameter,

Figures 2,34 and 2,35 show bituminous coal char panicles which were pyrolyzed in He/Na under

conditions of different severity, Both chars display the cenosphere structure, and fluid ddges are visible,

These ridges are most dramatic in Fig, 2,35 where the smaller coal panicle size and longer residence time

have enhanced the pyrolysis phenomenon,

The bituminous coal chars in Figs, 2.36 and 2,37 were prepared in He/air, Several salient features

were observed, Both photographs show visual evidence of agglomeration, Figure 2,36 appears to be

composed of three smaller panicles and Fig, 2,37 was formed from at least two. Soot can also be seen in

both figures and appears as grey-white fluffy material, the presence of soot on the char panicles could serve

as an explanation for the apparent weight gain or negative weight loss at about 200 msec during all

bituminous coal runs where air was present. Contrary to the pictures taken of the bituminous coal chars

prepared in the He/N a atmosphere where holes in the surface were large and few in number, the pictures

taken in me chars prepared in He/air atmosphere show many srrlaller holes spread out over the entire

surface. These holes are believed to be related to sites of char oxidation,

Figure 2.38 and 2,39 show bituminous coal chars prepared in a He/COa atmosphere. A combination

of the results mentioned above can be seen, Soot is present in both figures indicating DIe/COa is a reactive

environment. The pattern of many small blow holes is evident in Fig. 2.38. However, the texture of the

panicle in Fig, 2.39 is more similar to the panicle in Fig, 2.35 which was extremely fluid at some point in its

history, lt was previously shown that the weight losses in He/COa were much closer to those in He/Na than

those in He/air, Therefore, it might be expected that chars prepared in He/COa should look similar to those

prepared in He/Na,

In order to contrast the variations in char morphology with coal rank, SEM pictures of the

,_ subbituminous PSOC-1520D coal and its chars are presented in Figs, 2,40 through 2,50, Only chars

pyrolyzed in N_./Na at I073K are included for comparison, These chars were not expected to show any

evidence of swelling or of cenosphere formation, Indeed, by comparing the raw coal panicles (Fig, 2,40)

,, with their corresponding char panicles (Fig, 2.42) at the same level of magnification (42 times, read 0,042
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Figure 2.40

PSOC-1520D Raw Coal, Fraction 125-106 v.m

Figure 2.41

PSOC-1520D Raw Coal, Fraction 125.106 _m
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Figure 2.42
b

PSOC-1520D Char Prepared in N2/N2 at 1073 K, Residence
time = 121 reset, Coal Size = 125-106 microns, 42
Magnifications

Figure 2.43

,tr

PSOC-1520D Char Prepared in N2/N2 at 1073 K, Residence
time-121 msee, Coal Size = 125.106 microns, 122
Magnifications
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Figure 2'44

PSOC-I$20D Char Prepared in N2/N2 at 1073 K, Residence
time =183 reset, Coal Size = 125-106 microns, 42
Magnifications

Figure 245

PSOC-1520D Char Prepared in N2/N2 at 1073 K, Residence
time =194 reset, Coal Size = 106-75 microns, 42
Magnifications
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Figure 2.46

PSOC-1520D Char Prepared in N2/N2 at 1073 K, Residence
time =194 msec, Coal Size = 106.75 microns, 122
Magnifications

Figure 2.47

. PSOC-IS20D Char Prepared in N2/N2 at 1073 K, Residence
time =131 reset, Coal Size = 75.63 microns, 122
Magnifications
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Figure 2.48

PSOC-1520D Char Prepared in N2/N2 at 1073 K, Residence
time =131 reset, Coal Size = 75-63 microns, 122
Magnifications

Figure 2.49

PSOC-1520D Char PrepnredinN2/N2 at 1073 K, Residence
time =198 msec, Coal Size = 75-63 microns, 43
Magnifications
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Figure 2.50

PSOC-I$20D Char Prepared in N2/N2 at 1073 K, Residence
time =198 mse¢, Coal Size = 7._.63 microns, 300
Magnifications

I
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kx on each f!gure), it can be seen that the particles were equal or slightly smaller at short residence times

(t=[2l msec). While Fig: 2,42 shows some panicles that were probably crushed during sample preparation, ,,

its magnification (Fig, 2,43) indicates that some panicles are already beginning to develop a more porous

structure with respect to the raw coal (Fig, 2,41), The effect is more pronounced at longer residence ttme.s

(t--194 reset) for a slightly smaller size fraction (Figs, 2,45 and 2,46), In fact, Fig, 2,46 already shows

panicles which resemble those observed for pyrolyzed bituminous coal chars (Figs, 2,34 and 2,35),

However, the concentration of panicl'es displaying cenosphere structural characteristics is considerably

smaller for the subbituminous coal chars, This may reflect the difference In maceral compositions in the

original coals,

It is somewhat surprising, nevertheless, that subbituminous coal chars may exhibit cenosphere

formation under the conditions studied here, Even the smallest size fractions considered gave evidence of

cenosphere formation (Figs, 2,47 through 2.50), although the magnified pictures show, in addition to

porous particles, smoother panicles with fewer visible holes or ridges, Therefore, it appears that cenosphere

formation is posstbl2 on pyrolyzed PSOC-1520D coal chars,

2.2,2 Sandla- MIT Entrained Flow Reactor (SMIT-EFR) Investigation

Experimental Facilities and Procedures

The entrained flow reactor used for the sampling of char is shown in Fig, 2,51, This reactor consists of

feeding, heating, cooling, and collecting systems and a reaction zone, Coal panicles are placed in a s_a'inge

plunger with a stepping mc.tor, Coal panicles in the feeding tube should be well diluted so the agglomeration

of softened coal particles does not occur in the reaction zone, This is accomplished by maintaining a slow

speed of the stepping motor and by use of an entrainment gas (Na In this case) and rotating brush, The

feeding tube has a diameter of 0,079,1 cm and Is connected to a water-cooled injector, The entrainment gas

(N2) served as the heating medium in the reaction zone and was preheated by three furnaces (F_, F20 and

Fb) whose temperatures are controlled,

In order to ensure a laminar flow of the entrainment gas and that the panicle flow paths are located at

the center of the reaction zone, mullite honeycomb flow straighteners are used in the third stage heater and

the flow rate of the entrainment gas is carefully adjusted, The reaction zone is in a quartz chimney with ata

internal 4,73x4,73 cm cross-section, The position of the entire heating system is adjustable to have a desired

distance between the particle injector and the sampling probe,
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The enc_aLned flov reactor.
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The sampling probe, shown schematically in Fig, 2,52, has an internal diameter of 3/8 inch, Th_

Cross-section of the probe Is much larger than the spread area of the panicle stream, The probe tip is shaped

so that the taper is on the probe exterior; particles therefore travel directly into the probe and do not deposit

in the probe inlet, Helium jets inside the probe tlp quench both the entering .gas and the panicles from the

reactor, The interior wall of the probe consists of a porous metal tube, Helium transpiring through this *"

porous tube prevents deposition of tars, soot, and other aerosols in the probe. The entire probe is cooled by

a water circulation,

The que, nched gases and helium then pass through a char filter (Pyrex Wool, fiberglass) and tar trap

(76 mm diameter PVC membrane with 12 gm pores) for the separation of char and tar (FIB, 2,51), Most of

the tar and aerosols (less than 5 grn diameter) follow the rnain flow of gas and are deposited In the tar trap,

while larger char particles are collected on the char filter (Ref, 2.20), Carefully adjusting suction rates of

quenched gases and helium into the exhaust system are necessary, A higher suction rate leads to more

suction of hot nitrogen into the probe, hence causing a slow cooling rate and possibly a heat-up of internal

section of the probe which may destroy the probe due to faster expansion of the porous tube than its

surrounding water jacket, On the other hand, if the suction rate is too slow, the quenching helium may

overflow into the reaction zone and the pyrolyzed coal char may never drop into the probe,

The following procedure was used in the experimental runs:

l) Turn on the entire system and set the initial furnace temperatures, which roughly

correspond to the desired gas temperatures, at least 16 hours prior to the experiments for

the warm-.up.

2) Open the valve of the N_. entrainment gas, and set its flow rate, Adjust the furnace

tetnperature to obtain the desired gas temperatures. The adjustment is by trlal-and-error.

The gas temperatures vs the distance between the panicle injector and the sampling probe

are measured by a thermocouple (Type R, (Pr) - (l_t+13%Rh), bead diameter _ 100

_m),

3) Measure the gas temperatures inside the sampling probe vs the distance from the probe

mouth, using a thermocouple (Type K, Chromel-Alumel Alloy, bead diameter = 1/16

inch).

4) Set the desired distance between the panicle injector and the sampling probe, Load coal

panicles in the syringe and set the speed of the stepping motor.
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" Figure 2.52
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5) Put P_rex Wool (fiberglass) into the char trap and use PVC membrane as tar filter. During

the experiments, fiberglass and membrane filter have to be changed frequently in order to

avoiding blocking the flow of exhaust gases.

6) Turn on the probe quenching helium and cooling water and set their flow rates. _,.

7) Turn on the stepping motor.and start to collect char while carefully adjusting the suction

rate of cooled gases.

After collection of char samples, their physical properties are measured. In this study, morphological

changes, pore volume, BET surface area, density, and porosity of pyrolyzed char are the major properties of

interest,

Measurements

P..hlllllgraphs from Scannin_ Electron Microscopy. Scanning electron microscopy and optical

microscopy were used to take photographs of the particle surface and the particle cross-sections,

Preparation of coal char for the cross section microscopic examination consists of two methods: 1) high

pressure technique (employed at SNLL) and vacuum technique (employed at M,I,T.). A smaU amount of

char is mixed with a mixture of styrene, vinyl toluene and acrylate monomers (polyester resin) and with a

hardener, MEK peroxide in dimethyl phthalate, in a mould, the volume ratio of polyester resin to hardener

is about 100:1. The mixture (with char) is then placed in a high pressure (10,000 psia) vessel to force

polyester resin into voids inside the char, or in a desiccator for further processing when using the vacuum

technique.

The vacuum technique is similar to that employed by Lightman and Street (Ref. 2,21). The pressure in

the desiccator is reduced several times, each time the pressure being returned to atmospheric so that after

removal of air from the char particle polyester resin can flow further into evacuated voids still remaining,

W_hen the samples bearing dispersed char are set hard, they are ground on a coarse emery wheel until char is

exposed. The resin surface is then polished ota a mechanized wheel using successively 240, 320, 600 grade

emery papers followed by 20 _xrn aluminum powder. The well polished samples are then ready for"

microscopic examination. ,,

Preparation of coal char for the panicle-surface microscopic examination is quite straight forward, A

thin film of colloidal graphite (mixed with alcohol) is first spread on a half-inch-diameter aluminum holder,
o.

Char panicles are then scattered on top of the graphite-alcohol film. The loose panicles are blown off after
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the graphite is dried and then the sample is coated with a film of gold in a vacuum evaporating unit for

subsequent microscopic examination,
.0

Swellin_ Ratio. The extent and significance of particle swelling during pyrolysis are evaluated by

measuring the swelling ratio, defined as the particle diameter at any pyrolysis time divided by the initial

" particle diameter, Because of the irregular' external shape of the char particles, the particle diameter used

here is derived by converting the projected external surface area of each panicle seen in the SEM pictures to

an equivalent spherical diameter,

The projected external surface areas of about 40 particles for each sample are measured by a

Toyce-Loebl Magiscan Ii Image analyzer at M.I,T, The analyzer is sensitive to the contrast between a

particle image and its background in the SEM pictures, The projected areas of analyzed particles are

carefully reproduced on a transparent film, using a waterproof-black pen to guarantee uniform contrast for

all measurements, ,Assuming a Gaussian distribution, the mean and standard deviation of the swelling ratio

are obtained by best fitting the data.

Arena Pore Volume. P..a_:ticle and Solid Densities. and Porosity.,. Samples of coals and

partially reacted coal chars were analyzed at the Particle Characterization Facility (PCF) at the Lawrence

Livermore Laboratory, The facility is equipped to carry out nitrogen absorption analyses for BET surface

area, and mercury intrusion porosimetry for determining particle and solid densities, and void fraction, Here

particle density is defined as the mass of a single panicle divided by its total volume including internal voids,

Solid density is defined as the mass of an individual coal particle divided by the volume of solid material

only,

Prior to tt : nitrogen absorption analyses and mercury intrusion porosimetry, each sample (roughly 0 5

gm) was baked under vacuum (I0 -s torr) at 200°C for several hours to remove gaseous or liquid

contaminants from the particle. A Digisorb 2600 is used to analyze the particle surface area. The analysis

consists of a 5-point BET calculation and the relative pressure (applied pressure/saturation pressure of

adsorbate gas) is varied from 0,05 to 0.21.

Mercury intrusion porosimetry utilizes the theory of liquid-solid contacting in capillaries to provide

, information on char pore size distributions. Assuming cylindrical pores, the pore diameter (D) is given by

4r
D=--- Coso (2.2)P
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where P is the applied pressure, r the surface tension of mercury, and O the contact angle between the liquid

(here mercury) and solid (here char), The volume of mercury (V) penetrating the pores is measured *

directly as a function of applied pressures, This D-V information serves as a unique characterization of pore

structure, The present measurements used an Autopore 9200 mercur7 porosimeter with 56 intrusion points

and 27 extrusion points, Pressures as high as 60K psi w(;re employed which according to equation 2,2 (Ref,

2,22) correspond to a minimum pore diameter of about 30_

Although pores in the char are rarely cylindrical (as observed from scanning electron microscopy), this

approximation is generally accepted as a reasonable approach for data interpretation, The surface tension of

mercury is usually accepted as 484 dynes/cre, The contact angle varies somewhat with solid composition, A

value of 130 degrees is assumed in general,

Panicle density (Qp) is Calculated by assuming a mercury density (0m) of 13,5335 pJcc, The following

equations were employed.

Sample Weight W W

ep = Sample Volume Vp Vp_r- VR (2.3)

W2 - Wl
vn,= (2.4)

C)m

where Vptr = penetrometer volume,

Vm = mercury volume,

W2 = weight of penetrometer + sample + mercury,

W, = weight of penetrometer + sample.

Solid density ((?,) is calculated by

Sample Weight W

Or= Solid (skeletal) Volume Vs (2,5)

V,=Vr,-V, W (2.6)

#.

where V, = total intrusion volume of mercury per unit weight of sample (in cc/grn),
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The void fraction (---porosity) is defined as

% Por°sJtY _" 100 '( 1 - Pa_r'_icleSOLidDensltyDens'tY / (2'7/

The solid density defined here does not necessarily refer to the true solid density, since the solid volume

obtained depends somewhat on the method of measurement, In this case, the solid volume may still include

pores smaller than 30 Angstroms.

Detailed discussions of BET surface area and mercury intrusion porostmetry can be found in standard

references (Ref. 2.22, and 2.23).

Wel__ht Lass Determination. Weight loss (WL) due to pyrolysis is determined by t) solid density, 2)

ash analysis, and 3) titanium analysis. The first method approximates weight loss as

wu = 1-v,o,/voo,o= z-o,/O,o (2.8)

where V, and 0, are volume and density of solid material and the subscript o represents their initial values,

The approximation assumes the volume change of solid in pyrolyzed coal is negligible, For swelling coals,

_,his will be reasonable only when the weight loss is low, '

Ash and titanium tracer techniques assume that ash and titanium mass are constant during pyrolysis,

The weight loss is defined (on an as-received basis) as

[,,,oiw = .-Tjl00 (2.9)

where Yio = initial ash (or titanium) mass fraction in the coal panicle (as received),

yl = ash (or titanium) mass fraction in the char particle.

The ash content is determined by the ASTM technique. The concentration of titanium, existing in coal

or char in a form of TiOa, is analyzed at the Combustion Research Facility, SNLL, by an

inductively-coupled plasma (ICP) optical emission spectroscopy. This instrument was selected for this work

" Furthermore, the known uncertainties in the mercury porosimetry technique contribute to un.
-, certainties in the solid densities, and thus to uncertainties in the weight losses calculated from

them. (Dr. T.H. Fletcher, private communication, May 1988.)
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because of its sensitivity down to parts per million, Its ability to determine refractory elements, and the

capability of simultaneous multi-element analysis, although it requires extreme care and maintenance. *

Prior to the analysis, coal (char) has to be properly prepared, The sample is mi>ted with an aqueous

solution containing 10 percent aqua regia (three panshydrochloric acid and one part nitric acid) and 10 ,,,

percent hydrofluoric acid, The sample is then put into a teflon container, covered, and placed in a

laboratory microwave oven for 10 mintJtes to leach out the elements of interest, The HF helps dissolve

silicates and refractory metals, Following cooling and filtering of insoluble solids (organic material), boric

acid is added to the solution. This is to convert the HF (by forming tetrafluoboric acid) since lt will attack the

quartz torch of the instrument. The amount of HF and HaBOa employed must be the same for calibration

and actual measurements.

The prepared solution is then injected into the instrument where it is heated by an argon plasma,

generated by an inductively-coupled plasma technique. Temperatures of the plasma, in the range of 6000 to

10000 K, are high enough that refractory oxides such as Tid2 are easily dissociated and provide very intense

emission from both the atomic and ionized species, Every element emits its own characteristic wavelengths,

Emission spectroscopy is used to determine elements present in the plasma, Calibration is required for

quantitative determinations of each element,

Ash Proximate _ Ash content in raw coal and char is determined, according to ASTM

D3172. Approximately I grn of raw coal (as-received) or 0,2 grn of chat' is placed in a cold furnace and

gradually heated to 500°C in I hour and to the final temperature of 750°C, in 2 hours, and held for at least

5 hours at 750°C. The ash is then naturally cooled in a desiccator and weighed as soon as it reaches room

temperature.

Coal Selection

A high-volatile bituminous coal, Pittsburgh Seam No, 8, (PSOC 1451D) was the focus of this

experimental work. Panicle-size ranges of 30-45, 60-75, and 106-125 _tm were studied, The ultimate

analysis, proximate analysis, and maceral compbsition for the selected coal are presented in Table 2.9, The

data are taken from the Penn State Coal Data Base,

With the ASTM technique, different panicle sizes show different ash contents, Table 2, I0 lists the

values obtained for each replicate analysis and the arithmetic average of the replicate results, The results
e'

generally agree with those obtained at UTRC( see Appendix A, 1),
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TABLE 2.9 - CHARACTERISTICS OF SELECTED COAL
tb

Data Source: Penn State Coal Data Base
Coal Type: Pittsburgh Seam No, 8 bituminous coal: PSOC 1451D

Proximate Analysis (Wt %)

As Rec'd Dry DAF

% Moisture 2,5_;

% Ash 13,32 13,67

% Volatile 33,56 34.43 39,88

Matter

% Fixed Carbon 50,58 51,90 60,12

Ultimate Analysis (Wt %)

As Rec'd Dry DAF

% Ash 13,32 13,67

% Carbon 70.05 71,88 83,26

% Hydrogen 4,55 4,67 5,41

% Nitrogen 1,33 1,36 1,58

% Sulfur 1.33 1,36 1.58

% Chlorine 0,07 0,08 0,09

% Oxygen 6.81 6.99 8,10

Macerai Composition (Vol %)

Panicle diameter Vitrinite Intertinite Exinite
(_.m)

210 - 250 69,7 12,7 17,6

106 - 125 84,6 7,1 8.2

63 - 75 84,8 7,'7 7,5

30 - 45 88,0 7,0 5,1
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TABLE 2,10 - ASTM ASH ANALYSIS OF PrI_BURGH

SEAM NO. 8 BITUMINOUS COAL .

Replicate (Wt %)

Size (_rn) 1 2 3 Average
w.

30 - 45 6,3 6,4 6,7 6,5 ::t::0,2

63 - 75 4.6 4,3 4,3 4,4 4 0,1

106- 125 11,6 11,1 11,5 11,4 :f. 0,2

210- 250 22,2 22,3 24,9 23,1 + 1,2

Rr=_sultsand Discussions. The experiments were designed to cover three gas-temperature profiles in
(

the reactor and three ranges of particle diameters 30-45, 63-75, and 106-125 km, The gas-temperature

profiles, corrected for radiation losses to the reactor wall, are indicated a_ low, intermediate, and high

temperature, in Fig. 2,53, with peak temperatures as shown, The approximate gas velocity in the flow

reactor is I mm/msec (Ref, 2,24), Hence, assuming th_ coal panicles closely follow the gas temperature,

typical heating rates exceed 10`) K/see, Figure 2,54 shows the quenched-gas temperatures in the probe as a

function of distance from the probe mouth, The radiation correction to the thermocouple was small, T'he

gas was quenched, for example; from 1033 K to 459 K in 4 mm, corresponding to a gas-quenching rate of

approximately 100 K/see as calculated from a heat-transfer model (Ref. 2,24), Particle quenching time is

slightly longer due to thermal inertia of the particle, The temperature profile was obtained with an entrained

flow rate of 30 slpm (standard liter per minute) N2 and suction rates of 58.-61 slpm and 21-23 slpm for tar

and char flows, respectively, The particle feeding rates ranged from 7,0 to 23,0 mc/rain, The pyrolyzed coal

char was collected at distances of 3 to 29 cm from the particle injector, con'esponding to residence times of

approximately 30 to 290 msec in the reaction zone,

However, in this report, the analytical results will be presented as a function of distance between th_

panicle injector and the probe mouth rather than bulk resident time, because the precise measurements c f

particle velocity in the reactor necessary for reliable residence time determination were not included in these

experiments,

Figure 2,$5 shows the SEM photographs of initial panicles with particle size 106-125 and 63-75 p.m.

Figures 2.56 to 2,62 and 2,63 to 2,67 show subsequent changes in morphology of both the panicle surfaces

(upper pictures) and their corresponding cross-sections (lower pictures) at the intermediate reactor

temperature profile, These figures are described and discussed in detail below,
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, Figure 2.55

SEM phot:ographs of raw coal, 'rbe initial paruicle
dlame_ers are 106 - 125 hun (upper) and 63 - 75 _m

" (lower),
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Figure 2,56
J

i

SER phocographa of char (upper) and £ca co_espond£n8
croas-aecc£on (l',o_er) collacc®d aC 5 c_ aC cba £ncac-
med£aca camparacur¢ cond£C£on; £n£c£al parC£cle
d_amecer - _06 - _25 _m; magnification for the cross-
section - 100.
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Figure 2.57

$EH photographs of _har (uppar) and its co_reapondin 8
cross-section (lower) collected a_ 9 cn &_ _h, intor-

.. mediate temperature condition; £nici&l particle
diaa¢_er - I06 - 1215 _s; aasni_icacion for _he cross-
section - 100.
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' Figure 2.58 ,

S£M photographs of char (upper) &hd _Cs corresponding
ccosa-ascc£on (lover) colleccsd ac 12 cm ac chs £nCer-
medlars ,cempsracuce condLC£on; Ln£C£al parCLcle
dLamecar - 106 ; 12_S _m; magnif_cac£on for chs cross-
ssccton - 100.
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. Figure 2.59

SEM pho_cgraphs of chsr (upper) aria _cs correspo'nd_ng
. c:oss-aocc£on (lovQr) colleccad ac 1_ cm ac che incar-

= mtd£ace comperacure cond£c_on; _n_c£al parc_cle
= d_amacec - 106 ,- 125 _m; magn_f_cacion for che cross-

aeccion - 100.
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_ Figure 2.60
m

=

SEM phoco|raphs of char coli®coed ac 15 ca ac chi
tnc_rs_d_aco cemp_rac_re cond_c_on; _n_c_l parc_cle
disaeclr - 106 - 125 _m.
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Figure 2.61

SEM phocosraphs of char (uppe_) and L_s corresponding
cross-sec_on (Xover) co11,c:,d at 20 c= at the inter-

" m_dtace _empera_ura condl_tou; _ni_£aX particle
diame:er - 106 - 125 _m; a&gnifica_ion for the cross-

" section - 100.
z
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Figure 2.62

SEM phocographa of char (upper) and £cs correspond£ng
croas-aocc£on (lover) collecced ac 25 ca ac chs £ncer- o
med£ace ceuperacure condfc_.on; in,cia1 parc£cle
d_amecec - 106 - 125 _m; magn£flcaC_on foc chs cross-
section - 100.
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Figure 2.64

SEH photographs of char (upper) and ice corresponding
crose-sec_ion (lover) collected a_ 6 ca aC the £n_er-
mediate temperature condi_ion; tni_£al particle
diameter - 63 - 75 pm; magnification for the cross.
section - 150.
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Figure 2.65
, qb

SEM pho_ographm of ch&_ (upper) and £_s correspondin+
cross-soc_£on (lower) collected a_ 9 cs a_ ehe £neer-

" mediate temperature coad£_£on; £n£_£al par_£cle
diameter - 63 - 75 _m; maKuifiea_tou for _hQ crosn-
section - 150.
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Figure 2.66
at

SEM photogr&pha of char (upper) and ius corresponding
crosa-aecclon (lower) collected ac 15 cmac the inter-

mediate tempe=aCute condition; initial particle +
diameter - 63 - 75 _m; magn_flca_Ion for _he cross-
section - 150,
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. Figure 2,67

SEM pho_ographe of char (upper) And £_s corresponding
ctoss-sec_£on (lower) collec_e_ a_ 20 cm &_ _he in_er-

" nedia_e _e=pera_u_e condiz_on; £ni_lal particle
di&me_e_ - 63 - 75 _m; magnifica_ion for _he ¢ross-
section - 150.
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Figure 2,55 panicles )lave h'regular shapes and external appearance with no (or very fewj pores and

fissures visible,

Figure 2,561 fissures open up on the panicle surface, Blocked gas bubbles grow Inside the panicles,

although their edges remain unsohened, The) black spots shown on the plcturos could be either poorly "

polished char or lack of polymer resins, Note that some bubbles have long and Irregular shapes, suggesting

that th¢_bubbles may be Initiated from fissures which may In turn be due either to Initially existent pores or to

thermal expansion of the coal during heat up,

Figure 2,57: fissures are longer and more apparent on the panicle surface, A few balloon-like bubbles

and few holes can also be seen on the surface, but generally the overall characteristic shapes of the original

panicles remain reasonably well-defined, Fissures can no longer be seen Inside the panicle, Instead, many

small bubbles and occasionally a few large bubbles appear. The wall thickness between bubbles seems quite

uniform, Note that while many Internal bubbles have not yet broken through the panicle surfaces, the

appearance, of crater-like punctures or 'blow holes' tn the surfaces show that some bubbles have ruptured

the coal particle 'skin',

Figures 2,58 and 2,59: panicles become more rounded, The surface is internally surrounded by

indlvidual bubbles and pocked with several small blowholes, Insldc the panicles the bubbles seem bigger. In

some panicles, the partitions have vanished and larger cavities obtain, Some panicles in Fig. 2,59 appear

like withered puckered prunes suggesting partial contraction of the panicle surface aher bubble release,

Figure 2,60: no cross-sections are available for this sample. The panicle surfaces exhibit a

beehlve-llke appearance and the panicle shell is very thin, The panicle sizes vary to some extent, Some

chars appear to exi.,a In clusters In which 3 to 5 panicles are Interconnected by relatively planar neck-llke

linkages. Later analysis (see below) indicate that agglomeration of panicles may occur under these pyrolysis i.

conditions,

Figures 2.61 and 2,62: these figures show swollen, thin walled, quite spherical panicles of high internal
q)

void fraction, i.e. cenospheres, The figures also show big blowholes rupturing the panicle surface and some

shell fragments. Again, the particle volumes exhibit greater deviations between panicles, Larger individual

voids are clearly more apparent, partitions are thinner and many partitions have disappeared, The

puckering behavior attributed to post shell rupture and surface contraction is also evident in both figures.
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During pyrolysis, conospheres are formecl and the shell continues to become thlnn(_r with tlme, The

,_ formation of cenospheres suggests that, before they resolldlfy, the coal particles go through a _tage of

thermal plastlclty In whlch the molten coal (metaplast) e×hlbits a rather low apparent vIscoslty (Ref, 2,20),

For the 63-75 _ particles, the morpl_oloD, changes are quite slmllar to that of the I06-125 gm

' panlcles (FI_, 2,63 - 2,67), One difference Is that single, central bubbles are more llkely to exist In the

63-75 lJ.mpanicles during the bubble development stage, This Is also true for 30-45 ).un particles, This may

reflect more rapld depletion of the Inventory of small bubbles In the smaller panicles,

Based on observations from the mlcrographs, variation in panicle size over the range studied in this

experiment seem to have few effects on the sequential morphology changes during pyrolysis, The sequential

, morphology changes are characteristically sketched In Fig, 2,68a, With continued heating: 1) coal starts to

soften at a melting temperature of 350-400'C (Ref, 2,25 and 2,26) and the Internal pressure increases

within flssur(_s (possibly generated by thermal stress) and in the Initially existent pores, due to the release of

adsorbed moisture and weakly bounded gases, 2) The viscous fluid (liquid metaplast) flows and seals off the

pore mouths and the fissures, 3) The Increasing internal pressure, due to decomposed gases and evaporated

.... results in bubble growth al ld further swelling of the panicles, In the early stage of swelling, a low fluidity

may explain retention of the essential shape features of the original particles, 4) As devolatilization

proceeds, the temperature increases, generating more softened materlal, The small bubbles merge and form

large, central bubbles which are bounded by thln-shells of the panicle surface, 5) Eventually the large

bubbles break through the panicle shell, allowing tar and gases to escape through the external and Internal

surfaces (original bubble Interface),

....marion, other important observations are the Increas_ of panicleIn addition to the, cenosphere ;'.,-

volume in the early stages of pyrolysis, followed by contraction of the particle surface, Figure 2,69 and 2,70

show effects of reaction distance: (approximately proportional to resldc._nce time) on swelling ratios for

panicle size of 106-125 and 63-75 gln, respectively, Here swelling ratio is defined as the diameter of a char

panicle collected after traveling through the reaction zone for the indicated distance divided by the mean

diameter for the unpyrolyzed particles, The solid curves drawn through the data points are only to show

contlnulty and do not represent predictions form a mathematical model or correlation, The dashed curves

" continuing the solid line represent uncertainty as explained later, Apparently, the 106-125 and 63-75 IJ.m

panicles show maximum swelling ratios close to 1,5 and 1,25, respectively, Both then e_d_iblt subsequent

volume reductions, Vitrinite, a major composition of macerals in the coal, is believed to contribute to the
t

swelling (Ref, 2,26, 2,27, 2,28), The secondary increases of mean swelling ratios (solid points) at reaction
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v

Sw=ll_.ng Rat:£o vs di=t:&nce at the Irtt:ermadlate
tempera=ure cond£tion,
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Figure 2,70 •

Initial Particle Size = 63 - 75 /_m
2.26 ', ,_-,',;,i '_''' F', ...._','l, ", ,'_l-, _", ,"'I' ,_', '_....

- @:Mean SwellingRatio

O: Standard Deviation

_.00 -
0

Swelling Ratio v= di=_&nce aC _he lutarmQdlate
_empera_ure condition.
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distance above about 14 cm and the wide ranges of their _andard deviation in b, ,rh cases indicates that

panicle agg_,omeration may have occurred if two or more panicles coll_ded and fused together du.ring the

" s_icky phase o,f devolatilization,' Calculations by Fong (Ref. 2.25) show that agglomeration of sticky coal

panicles is passible under laminar flow conditions, The micrographs show evidence of agglomeration Of the

106-125 _ panicles at 18 cm reaction distance (Fig, 2.68b). Figure 2.68b schematicizes how two particles

cou,;d agglomerate and ukimately yield single,particles of similar morphology to those that remain ft'ce of

agglo,meradon, Even these agglomerated panicles can also experience volume shrinkage. Other SEM

pic_,,tres (no{ displayed) show that panicle agglomeration is especially severe at high temperatures.

Weight loss data for these t',_ panicle sizes are shown in Fig. 2,71 for reaction distance representing

the initial pyrolysis history, Da_a for higher severities are omitted, because of their wide scatter, The reasons

for such scatter could be contamin.ation of the chats used to determine weight loss by tracer techniqueS; (see

above). During the collection of chars, deposits including agglomerated panicles and condensed tat' may

occasionally form on the probe tip and in the probe inlet and then drop into the probe and be collected.

Elffons were made to prevent such occurrences. Since the agglomerated panicles stay on the dp for a longer

resident time, they may undergo additional pyrolysis, thus their collection could result in a higher calculated

weight loss, Another, more likely, possibility for char contamination is the inadequate separation of tat" and

char, which increases the overall sample weight (or reduces the apparent titanium and ash. concentrations in

the sample), thus causing the calculated weight loss to be artificially low, Such difficuhies contribute to the

uncertainties in determining weight loss by these techniques,

However, 'in the earlier s'_ages of pyrolysis, the weight loss results are quite acceptable, due to tow

_,'eight lo_ses in which the contamination of char as well as other potemially confounding effects such as

distillation of the ash or titanium tracers are presumably less likely to occur. This is supported by visually

check.i_g tar depos.idon i.n the tar trap, For tns'rance, at the intermediate temperature profile, the observed

tar deposition did no{ markedly increase until the distances between the panicle injector and the probe

exceed 14 cm and 9 cm for the 106-125 and 63-_5 _ particles, respectively. No measurements ot_ tar

_etds were made, For the i.n_ermediate temperatures, the 63-75 _ particles apparently show a more rapid

'_eight toss than do the 106-125 pan panicles. This is expected since the smaller panicles are heated more

f

• An alternative possibility is that pan_.cle agglomeration does not occur, and that the observed
increases i.n swelling ratio reflect contributions from individual oversize panicles (Dr. T.H.
Fletcher, private communication, May 1988..)
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Figure 2.71
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rapidly than the larger ones, and hence a given reaction distance corresponds to a higher temperatures for

* the smaller particles than for the larger ones.

Comparing the swelling ratio and the weight loss, it is interesting to note that the maximum swelling

associated with minimum uncertainty occurs at low weight loss, For the intermediate temperature cases, the

weight loss for the I06-125 _m particles is I0-15 % at 12 cre; for the 63.-75 _.m particle, it is around i0% at

? cm (Fig. 2.7 I). In addition, the SEM pictures show that at these reaction distances, many blowholes exist

on the particle surface and bubbles have become well developed inside the particles (Figs 2.58, 2.64).

These observations indicate that cenospheres and thin shells can be formed in the softened panicles during

relatively early stages of devolatilization. Thus, a significant fraction of the volatiles can be lost through the

broken thin coal-shell by escaping from the internal and external surfaces of the panicle shell.

The retention of rather unsoftened particle edges with big bubbles in the early stages of pyrolysis,

where temperature is low and chem.ical decomposition of coal is small, raises the question of how important

pre-existing metaplast is in bubble generation and particle expansion, which, of course, also depend upon

the rates of tar and gas evolution. The pre-existing metaplast (primarily vitrinite)presumably melts at low

temperature via physical melting (Ref. 2.25), Fong's experiments showed that pyridine extract, representing

the pre-existing metaplast, from raw Pittsburgh No. 8 bituminous coal is about 25% of the coal mass. Such a

high percentage of early melting material might provide the necessary environment for bubble generation

and expansion.

From the SEM pictures of particle cross-sections, the average shell thickness appears to be less than 8

microns, if locations where many blowholes cross the particle surface are accounted for. Shell thicknesses as

thin as 1 to 2 microns are observed in the later stages of pyrolysis. A mass balance of solid char can give the

average shell thickness, assuming the porosity inside the particle shell is negligible,

ro(1 - Oo) ( 1 - WL)Q,o

tLr-- 3 _2 th (2.10)

where ro = initial panicle radius,

O,) = initial, porosiry,

¢) = swelling ratio,
q#

" {{),o) t:), = (initial)solid density,

W'L= weight loss.

For instance, at the intermediate temperature profile, t.he maximum swelling gives the 106-125 _ panicle
O

a shell thickness of Ar = 60 _tm " (1. -- 0.54)/3/1.472 = 4.3 _.rn, assuming (1. - WL)_,o/0, =, 1, i.e.
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assuming the loss of solid volume due to the weight loss is negligible, The value seems quite reasonable,

compared to that observed from the SEM pictures, #,

Another interesting observation to note is that stalagmite-like agglomeration of panicles may occur on

the probe tip, especially at reaction distances of 12-14 cm for the 106-125 _tm panicles and at distance of

7-12 cm for 63-75 ).Lm panicles at the intermediate temperature profile, In order to avoid such

agglomeration, the speed of the stepping motor must be as low as possible, For longer reaction distances

(longer residence times) the agglomerati,on occurred only occasionally and the speed of the stepping motor

was not reduced. Probably that is the reason why agglomerated panicles can be seen in some of the

micrographs. For large reaction distances agglomeration may have already occurred in the earlier stages of

pyrolysis. These observations f'unher imply that the external surfaces of the particles become solidified soon

after the maximum swelling is reached, i,e, early during the shrinkage stage, This is to be expected because

lighter tar and gaseous volatiles may quickly escape through the external surface, leaving less volatile

metaplast which is more likely to resoltdify rapidly. However, this does not mean that the internal surface of

panicle is equally prone to rapid resolidification, Some of the micrographs (not displayed) show that small

bubbles trapped inside the particle shell tend to grow on the internal surface, while the external surface is

quite smooth, and presumably resolidified, This is also observed by Tsai and Scaroni (Ref, 2,29),

The morphological changes observed from the micrographs and the swelling measurements can be

further confirmed by the determinations of panicle and solid densities, porosity, BET surface area and pore

volume. Figures 2.72 and 2.73 respectively show the panicle and solid densities of 63-75 and 106-125 gm

panicles at low, intermediate, and high temperature profiles. Figure 2,72b shows rapid decreases in the

panicle density from 0.62 to 0.30 for the 63-75 gm panicles and from 0.76 to 0.32 for the 106-.125 gm

panicles, corresponding to reaction distances ranging from zero to those for the maximum extents of

swelling, The minimum particle densities for both particle sizes in Fig, 2,72b as well as for the single curve in

the high-temperature case (Fig. 2,72a) appear to be about same (0.14 ._a/cma). Figure 2,72c shows the

panicle density slightly increases over the minimum value, From examination of the corresponding porosity

and pore volume data (Figs, 2.74c and 2.79 discussed later )it is obvious that bubble shrinkage and panicle

wall contraction are responsible for these increases. H6wever, the cause for bubble shrinkage at this low

temperature condition is not clear.
I)

The solid densities show less variation, especially at the high temperature (Fig. 2,73a), Comparing

Figs. 2,73b and 2.72b, the solid density has minimum values at the same distance as that for the particle
O

density, i.e. 12 cm for the 63-75 )gn panicles and 20 cm for the 1G'6-125 gm panicles; but then the solid
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Part$¢Xo donml_y vs d_stanca aC the h£gh (a), _nter-
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density increases, A possible explanation is due to the presence of increased fragments and the formation of

discrete ash particles and ash agglomerates as observed from the micrographs, Fragmentation may open up

* tiny pores which are ot',_nally unmeasurable, resulting in a smaller true solid volume in the density

determination, This explanation is reasonable especially at the high temperature (Fig, 2,73a), where the

solid density Is higher than that at Figs, 2,73b and 2,73c, The solid density at the low temperature Is
,i/

expected to be higher than at the intermediate temperature since the weight loss is lower, Figure 2.73c shows

an increase for the 63-75 /zm particles at higher reaction distance which is due to pore shrinkage as

evidenced in the porosity measurements.

Figure 2.74 presents the porosity data, corresponding to the pyrolysis conditions of Figs, 2,72 and

2,73. The pocosjty approaches 90% for both panicle sizes at intermediate temperatures (Fig, 2,74b) and for

the 106-125 gm particles at high temperatures.

Data on BET surface area and pore volume at different extents of pyrolysis provide further insight on

the above morphological changes, Basically, the entire pyrolysis can be divided into two stages: bubble

expansion and metaplast depletion. This can be distinguished easily from the BET surface area data

(Fig. 2.75), The general trend for each case is that the surface area first decreases and then increases, The

decreases appear to be the results of coalescence of small pores or fissures into big bubbles, Note that the

minimum surface area coincides with the maximum swelling, For example, the minimum value of 1,5 m2/gm

for the I06-125 urn panicle at the intermediate temperature condition occurs at 12 cm where the swelling is

the highest, During the shrinkage stage, the surface area increases markedly, indicating that more new pore_s

have been formed, reflecting loss of liquid metaplast. The increase of internal surface area was also reported

by Maloney (Ref, 2,9) and Tsai and Scaroni (Ref, 2.29).

Figures 2.76 to 2,80 show the accumulated pore volume vs, distance for the same experimental

conditions discussed above, In each figure the vertical separation between adjacent curves represents the

total volume of pores and cavities with diameters between the two values indicated. Figures 2,76 and 2.77

show that a substantial fraction of the total pore volume resides in pores between 22 and 68 km diameter,

especially after the occurrence of maximum swelling, The dominance of pores of larger diameter is even

more pronounced for the panicles of larger initial size (Fig. 2.76), These devolatilization-induced voids are

readily seen in electxon micrographs.

The absolute magnitude of the porosity increases with temperature (Figs, 2,80 vs. 2.78) with pores of

>__22 _tm apparent diameter, again making major (- 2/3) contributions to the total volume. However, even atI)
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Figure 2.74
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Figure 2.78
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Figure 2,79
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Figure 2,80
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2.3 Devolatilizationin Reactor-to-ParticleHeat Flux

Ratesof 0.25-25Watts/sq,cm

2.,3.1 United Technologies Research Center Entrained Flow'

Reactor (UTRC-EFR) Investigation

Reactor and Product Separation System

Figures 2,81 through 2,83 display the essential components of the entrained flow react,or, product

separation and gas analysis systems. Figures 2,84 _hrough 2.86 display the total power density, radiative

power density and gas temperature profiles as a function of reactor position, The flux rate f.)rofiles are

measured by specially designed, calibrated probes, Incident., centerline radiative flux rates range from

se'_,era.l waus:sq, cm. at wall temperatures of 700aC to approximately 25 watts/sq, cm, at wall temperatures

of 1241¢'C. Gas temperature profiles vary as shown. Gas temperature profiles were obtained by making a

series of measurements _witha set of decreasing thermocouple bead sizes with the asymptotic temperatures

approached defined as the "true'" focalgas temperature,

The reactor creates a heat transfer field irt which entrained panicles are heated by radiation to

temperatures slightly above the Io,cal, axial, Chiral.ned gas temperature wi_h_:ithe reactor (Figs, 2,87, 2.$8),

"l-he radiation flux induces an inverse diameter dependent heating rate on panicles in an attempt to drive the

panicles to equilibrium with the radiating walls, The carrier gas imposes an inverse diameter squared

component on the panicle heating rate, which in effect insures small particle temperatures are not vet3'

different fvom the local gas temperature, assuming _he devolatilization process is weakly endothermic or

thermally neutral.

Since an objective of this experiment is to minimize the secondary reactions of tars, the entrainment

gas enters the reactor at room temperat_.a'e and is heated by the hot walls as it flows through the reactor, The

resulting gas temperature profiles are therefore non-isothermal, In order to operate the reactor in this mode

and still allow interpretation of the results requires the careful characterization of the heat transfer field as

described above, Particle temperatures are calculated using the measured radiative fluxes and gas

temperatures, a particle emissivity of 0.'], and the Merrick model for the heat capacity of coal (Ref, 2,30)

(see Section 3).

Estimated panicle heating rates are of the order of 2000 - 5000°Clsec in these conditions, Such ,,

heating rates are greater than that reproducibly obtainable in a heated grid apparatus operated in the sam_

laboratory, but less than that expected in conventional entrained flow reactors wherein heating rates

approaching 100.000°Clsec (see Section 2.2.1 and 2,2.2) are indicated with estimated transient flux rates ,0
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" Figure 2.81
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at the particle surface of nearly 100 watts/sq, ctn, Operating an entrah-_ed flow reactor in this manne, r

minimizes gas phase pyrolysis reactions of the initial tar species and allows coll¢_ction of large quantities of

physically isolated tar species, thereby allowing a greater degree of deconvolution of the tar evolution

process,

$

Normally, 60 - 75% of the total reactor flow Is drawn through the aerosol separation (lmpactor train)

system, that is F of Fig, 2,82 and 2,83 is of the order 0,25 - 0,40, The temperature and path length of the

cooled aerosol transfer line are varied according to the natur_ Of the tars being collected, which, in turn,

varies with the parent coal characteristics and reactor heating conditions, The aerosol phase separator ts

designed to "pull off", in quantities proportional to the gas split, ali panicles or aerosols that are less than 2

microns, A qualitative check of the performance by scanning electron microscope examination of the

deposits indicated that designed behavior is followed, provided proper flow rates are maintained throughout

an experiment, Inertia carries larger panicles into the char separation (cyclone train) system, Both

separation trains contain porous metal filters as final stages. Performance of the system is monitored by

measuring the flow through the separation arms, pressure drop across the filter housings and determining the

tar mass deposited on each of the filter systems, and throughout th_ aerosol train .system,

Sample Selection

"I'he feed system utilized is capable of sustained delivery of optically thin streams of particles at

constant mass delivery rate, provided the feeder is loaded with a narrow particle size range initially, Particle

sizes as low as 10 microns and as large as 300 microns have been utilized, Since the feeder operates on

aerodynamic principles, at_rodynamically separated samples were employed (see acknowledgements), The

elemental composition of the parent coals are given in Table 2.11,

Sample Measurements

Mass loss is deten'nined by ash tracer techniques, It is observed that experiment specific

determinations of the parent coal ash need to be determined. This is accomplished by operating the system

in cold flow conditions before and after a particular hot wall devolatilization test and determining the high

, temperature (ASTM) ash content of the particles collected in the first stage cyclone, This value becomes the

initial, experiment specific feed ash value, It is observed that lower density particles are fed into the reactor

initially despite the rather extensive efforts to match the aerodynamic characteristics of the feeder with those

*' of the size separated samples provided, Consequently, sustained operation over a sequence of
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devolatilization _ondlttons leadsto significant variations l:t the averagedensity, mineral content, of the feed,

wt!lch, in turn, leads to Inconsistent determinations in panicle masslossvia ash tracer, ,,,

TABLE 2,11 - ELEMENTAL COMPOSH'ION OF PSOC XXXXD COALS*

, DRY-ASH-FREE BASIS 'I

_l _ _zC _li _ _ _ Seamlt.oeation
i

20- 30 microns

1443D Lignite 71.42 5,17 1,35 21,01 1.06 Lower Wilcox, TX

1507D Lignite 72,49 4,32 1,09 20,22, 1,88 Beulan, ND

1488D Sub B 75,48 5.34 0.94 17,80 0,44 Dietz, MT

1520D Sub C 73,67 5,90 1,11 18,22 1.10 Smith Roland, WY

1445 D HVC Bit 76,72 5,44 1,28 15,65 0,91 Blue, NM

1502 D HVB Bit 79.88 5,71 1,31 12.65 0,45 Hiawatha, UT

1451 D H_,A Bit 83.98 5.48 1,67 7,41 1.46 Pitt, #8

1493 D HVA Bit 78.79 f16 1,48 10,15 4,42 I11,#6

1508 D MVB 91.73 ,t,52 1,73 1,38 0,63 Pocahontas #3

1516 D LVB 90,53 5,11 1.59 1,50 1,26 Lower Kittaning

63 - 75 microns

1451 D 84.70 5.40 1.71 7.26 0.92 Pitt. #8

210 - 250 microns

85.45 6,01 1.74 5,58 1,22 Pitt. #8

* Analyses provided by DOE-PETC

Table 2,12 indicates the UTRC determined elemental composition of PSOC/45 lD, 20-30 microns as

determined for the parent coal sample, the "delivered" samples during a series of UTRC-EFR runs, and the

feeder "residual", The parent coal sample in this case was that extracted from the original, DOE-provided

sample for Insertion Into the coal feeder. The "delivered" samples are those captured in the first-stage

cyclone during the cold flow runs associated with a series of devolatilization runs, The "residual" samples

are those remaining in the feeder after a series of runs, The segregation of coal panicles by ash content Is

obvious, The somewhat surprising aspect of the separation is the magnitude of the effect given the fact that
,li

the original DOE-provided samples were aerodynamically prepared,
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TABLE 2.12- ELEMENTAL COMPOSITION OF PARENT, DELIVERED AND

, RESIDUAL PARTICLES:

PSOC 1451D, 20-30 MICRON PARTICLES

Sample %C %H %N %S + 0 %ASH*

PARENT-L 75.19 4,94 1,48 9,66 8,69

PARENT-2 75,2.5 4,95 1,45 9,52 8,80

PARENT-3 75,00 4,91 1,45 9,82 8,80

PARENT.-4 75,06 4,90 1,45 9,78 8,80

D E LI VERE D- 1 78, 49 5,08 1,53 10,08 4,80

DELIVERED-2 78,54 5,08 1,50 10,36 4,50

D ELIVER ED-3 78,56 5,12 1,51 10,09 4,69

DELIVERED--4 78,59 5,08 1,48 10,01 4.80

RESID UAL- 1 74,46 4,91 1.41 9,49 9,69

RESIDUAL-2 74,42 4,89 1,43 9,84 9,39

RESIDUAL-3 74.45 4,90 1,45 9,99 9,19

RESIDUALLY, 74,44 4,91 1,45 9,78 9,39

* Note: ASTM Ash Analysis of the PETC Supplied Parent Sample for this size cut
was determined to be 9.2%, These samples were not dried before analysis,

In any case, the data indicate the Importance of continually monitoring the characteristics of the

sample feed if ash tracer techniques are employed to follow mass loss. Separation by ash concentration

would be expected in any feed system which employs gravitational, aerodynamic, or coupled

gravitation-aerodynamic principles for operation - stirred jet, hopper-set'ew feeder, fluid beds, etc,

Elemental characteristics of evolved tars and chars are determined by use of a Perktn-Elmer 240

instrument, IR absorbance characteristics are determined by an alkali-halide technique using a Fourier

Transform - Infrared Spectrometer (F,_r-IR), The FT-IR is also used to determine the composition of the

pyrolysis gases, The paniculate free gas streams from the two szparation systems are recombtned and

continuously passed through a multi-pass cell. The 43,5 meter path length is needed to measure the low

levels of IR active light gas_s generated, Concentrations are low because the initial stages of devolattllz_tton,
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the focus of this Investigation, generate small amounts of such gases which are entrained irl a relatively large

volume of carrier gas,

Tar Sampling ,

The wide ranges of polarity ancJ size properties of the molecular species that compose the tar yields

lead one to consider the possibility that certain fractions of tars may be preferentially condensed or captured

at certain stages of the separation system, Preferential entrapment of fractions of the collective tar species

would then lead to an unrepresentative deposition of hydrocarbons on the ftnal filters, To ascertain the mass

fraction "representlveness" of the final filter tar samples, a detailed mass fraction analysis was performed of

the tar mass collected at the various points of tar deposition tn the separation system, Figure 2,89 clisplays

the percent of total tar mass observed at each of the indicated deposition points of the separation system,

Results are shown for coal samples of three different rank characteristics - HVA Bituminous (PSOC

1451D), Subbituminous C (PSOC 1520D), and a Low Volatile Bituminous (PSOC 1516D), The results

indicate the major fraction of the captured tar mass is found on the final filter stages of the

separation-collection system, irrespective of the appreciably different chemical and volatility characteristics

of the rank varying tars, The ratio of impactor train to cyclone train filter tar masses mirrors the mass ratio of

the flow separation at the phas_ separator stage, Indicating the tar aerosol closely follows the gasflow through

the collection system. As a result, only about 15% of the deposited tar mass occurs in the prefilter stages.

Figure 2,90 displays the mid-lR absorbance spectra of the relatively small amount of species found in

the water cooled elbow (Fig, 2,83) ortho aerosol train (Flg, 2,90), Flgure 2,91 to 2,98 show the absorbance

characteristics of the small sample amounts (see Fig, 2,89) deposlted on impactor plates I-8 from partial

devolatilization of PSOC 145ID, Figures 2,99 and 2,100 display the spectra of the tar species found on the

impactor filter and the cyclone filters, respectively, Wlthin the llmlted sensitivity of the infrared absorbance

teclmlque, the organic functional group absorbance characteristics of the filter tars are the same (see,Table

2,13 and Flg, 2-1004), but aerosol impactor plates I-4 show the presence of _ignlflcant amounts of mineral

matter and condensed aromatlc C structures (probably char), The mineral matter is probably due to char

particle fines produced during the feed or devolatillzation process; the "background" absorbance due to

char C correlates with mineral matter absorbance bands in the impactor plate samples, The latter stages of

the impactor train (plates 5-8) display spectra essentially free of background absorption, char C, and

mineral matter, The mass normalized functional group absorbance bands are essentially identical, Such

results are observed for each of the coals investigated and for each devolatilization temperature
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employed,although the chemical nature arid deposited amounts of the tars vary substantially with rank

characteristics of the parent coal, reactor operating temperature, and particle size characteristics of the feed, @,

Table 2.14 displays the mass ratio of tar deposits as collected on the cyclone and impactor filter plates

relative to mass flow ratio through each arm of the separation system. As indicated, the mass ratios of .he
v

filter deposits reflect the gas mass ratio established at the phase separator,

l

In summary, both mass distribution and chemical characterization of the species deposited within the

. sampling system components indicate the tars colh:cted oil the final filters are representative of the

J toltec =aptured tar mass, The pre-filter impactor plates serve to separate the small amount of fines, that

is, mineral matter/coal panicles, h'om the entrained tar aerosol. Relatively small amounts of tars are

deposited before the final filter sta,ges,

TABLE 2.13 - STRUCI_RE ASSIGNMENTS IN ABSORPTION SPECTRA
HYDROCARBON STRUCI_RES

,_,,LC=,.M2 I) _ :_SSIGNMENT ,,QF _T.R._..T.I.LI_|

' 700 - 900 AROMATIC RING H OUT OF PLANE BENDING

3000 - 3i00 AROMATIC RING H STRETCHING

2000 - 4000 ° CONDENSED AROMATIC RING STRUCTURES

2600 - 3000 ALIPHATIC H STRETCH

2000 - 3620 HYDROXYL AND AMIDE H IN VARYING STATES OF

HYDROGEN BONDING

F'EAI(USHOUI.DER ,ICM,l) ... AS._3NME__ OF S_

3560 HYDROXYL H IN PHENOL GROUPS

3420 AMIDE BONDED H; PYROLE RING H

3240 HYDROXYL }t IN PHENOL GROUPS WHICH

ARE HYDROGEN BONDED TO HALIDE MAFRIX

AND INTRA-MOLECULAR HYDROGEN BONDED

2965, 1385 H CONTAINED IN -CH3 CROUPS

2.860, 2930, 1465 H CONTIAINED IN -CH2 GROUPS

1140 ETHER OXYGEN

1220, 1270 HYDROXYL tI

Q

" Broaoba.d background absorption due to photo promotion of valenc' ._d electrons to conduction

bar_ds of molecular orbitals established in condensed aromatic ring stx _ydroxyl H and Amide H

absorption band (2000 - 3620 cm -1_ "NOes" on top of this band. t_a_,_g_".:,hd absorption increases

with extent (number density and size distribution) of aromatic ring condensatior' within a samp).,, " .
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- RELATIVE TAR CAPTURE EFFICIENCY OF SA/VIPLING_LTERSTABLE 2,14

(Aerosol/Cyclone Entrainment Gas Flow Ratios: 1,6-2,0)

Reactor Wall Sample Mass Ratios:

Sample .......... Temperature ¢oC)_ _Aerosol!Cyclone F!_flL.Sj_

PSOC 1,15lD 939 1,98

PSOC 1520D 704 1,65

1058 1,85

PSOC 15 16D 704 1,60

939 2,00
L

1058 2,08

J

Size Exclusion Chromatography (SEC)

Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) was used to determine relative molecular weight distri-

butions of the tar samples. Samples were prepared by dissolving several milligrams of tar in 3-,!

ml of tetrahydrofuran and then filtering through a 0.5 micron filter to remove insoluble material.

A series of solvents were investigated including serial combinations of solvents such as methylene

chloride followed by methanol. Only THF had sufficient polarity to dissolve 100% of the tars at

room temperature. SEC was performed on 500,_i and 100,3,# styragel (Waters) columns connected in

series using tetrahydrofuran (THF) as the mobile phase at a flow rate of 1,0 ml/rain. UV dotection

at 330 nm was used and a uniform response with MW was assumed.

SEC separates molecules according to their effective size in solution, Separation according to

molecular weight occurs only to the extent that solute molecule size is related to welght, Molecules of similar

molecular weight but different structure, and therefore size, will elute at different retention volumes, The

retention behavior is also complicated by absorption interactions of certain condensed ring aromatic

cornpounds with the styrene/divinylbenzene column packing, A correlation technique using SEC

measurements combined with additional characterization data to account for differences in the size-MW

relationship of samples ha_ recently been presented by Rodgers, ct, al, (ReL 2,31), The molecular weights

determined using this technique showed the largest deviation from FIMS measurements for coal liquefaction

products, most likely due to the heteroatom content of the samples, We are presently working on including
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heteroaromatictty into this type of correlation for use with 0oa[ tars, However, for the present study,

molecular wel#lts ar_ deter'mined using column calibration only,O

SEC Calibration

Two different SEC column calibrations have been used over the course o'f this Investigation, Previous

reports (Ref, 2,32 and 2,33) from this laboratory have compared tar molecular weight distributions on a

relative basis, The same polystyrene SEC calibration was used for ali tars lrresp,ctlve of th_ fact that the

hydrogen/carbon and aromatic/aliphatic ratios were found to vary with coal ran_ and extent of

devolatilization, The SEC calibration was based on several polystyrene standards (MW = 1800, 3600,

8500)° polyisoprene (MW = 1000) and acenapthene (MW = 154),

More recently, a number of model compounds have been Injected Into the SEC In order to better'

define the retention behavior of the size exclusion columns. The compounds are_ Identified In Table 2, l 5

and plotted in Fig, 2, l 01, The best correlation of retention volume of ali 44 compounds Is obtained with eh=

second order fit plotted In the figure, Also shown are the "polystyrene" calibration curves we have used arbd

a first order fit to aliphatic compounds,

Several observations can be made regarding the retention behavior of hydrocarbons In this

column/moblie phase system, First, the use of polystyrene calibration standards alone results in an

. excessively steep calibration curve which, when extrapolated to long retention times, grossly underestimates

molecular weights, In order to compensate for the unavailability of low molecular weight polystyrene

standards, acenapthene w_s added to the "polystyrene" calibration, Second, alkanes exhibit the lowest

: retention volumes among ad hydrocarbons of the same molecular weight, The alkanes are "rodlike"

molecules which increase in length as rnoleculax' we.ight increases and thus appear larger (low retention

volume) reladve to more compact aromatic and hydroaromatic compounds, GPC separates molecules based

on their size in solution, not molecular weight, Third, the rettmtion behavior of highly condensed aromatics

such as perylene and coronene indicate that mechanisms other than size exclusion (for example,

adsorption) are occurring, This type of imeractlon with the column packing material is greatly reduced by

,r the addition of an alkyl side chain to aromatic molecules, The out-of-plane alkyl group sterically hinders

the pi-electron cloud of the aromatic group from interacting with the styrene/divinylbenzene packing,

Fourth, hydrogen bonding between the tetrahydrofuran mobile phase and hydroxyl groups of the solute

f molecules changes the effective size of molecules in solution, "['his effect was accounted for in the second
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order calibration curve by adding the molecular weight of THF (MW=72) to phenol, cresol and 1-napthol

when determining the fit.

TABLE 2.15 - GPC CALIBRATION wrrH MODEL COMPOUNDS

Ref. Compound Molecular Retention

No. Name ' Weight Volume

[rra!

1 benzene 78 19.09

2 pyridine 79 19,40
3 cyclohexane 84 17.97
4 toluene 92 16.51

5 picoline 93 19.17
6 phenol 94(166) 17.81
7 ethylbenzene 106 16.23
8 xylene 106 18.73
9 cresol 108 (180) 16.96

10 2,2,4-trimethylpentane 114 16.61
I 1 propylbenzene 120 18.12
12 napthalene 128 19.45
13 quinoline 129 19.83
14 2-methylnapthalene 142 18.56
15 l-napthoi 144 (216) 17.61
16 biphenyl 154 18.50
17 acenaphthene 154 20.35
18 2-ethylnapthalene 156 18.21
19 dodecane 170 16.63
20 anthracene 178 18.76

21 phenanthrene 178 18.54
22 acridine 179 19.24
23 anthrone 194 17.50
24 tetradecane 198 15.03

25 pyrene 202 19.05
26 hexadecane 226 14.18

27 heptadecane 240 13.47
28 perylene 252 20.10
29 octadecane 255 15.41
30 eicosane 283 13.15
31 coronene 300 19.59

32 9, lO--diphenylanthracene 330 16.33
33 octacosane 395 14.20
34 tetratriacontane 479 13.70

35 PS 517 (APS) 510 14.27
36 PS 826 (APS) 765 13.87
37 tristearin 892 13.07

' 38 polyisoprene 1000 12.58
39 PS 1.490 (APS) 1470 12.57
40 PS 2350 (WATERS) I800 11.69
41 PS 3600 (WATERS) 3600 11.36
42 PS 6550 (APS) 6100 11.44 '_
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43 PS 15000 (WATERS) 8500 10.74
44 PS 9350 (APS) 9300 10,89

O

The new calibration curve provides a better approximation to the retention behavior of alkanes,

aromatics, alkyl aromatics and heteroatomic species than did the original "polystyrene" calibration curve.

However, as illustrated clearly by Fig, 2,101, the curve is still a rather coarse correlation of the data. The

single parameter, retention volume, cannot alone correlate the retention behavior of a diverse range of

molecular structure. Rodgers ct, al. (Ref. 2.31) have recently shown that a much improved correlation is

obtained when appropriate characterization parameters are included in the data reduction, They obtained

the molar H/C ratio from elemental analysis and the hydrogen distribution from H NMR, The resulting

correlation gives an average deviation of 4% for 45 pure hydrocarbons. In the future, we hope to adopt their

technique by utilizing FTIR instead of NMR as well as extend it to include heteroatom containing species.

The new calibration curve was used to recalculate the molecular weight distributions of ali tars studied

in this investigation. The resulting MWD's are of significantly lower molecular weights than have been

reported previously by this laboratory. This is because the raw chromatograms lie in the range of 11 to 20 ml

retention volume, which is precisely the range over which the new calibration gives molecular weights lower

than the original "polystyrene" calibration, lt should be noted that the second order calibration is not a

single-valued function of molecular weight. The. routines used to calculate and plot MWD's were modified

to properly account for this. The MWD's are displayed using a constant molecular weight spacing (DM).

Each point used to construct the curve represents the mass fraction of tar within +/-DM/2 daltons of the

molecular weight of the plotted point. (The MWD has been partially integrated at each point.) This allows

direct comparison of measured and predicted MWD's. The molecular weight spacing used, DM--50, was a

compromise between resolution and CPU time in running the UTRC coal devolatilization model.

Results

' " . For the PSOC 145 lD coal, an Appalachian high volatile bituminous coal, the

ash-tracer determined, ash-free volatile yields for two panicle sizes _s shown in Fig. 2. 102. As indicated,

despite the factor of three difference in particle size, the reactor temperature sensitivity of the mass loss is

very similar between the size cuts. Temperature calculations using the measured reactor heat transfer

characteristics indicate this should indeed be the case. Figure 2. 103 shows the relative gas yields, normalized

with respect to maximum yields of each gas and plotted with respect to the peak reactor gas temperature, I

since gas phase reactions of tars are thought to account for substantial fractions of "coal" pyrolysis gases. It is

noted that significant increases in acetylene and hydrogen cyanide gases are not observed until peak gas

temperatures of 700°C are achieved. At lower gas temperatures, light gas yields are dominated by CH4,
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C2H,), CO and H:,O, but these gases account for only 10-15% of the total 0,20 - 0.25 particle mass fraction

loss observed for these reactor conditions, For this coal, tar yields dominate the mass loss at these and lower
(I

gas-particle temperatures,

Tar Yields Via Nitrogen Balance Method
)=,

Determining tar yields in a entrained flow reactor devolatilization experiment is challenging, Total

volatile yields can be estimated using ash tracer techniques provided suitable precautions are taken to trace

the delivered sample ash contents _(See above), Reactor temperatures must be kept below the point at which

mineral reducing reactions can lead to formation of inorganic species having great enough vapor pressure to

escape from the char surface.

Estimating tar yields by difference, the total volatile yield from ash tracer - sum of light gases evolved,

is difficult because light gases concentrations are difficult to determine quantitatively at the low

concentration levels produced in entrained particle systems, particularly at low peak temperatures, In

addition, quantitative determination of H20 and CO2 in such systems is difficult because of degassing of

these adsorbed species from reactor walls, etc, Low rank coals generate significant quantities of these species

during devolatilization.

The product separation and gas analysis system utilized in the UTRC entrained flow reactor makes

determination of tar yields possible by a combined ash and fuel bound nitrogen (FBN) tracer technique, A

nitrogen balance equation for devolatilization conditions (no entrained oxygen present) has the following
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form:

lP

m_o,j = m_ + mi'L + milch' "" m 143 (2. lO)

The equation assumes no FBN is evolved as a .",'Ox species with the chemically bound oxygen of the

parent coal, It also assumes no FBN is evolved as free nitrogen, N2, as a result of the rapid pyrolysis process,

The left-hand side of the above equation is the mass of coalnitrogen delivered during the devolatilization

experiment, The right-hand side terms are the massesof parent coal nhrogen present in the char, tar, and

light gas nitrogen products of rapid devolatilization, The nitrogen mass forms can all be expressed as mass

fraction yields in equations of the following form:

where _ represents the nitrogen mass fraction of coal representative of that actually delivered during the

experiment, The other nitrogen containing species can be similarly re-expressed, The mass fraction

expression Of the nitrogen balance equation becomes:

This expression is rearranged to:

where_ represents the fraction of coal transformed to char, _the fraction transformed to tar, etc,

The mass fraction of coal transfo_'med to char on a dry-ash-free (DAF) basis is given by the

ash-tracer expression:
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Combining the last two equations gives the following expression for the fraction of coal that evolves as
Q

tar during rapid devolatilization in the entrained flow reactor:

{I-(_ / _)K_ ' (_N)K_c N - (f_NHj)KNNH3}

K_ representsthe ratio _ / _ ; K_cN = _cN / _c,_; (2,15)

and KNH_ = fNH_ / _ .

The parent coal, char and tar N compositions are determined by elemental analyses of the samples

collected in the separation system. The CO stage of the cyclone stage is defined as containing the parent coal

samples obtained from cold flow runs before and after the devolatilization run. CO comains the char

samples obtained in devolatilization conditions. The impactor filter is defined as containing the tar samples

generated during devolatilization. Ash concentrations in the coal and char samples are determined by high

temperature ash measurements made on the same samples.

Low levels of nitrogen-containing light gases are determined using the calibrated FT-IR muhipass cell.

In order to obtain the mass traction of coal converted to a nitrogen-containing light gas, gas scans are taken

throughout the run time, averaged and normalized with respect to amount of coal fed (determined directly

by weighing the coal feeder before and after the experiment) during the measurement time.

Table 2.16 indicates the nitrogen balance determined from a series of devolatilization runs using

sample PSOC 145 ID in the entrained flow reactor. Table 2.17 shows the tar yield data for the same set of

runs. Figure 2. I04 shows the results in graphical form.

J
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TABLE 2.16 - COAL NITROGEN DISTRIBUTION IN

DEVOLATILIZATION PRODUC'I_

PSOC 1451D, 20--30 Microns

Temp.PeakGaS(oc)..........._oal-Nh_ ......¢t_ao_l.Nr t_t¢oaI_NCN..... _IFI3 _produets. 'coal-N coal-.N
.... ,,, ,, , ,, ,,, , i,,, ,,, i,,,, ,,

450 0,816 0.145 ND ND 0,961

570 " 0,787 0,211 ND NID 0,998 "

660 ' 01840 0,159 ' ND ND ' ,0,999

796" 0,768 _ 0,222 ........0,0007 ND 0,991 .....

'895".............b'1739' ' 0,'224....... 0.0241 ND .........0.989 ....
, , , j|, J , ,, , J

' 97_0 ...... 0,618 ............. 0,308 0,5060 NO 0,97'7
, ,,,,, ,, |,,

i053 .... 0,5'9'8 0,330 0,0720 ..... ND 1,000

ND- None detectable
..... h_ ..... ,,,

I": .BLE 2.17- TAR YIELDS AS A FUNCTION OF REACTOR CONDITIONS

PSOC 1451D, 20-30 Microns

Reactor Wall ' Max. Gas ...... Residence TAR (OAF)
Temp. (o_ Temp. (0) Time (msec) Mass Fraction

668 507 580 ..... ......... 011'4 '

704 569 ' 545 0,20
-- ,, , , , ,, ,

825 660 515 0'16

939 .......... 796 ......... 450..... 0,2'2

1058 ..... 895 .......... 410 ........ 0,21

1163 969 355 0'31

1241 1'053 ...... 335 ..... 0,30

Elemental Composition and Molecular Weight Characteristics

Examination of the elemental composition and relative MW of the tars as a function of characteristic

temperature, reactor wall or peak gas temperature, indicates that the tar evolution process resembles a

distillation process (Tables 2,18, and 2,19), As indicated, the hydrogen rich, relatively lower molecular

'_ weight species devolatilize initially, As implied by the insensitivity ¢_,fthe total mass loss with panicle size and

as indicated by the temperature calculations, the elemental composition of the tars evolved from the two

diffecent particle sizes and for a particular stage of the reaction process should be similar, As indicated in
o

Table 2, 18, and 2.19 the elemental composition of the tars produced from either the 20-30 micron feed or
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63-75 micron feed are quite similar, Figure 2,105 shows the lmpactor filter tar species hydrogen levels

observed for three different particle sizes of PSOC 1,15lD over a 900°C peak gas tempet'ature range. With

respect to first order ctleers, there is no appreciable effect of particle size on hydrogen elemental

composition of the collected tars, The largest particle size, lowest temperature tars may display slightly

greater hydrogen levels than the other particle sizes, But this is believed due to the greater concentrations of (m

exinite observed in this size cut relative to the smaller cuts (Ref, 2,34),

A distillation-like tar evolution process would also imply changing functionality characteristics of the

samples with characteristic temperature, Figure 2,106 displays the relative -CH2- concentration of PSOC

1451D tars for increasing reactor temperature, These concentrations were obtained from the infrared

absorbance intensities at 2920 cm -1 observed for the tmpactor isolated tars (see Table 2,12). The HVA

bituminous and higher rank coal tars show a gradual decrease in polymethylene structures with peak gas

temperature. Lower rank coals display very poly'methylene rich _tructures in their low temperature tars

(Fig, 2. 105)relative to these high rank coals, From both an elemental composition and stnactural

characteristics perspectives, the results indicate a distillation-like tar evolution process is followed.

I)
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TABLE 2.18 - ELElVIENTAL COMPOSITION OF TARS

+ Temperature effects

HVA bituminous coal (PSOC 145'1D)
20 - 30 microns

Reactor Max
I¢

wall ('C) gas (°C) %C %!4 %N %(S+O) H/C
668 507 84,05 6.07 1.64 8,24 0,_7

704 569 84.07 5,94 1,67 8,32 0.85

825 660 84.37 5,86 1.68 8,09 0,83
84,46 5.93 '1,76 7,83 0,84

939 796 84,62 5,55 1.69 8.14 0,78

1058 895 85.22 5,40 1.73 7,65 0,76

1163 969 85.55 5,27 1.74 7.44 0,74
1241 1053 86.00 5,08 1.73 7,19 0.71

Parent Coal 82,42 5.35 1.57 10.65 0.79
81.07 5.24 1.62 12,04 0.78

63 75 microns

668 507 83,97 6.22 1.64 8.14 0,89

825 660 84.47 5.83 1.72 7.98 0.83
84.16 5,79 1.74 8.29 0.83

1241 1053 85.50 5.29 1.76 7,43 0.74

Parent Coal 8.55 5.53 1.59 10.32 0.80
81.86 5.43 1.66 11.02 0,80

i

TABLE 2.19 - RELATIVE MOLECULAR WEIGHT CHARACFERISTICS

OF HVA BIT TARS

PSOC 1451D, 20-30 Micron Feed Particles*

Reactor Wall Max. Gas Residence

Temp. ('C) Temp. (°C) Time (msec) Mn** Mw**
668 507 580 438 641

'" 704 569 545 452 665'

825 -6670 51'5 ........ 481 ........ 719

"939 "' 796 ' ' 450 "' 491 .......... 743 .......
+

lo5s f95 ......... 518 ...... 8oi
1163 969 355 509

_ _1241..... _ 1053 _- _ • 335 5"06 _ ++++_+"t__ 8_0_7........

' Argon Carrier Gas
Tars - Species Collected on Final Filter of lmpactor Train

" "" PolystyreneCalibration Cu,twe of GPC
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In summary, the results indicate the hydrogen level, in particular the polymethylene concentration, of

the collected tars systematically decreases with peak reactor temperature as the total tar yield increases, As

the hydrogen level gradually decreases, the relative molecular weight moments of the evolved tars increase

to the point where the tar yield is believed to be approaching its maximum value, Lower temperature tars
,,W

contain less total oxygen and sulfur mass fractions than the tar mass evolved at higher temperatures,

i

Coal Rank Effects. lt is desirable to determine the change in the nature of the tars produced

with changes in the chemical characteristics of the parent coal, while keeping the heating conditions

constant. Figures 2.107 and 2.108 are photographs indicating the visible characteristics of tars

deposited on glass fiber filters at each of the peak reactor gas temperatures indicated. The general

trends in appearance are obvious' For a given coal, the higher the peak gas temperature the more

aromatic, carbonaceous the deposit; and for a given temperature the higher the rank characteristics

of the coal, the more aromatic, carbonaceous appearing is the tar deposit. In visible reflected light

the more aromatic the deposit, the darker in appearance the deposit. The low volatile bituminous

tars have only a slightly brown appearance, even at the lowest temperatures, lowest loading con-

ditions. For intermediate and high temperature conditions, the tars appear essentially blacb, for

this coal. However, at these conditions ali the tars were completely soluble in THF, indicating

little soot formation or coal particle fines. On the other hand the Texas lignite tars maintained a

brown appearance even at the highest peak gas temperature, I053°C. At 507°C the lignite tars are

a light golden brown in appearance, The darkness of the tars reflects their aromaticity, introduced

either by way of the present coal or secondary reactions. For any temperature the ma_s deposits

are greatest for the 1451D, HVA coal, implying larger tar yields from this coal type. Such variatioa

in tar yields with coal type are indeed observed in the heated grid apparatus (see Section 2.3.2).

Of course the visual characteristics of the tars may vary not only with aromaticity but also packing

density and subsidiary measurements are necessary to establish quantitative trends.

, Figures 2.I09 and 2,110 displays the % H levels observed for each of the five coal tar types

photographed (Figs. 2,107, 2. 108) as well as a N, Dakota lignite (PSOC 1507D), a Utah bituminous (PSOC

1445D) and an Illinois #6 (PSOC 1493D), The hydrogen levels for a given tar type vary significantly with

reactor temperature (Fig, 2,109) or e_ent of tar evaluation. For a given reactor temperature the hydrogen

level varies significantly with coal type (Fig, 2.110), Relative to the parent coal H levels, the tars collected at

conditions of maximum tar yield but minimum secondary reactions (825°C wall, 660°C peak gas

temperature), display high hydrogen levels (Fig, 2,111), As the rank characteristics of the parent coal
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I

increase, the #I eatio approaches one as an asymptotic limit. Lower temperature tars are proportionately

richer in hydrogen (Fig. 2. 109) for a given coal type,
t_

Heteroatom sulfur and oxygen content at conditions of maximum "primary" tar yield show a similar

asymptotic trend, but from the less than unity side (Fig. 2.1_2). That is, as the rank characteristic of a
,#

_arent coal is increased, the (S+O) content of the tar approaches that of the parent coal as an asymptotic

limit. The lower the .'ank of coal the more unlike the parent coal the primary tars.

IR Absorbance Characteristics of Tars

The most striking difference in the lR absorbanc, spectra of the low rank coal tars relative to the

higher ranks resides in the polymethylene absorbance region (2910-2940 cm'l)(see Appendix A.4 for

complete spectra display). The low rank coal tars generally display much greater absorbance levels in this

region per unit mass of sample than the high rank coal tars (Fig. 2.113). Assuming the absorption

coefficients of this band do not vary significantly with coal rank, such behavior implies increasing

concentrations of -CH2- levels with decreasing coal rank. The -CH2- absorbance band correlates with the

% H level in the tars (Fig. 2.114). Another striking feature of the IR absorbance characteristics of low rank

coal tars relative to the high ranks is the presenc, of appreciable amounts of carboxylic groups in the low

rank coal tars (AppendLx A.4), as evidenced by the absorbance bands in the 1700-1750 cm -1 region. For

the Texas lignite (I 443D) this band has greater intensity than the 1600 cm-1 ban for the lowest temperature

tars (704°C wall) becoming a shoulder band to the 1600 cm -1 peak for the highest temperature, most

aromatic tars. The carboxylic band is practically nonexistent in the high rank tars formed at any

temperature, that is, the HVA coals and higher ranks.

The highest rank tars (PSOC 1508D - MVB; PSOC 1516D - LVB) are characterized by a high degree

of aromaticity as evidenced by the 700-900 cm -1 and 3000-3100 cm -1 aromatic H bands. The resolution

and relative intensities of the peaks making up the bands attribute to the lack of ring substitution. These tars

are also characterized by their relative insensitivity to formation temperatures and secondary reactions, in

agreement with the elemental composffion results (Fig. 2.109). This thermal and chemical stability reflects

_, the resonance stability introduced by the degree of aromatic ring condensation in these species, Another

unusual feature of the IR absorbance characteristics of these tars is the high levels of carbonyl groups

(1630-1'700 cm -1 ) observed in the structures. Relative to the polymethylene and methyl groups observed

in the low temperature tars these species appear relatively stable at these heating conditions.
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MW Characteristics

The relative difference in structural characteristics of the low temperature tars evolved from the lignite

and subbituminous coals, relative to the bituminous coal tars, is again emphasized by comparing the

molecular weight moments obtained by the size exclusion chromatography technique. The data in
4t

Fig, 2, 115 Indicate the tars evolved from the low rank coals at a particular temperature have apparently

greater molecular weight moments than the corresponding high rank coal tars, based _,_ _¢ :.>/_:,styrene
\

calibrated SEC alone, In the most elementary sense, the polystyrene calibrated SEC tech;:i-,_. ,ndlcates

only that aliphatic, hydrogen-rich low rank coal tars are "structurally larger" than the more aromatic

bituminous coal tars with respect to a length to weight ratio parameter, These results likely reflect variation in

conformational aspects of the tars as a function of rank rather than weight size or polarity differences, The

longchain aliphatic tars characteristic of the low rank coals are not efficiently retained by the size exclusion

column and, consequently, elutc in the short retention times characteristic of heavy polystyrene standards,

The molecular "weight" moments appear to be more characteristic of relative molecular geometry than

actual mass size when comparing tars from a range of coal ranks, To verify this structure-retention

hypothesis a series of long alkane and stcarate molecules were injected in the SEC system (Figure 2.10 I), As

expected relatively small, by mass, species gave apparently large equivalent polystyrene masseS,FlgiJre 2, 116

displays the E;iwand _[. of the tars based on the broad base calibration curve of Figure 2, I01, Obviously

there is a significant shift in relative MW properties, Also obvious is that some manner of a priori selection of

a realistic, compound type specific calibration curve is needed,

The general observations with respect to the variations in low temperature coal tars with rank

characteristics of the primary coal are indicated in Fig, 2.117, the lower rank of parent coal the more unlike

the parent coal are the low temperature, primary tars. The dissimilarity appears primarily related to the

aliphatic to aromatic hydrogen distribution and the oxygen-sulfur heteroatom content of the tars relative to

the parent coal. Significant polymethylene concentration variations are observed with variation in coal type,

Although the nature, of tars varies significantly with coal type, the phenomenology of tar evolution and

gas phase reaction sequence does not, As in the high volatile bitumhlous coal, the hydrogen rich, more

aliphatic, lighter molecular weight species vaporize before the heavier, more aromatic species during the

evolution to the point of maximum tar yield. At gas temperatures of 700°C or above, gas phase reaction_ of

pyrolysis of the polymethylene rich tars quickly leads to ring formation in the tar species, C_H4 and CO are

major light gas products of these reactions and, at still higher temperatures, C2H2, CO and HCN, In short,

the same light gas formation temperature pattern as indicated in Fig, 2,103 for HVA bituminous coal is
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followed by the lower rank coals. However, the absolute quantities vary significantly with the nature of the

low temperature tars,

MW Determination and Tar Re-Vaporization Experiments

_r A series of enperiments designed to elucidate the vaporization temperature of coal tars under rapid

heating conditions have been performed for HVA bituminous, Texas lignite, MV bituminous and Millmeran

(Australian) coals, The Millmeran coal is similar to a North American subbituminous coal. Tars were

generated in the UTRC entrained flow reactor at the 825"C wail'temperature (660°C peak gas temperature)

condition, The tars were then loaded onto the UTRC heated grid apparatus and re-vaporized by heating at

1000*C/see to various final temperatures and hold times. The tar mass loss was measured at each final

temperature and the tar MWD's were determined by SEC, The mass loss data together with the number

average and weight average molecular weights determined by SEC are summarized in Table 2,20,

,,
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TABLE 2.20 - TAR RE-VAPORIZATION EXPERIMENTS

A. PSOC 1451D

TARxx HOLD ATM Tf MASS GPC Trouton's Rule
LOSS Mn Mw (75 cal/g)

[s] [*C] % . Mn

36 8 HE 320 13.6 166 195 166
38 20 HE 376 31,2 160 181 182
22 100 HE 375 50.7 166 191 181
21 100 HE 680 70.0 168 198 267

16 0 VAC 360 64.0 186 255 177
26 100 VAC 270 26.0 160 183 152
27 100 VAC 350 48.6 167 199 174
24 100 VAC 690 88.0 193 263 270

B. PSOC 1443D

TARxx HOLD ATM TF MASS GPC Trouton's Rule
LOSS Mn Mw (60 ¢al/g)

[s] [C] % Mn

72 100 HE 136 9.0 153 203 143
74 100 HE 161 13.5 154 198 152
77 100 HE 266 54.6 149 159 189
67 100 HE 424 78.4 167 203 244
63 100 HE 4,30 87.0 174 230 246
62 100 HE 520 92.3 181 253 278

C. PSOC 1508

TARxx HOLD ATM TF MASS GPC Trouton's Rule
LOSS Mn Mw (100 cal/g)

[s] [C] % Mn

81 100 HE 246 14.I 138 147 109
78 100 HE 270 19.3 139 151 114
83 100 HE 388 41.6 141 148 139
82 100 HE 414 48.5 - - 144
79 100 HE 494 68.0 146 153 161
84 100 HE 523 66.8 146 165 167
80 100 HE 670 68.0 145 162 198

D. MILLMERAN

TARxx HOLD ATM TF MASS GPC Trouton'a Rule
LOSS Mn Mw (75 cal/g)

[s] [C] % Mn

75 100 HIE 206 23.2 149 175 134
76 100 HE 286 38.4 155 166 157
50 100 HE 360 57,3 171 204 177
34 100 HE 450 68,7 174 212 202
52 100 HE 790 79.7 175 219 298 "
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Trouton's rule is a generalization of the observation that the entropies of vaporization of most

non-hydrogen-bonded compounds are in the neighborhood of 2 1 cal/moL/K,

AHv_ Ahv_'M.
A,Sv_ = = (2,16)

Tb Tb

The number average molecular weight of the re-vaporized tars can be determined using Trouton's

rule, the known final temperature of the grid, and a value for the specific enthalpy of vaporization, as

follows:

M, AS_'Tb
= ....ddlw_ - (2,17)

The specific enthalpy of vaporization is nearly constant for compounds within a compound class,

varying from 30-60 cal/g for aliphatics to 75-100 cal/g for aromatics. A single value was determined for tars

from each coal by fitting the molecular weight distributions calculated using Trouton's rule with those

determined independently by SEC. Comparisons of the SEC and re-vaporization determined MWD's are

plotted for each coal in Figs, 2,118 through 2.121, The resulting values for specific enthalpy of vaporization

are in excellent agreement with values that would be expected, given the aliphatic/aromatic content of the

tars inferred from elemental analysis and FTIR data, In the future, the hea,ed grid will be used as a rapid

differential calorimeter to obtain the specific enthalpy experimentally, Then, the re-vaporization

experiments can be used to improve the calibration of the SEC,

Calorific Value of Primary Tars,. A micro-bomb calorimeter instrument was used to determine the

heating value of the primary tars (825°C wall, 660°C peak gas) ,eh.rive to the parent coal, Figure 2.122

displays the measured values for some primary tars and the parent coals (PSOC XXXXD; 63-7_; and 20-30

microns) received from DOE-PETC, Also shown is the calorific value of an activated carbon. The

calorimeter system is calibrated with benzoic acid pellets but carbon is used as a calibration check, Both

benzoic acid and carbon calibrations were within 0,3% of the theoretical values.

Due to their high aliphatic hydrogen content relative to the parent coal, low rank primary tars have

relatively high calorific values, nearly 60% greater than the ash corrected parent coal value, As the rank

,, parameter of the parent coal increases, the structural characteristics of the primary tars evolved approach
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that of the parent coal (see above sections), Consequently, the mass normalized calorific values appr('Jach

that of the parent coal, but are always greater due to the lower oxygen levels in the primary tars relative to the

parent coal, The calorific value of the low volatile bituminous coal (PSOC 1516D) tar Is greater than the

H-rich lignite primary tars due to very low levelsof sulfur and oxygen In low volatile bliumtnous tars relative

_. to the lignite tars (-3% vs -13%), Even relative to the HVA tars, the LVB tars have 5-10% greater calorific

values, again due to their relatively low heteroatom content_

,_allli_r-_ and Discussion of l_esults,, The entrained flow reactor investigation indicates that the

phencmenology of coal devolatilization and pyroiysls Is similar for a wide range of coal ranks, The

phenomenology Is summarized In Figs, 2,123 through 2,125, Heavy hydrocarbons are Initially detached by

phystcal and chemical processes within the coal particle at relatively low temperatures (300 - 450_'C),

Further heating results In the extra-panicle evolution of some) detached heavy hydrocarbons (tars), the

onset of light gas production (450 - 650*) by lntraparticle pyrolysis reactions, and the detachment of more

tar precursors, The low temperature light gases consist mainly of CH4 and higher alkanes, CO, CO2, H20

and some C_,H4,The absolute quantities of these species vary with coal type) as do the absolute yields of

"primary" tars, Gas and particle temperatures greater than 700°C prefcrentlaliy produce Call2, HCN, CO

and C_H(, On a mass basis, the) tar species dominate the Initial panicle) weight loss,

For any given extent of tar evolution, the lower the rank of coal, the more dissimilar the evolved tars

are to the parent coal, Primary low rank coal tars appear to consist matnly of long chain aliphatic species with

significant levels of associated carboxylic and carbonyl groups, As the rank Index of the feed coal is

Increased from Ilgnttes, the low temperature prtmary tars approach the parent coal with respect to aliphatic

and aromatic hydrogen ratio, percent hydrogen, and percent heteroatom content, Primary tars from

bituminous coals have structural characteristics more reflective of, but never identical to, the parent coal,

Corresponding observadons can be made with respect to tars evolved for a given coal with respect to extent

of tar evolution as the variable, That is, the tars evolved Initially in the evolution process are more unlike the

parent coal than the Integrated sum of tars evolved at the point of asymptotic yields for a given coal, The

earlier In the tar evolution process the greater the aliphatic hydrogen concentration of the tars,

Intrapanicle or gas phase reactions of prtmary tars are rapid at panicle or gas temperatures of 700 °C

• and above, common operating temperatures of conventional entrained flow reactors. Such reactions quickly

lead to the ring formation reactions of polymethylene rich low temperature tars coincidental with the

evolution of the heavier tar species from the devolattllzing panicle itself, Tars collected in these conditions,

' particularly tars collected in separattc,a systems without extensive) phase separation, will appear to be more
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like the parent coal than the primary tars originally evolved and collected in the above reactor system or

other systems that minimize secondary tar reactions, Similar observations can be made with respect to tars¢

evolved for a given coal with respect to extent of tar evolution, That is, the tars evolved initially in the

evolution process are more unlike the parent coal than the integrated sum of tars at the point of maximum

tar yield,

2.3,2 United Technologies Research Center Heated Grid Investigation

Heated Grid System Description

Figure 2. 126 schematically displays the heated grid system with its associated microcomputer-based,

power programming and data acquisition systems, Provisions are made to routinely monitor two

thermocouples, a pressure transducer, delivered current and the voltage impressed upon the grid in real)

time. Electrical power is delivered to the electrodes of the grid system via a programmable power supply

operated in the voltage-programmed mode, Program control signals are sent to the power supply via a

microcomputer controlled analog voltage (MCAV) output to the power supply, The MCAV initiates the

data acquisition process in the microcomputer system utilized for monitoring the signal transducers, lt also

activates a solenoid valve controlling the release of cold helium gas across the length of the wire grid through

a helium "spray bor" device shown, if rapid quenching is desired to "freeze" a sample at a particular stage of

heating,

Wire Mesh Characteristics

Commercially available 325 mesh stainless steel (type 304) is used as the heating substrate in the

system, The manufacturer's specifications on the screen indicate a wire diameter of 0,0014" (35.6 _.m), an

opening between wires of 0,0017" (43,2 _xm), and a mass/superficial area of 21,5 mg/sq, cre, Figure 2. 127

displays a scanning electron microscope view of a section of the grid at approximately 42_X, with a spot

welded thermocouple bead, Examination of a number of grid samples using the electron microscope

revealed an average wire diameter of 36.5/.u'n +1,6 Iun, with a range of 33,3 to 39,4 _m. Wire spacing was

found to have an average value of 48.2 _u'n+3,1 tim in a range of 42,3 to 54,2 gin, Table 2,21 _ves the

appropriate properties of the o_id weave and material properties,

'P Figure 2. 128 displays the mesh folding technique employed to create a captive area for a sample,

Typical dimensions are shown as weil. Small (50 - 75 Ixm bead diameter) chromel-alumel thermocouples

are spot welded to the grid at locations corresponding to approximately 2,25 cm from each electrode clamp

and 2,40 cm from each other, The thermocouples are welded to the grid because it was found
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Figure 2. !27

" Stainless Steel Screen

450x Screen

. _l/Ih'.

350x Thermocouple Bead
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TABLE 2.21 - PROPERTIES OF STAINLESS STEEL

(Type 304) GRID MATERIAL

A. Thermophysical Properties

Temperature

Property Value at 20°C Dependence (t

Specific Heat 0.50 joules/g-°C Increases
Emissivity , 0.40-0.70 Increases
Thermal

Conductivity 0.182watt/cm-°C Increases
Resistivity 72micro-ohm-cre Increases

Density 7.817g/cc Constant
1

B. GeometricProperties

Property Value at 20°C

Strand Diameter Average: 36.5 microns
Range: 33.3- 39.4 microns
Standard Deviation: 1.6 microns

StrandSpacirtg Average:48,2microns
Range: 42.3-54.2microns
StandardDeviation:3_Imicrons

ProjectedGeometricArea/Face 7.52sq.cm.
TotalGeometricArea 30,09sq.cm.

TotalExposed StrandArea 36,67sq.cm.

C. Power DissipationCharacteristics"

Ambient Temperature Degree
Condition Range (°C) ofFit Cd Cc

Vacuum 25 -600 1 0,7929 0.8904

Vacuum 25 - 600 4 0.9531 0.9763
Vacuum I00 - I(D0 4 0.9850 0.9925
Helium 25 - 600 1 0.9689 0.9833
Helium 25 - 600 4 0.9885 0.9943
Helium 100- 1200 4 0.9941 0,9970

* See text for description of conditions. Cd = coefficient of determination; Cc =
coefficient of correlation from least squares analysis of power input versus grid 4

temperature data.
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experimentally that voltages could be induced ac,ross bead diameters Inserted between tile folds of the

screen, In the voltage programming mode, the greater the desired heating rate or hold temperature the )

greater the induced voltage possible, For example, a 15 volt impression across a 6,9 cm grid length Could In

theory produce a 21,7 mV potential across a I00 micron thermocouple bead touching the grid at opposite

ends of the bead, but parallel to the voltage gradient across the grid, induced voltages across Inserted

thermocouple beads were common and led to the technique of spot welding the thermocouple beads to the

grid at a point on a cross weave strand, This technique greatly reduces but does not altogether oliminate the

problem since bead spurs sometimes touch two non-lsopotential electrode to electrode strand points, The

runs characterized by a voltage offset in the time-resolved thermocouple data are generally disregarded but

can be used if the trouble is taken to filter out the induced offset, But such considerations point out the need

to have a data acquisition system with appropriate sampling frequency. It was also noted that the

thermocouple monitoring circuits must be in total electronic isolation from the power supply circuit in order

to avoid resistive heating of the thermocouple leads themselves, again producing spurious temperatures in

the thermocouples,

Grid Substrata Power Requirements and Dissipation Characteristics

Also shown in Figs. 2,129 and 2,130 are the curve fits for total power loss in helium or vacuum as

indicated, Both the helium and vacuum data is fit reasonably well with fourth degree polynomials with

respect to grid temperature (see Table 2.21), using the entire temperature range, However, at low

temperature conditions power loss in the presence of helium is better fit, as expected, with a linear power of

grid temperature, The vacuum power loss continues to show better correlations of determination and

correlation with a fourth degree dependence on temperature. The statistical description of power dissipation

supports the modes of heat loss noted above.

Power Dissipation Dependence on Ambient Gas Properties

Since convective/conductive loss via the ambient gas is a significant dissipation mode, the effect of

varying the nature of the ambient gas should be observable in the temperature response of the grid, For

increasing thermal conductivity of the ambient gas, one expects lower steady state temperatures for a g_ven

power input, greater rates of cooling from a g_ven temperature with zero power input, and small effects on a

rapid transient grid temperature rise for a given power program input, Figures 2,131 and 2,132 show the

current and voltage traces corresponding to the resulting temperature traces of Fig, 2,133, The temperature

traces correspond to varying ambient gas conditions, The asymptotic temperatures approached, the rate of

cooling to steatly state power input condhions following the transition from ramp input, and the rate of

i
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cooling from a given temperature during the power-off portion of the curves ali show the expected variation

tn thermal c'onductivtty of the ambient gas, with helium "loading" the grid to the greatest extent, lrtdeecl, as ,_

Indicated In Fig, 2,131, fora_von programmed voltage, the lower overall screen temperature during the

hold voltage cycle leads to a lower overall resistivity, permitting slightly more currem through the wire

strands, t

The ambient gas has a less obvious effect on the rapid heating rate of the grid substrate, due to the

magnitude of the possible power dissipation relative to the grid enthalpy requirements, For example, at

450°C, the total power dlsslpatlon in l'mllum ts approxir(tat(_ly 40 watts, with rou#lly one-half via gas

conductlvlty, "I'he power requirement to produce a 1000°Clsec heatlng rate through the same temperature is

approximately 215 watts for );he grid rnass employed, Loss through the hellum represents only about 10% of

the tc)ta! power requlrelnen't - enthalpy and dlsslpatlon - durlng the translent heatlng period, Changing the

arnbh_nt gas .o other than hellum reduces the gas component loss in proportlon to the relative thermal

conductivity of the gas, But since the gas dlsslpatlon load only represents a small fractlon of the total power

requlrement durlng rapid heating, the observable effect ts sllght relative to the steady state and coollng

portions of the prr,gram cycle, As substrate heating rate is lowered, the ¢ffectlve thermal conductlvity of the

ambient gas becomes more era factor In the grid substrate temperature trajectory,

Power Dissipation Per Unit Surface Area of the Grid Surface

The steady state and transient measurements Indicate the main pathway of power loss from the grid

substrate is via the screen surface, Loss via the electrodes ts not substantial relative to the total screen loss,

At temperatures less than 500°C, gas conduction and radlatlve losses from the screen surface are

comparable In magnltude, The gas conduction component varies as expected with the nature of the amblent

gas, Above 500°C radiation loss dominates the total power dlssipatlon, Total power dissipation rate of the

wire mesh, and therefore, Its potential capabllity of heatlng a sample within its folds, varies appreclably with

grid temperature, Normalizing with respect to either superficial projected screen area or total strand area

Indicates power dlssipatlon to vary from several tenths of wat_Isq, ce, at low grid temperatures to

approximately i0 wattslsq,cm, at i000°C,

Screen, Thermocouple and Sample Thermal Coupllng During Translent
Heating Conditions O'

Of course, the primary concern in utilizing heated wire devices for kinetic investigations is the

relationship among the wire grid, thermocouple and sample temperatures during the transient heating

process 'Calibration' of theheated grid device using samples of known specific heat, melting points andl
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heats of fusion was performed, Figure 2,134 displays the temperature profiles obtained from heating 80.-100

me,sh samples of lead and bismuth on the opposite sides of the same grid, using a two tI_ermocouple
e

configuration, Equal sample mass loads about the thermocouples were employed, The temperature,

Inflections lndlcate the melting phase changes assoclated with each pure element wherein the te.mperature

trajectories of the local lp'ld substrates are temporarily arrested, due to the associated heat requirement of

the phase change of each materlal,

The 'temperature plateaus Indicate melting points of '260 and 323°C for bismuth and lead,

respectively, Actual melting points are reported as 271 and 327_C, These elements have very similar specific

heats due to their similar atomic weights and the Dulong-Fetit law (6,55 cal/mole), Similar loads were

employed around each thermocouph_, I00,8 mg for bismuth and I00,6 mg for lead, but the load Intensity

factors were significantly different - approximately 92 mg/sq cm for bismuth and 67 mg/sq cm for lead, The

Increased load Intensity for bismuth, relative to lead, results in slight non-lsothermalhies across the

sample-screen Interface during melting, That Is, the bismuth sample melts at the edges of the sample loading

Inward toward the sample center, the location of the thermocouple, The limited power Intensity g_neratlon

capability of the screen surface coupled to the latent heat of fusion of bismuth exacerbates the lateral

non-lsothermallty across th_ screen-samp!e area during the phas_ change,

However, the melting points and total mass loads are similar enough to allow a semiquantltatlv e

estimation of the sensitivity of the system to determining relative thermophysical properties of materials,

From temperature plateau lengths, lt appears the heat of fusion of BI Is between 2,00 and 2, I0 that of Pb,

'Die latent heats of fusion of BI and Pb are reported as 2,51 and 1,22 kcal/mole, respectively, giving a ratio

of approximately 2,06, The reasonable accuracy in the observed melting temperature and heats of fusion

ratio Imply the local screen temperatures, as given by the spot-welded thermocouple te.mperatures, are

ropresentative of the sample temperatures In these heating conditions, That Is, there is close coupling among

thermocouple, screen and sample on a local level,

The "localness" of a sample-induced loading on a screen is also apparent by inspection of Fig, 2,135,

The temperature trajectories of the aluminum (80-100 mesh) loaded and unloaded areas of the same

,i screen are given, The data of Figs, 2,134 and 2,135 indicate that the stainless steel _creen does not respond

as a whole ta a given load factor, The relatively poor thermal conductivity of the mest_ material forces its

thermal coupling to the sample to be of a local nature, tn terms of units of wire mesh spacings rather than

_' units of total grid lenTh,
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The "localness" of the coupling is also observed by changing the given local load factor for a constant

sample type and power program, Table 2,22 shows the "observed" melting temperatures of alurninum in

similar heating rate conditions obtained by varying the load factor around a single thermocouple, The table

also shows the "observed" melting points of tin us!ng the same load factor, to the degree possible, but varying
t

heating rates, Lower apparent melting temperatures are obtained by locating the thermocouple in the center

of a locally dense load of sample, Higher temperatures are obtained by a thermocouple bead located on the

"edge" of a sample covered area or at a position several grid spacings from the sample distribution, In the

former case the sample "overloads" the grid locally, given the limited heat generation capability of the wire

mesh. The overload causes the sample to melt nonuniformly from an area of high heat intensity per unit

mass of sample at the sample edge inward toward the sample center, The transient temperature inflection in

the thermocouple occurs at a temperature lower than the actual melting temperature of the material, In the

latter case, the thermocouple measures the temperature of a basically "underloaded" screen area, resulting

in a thermocouple inflection at a temperature greater than the actual melting temperature or, in the extreme

case, simply missing any evidence of physical change.

The above "calibration" measurements indicate the importance of local sample loading in estimating

accurate sample temperature measurements from associated thermocouple measurements, More

specifically, it is the sample loading per unit superficial surface area of the wire mesh, relative to the

thermocouple position, that determines the observable thermocouple temperature relative to the actual

sample temperature, lt is observed that actual sample temperatures in rapid transient heating conditions

depend on the specific heat and latent heat of fusion of the reference material relative to the substrate heat

capacity and thermal dissipation properties, sample distribution relative to the thermocouple location and

"programmed" heating rate. The phenomenological behavior is a result of the thermophysical properties of

the stainless steel substrate relative to the corresponding properties of the sample material. However, it

should be obvious from the above measurements that a properly calibrated heated grid device, coupled to

appropriate instrumentation, should be capable of simultaneously providing data from which sample

thermophysical and thermal decomposition properties in rapid heating conditions can be extracted, The

details of such a system will be provided in a future publication.

¢)
Coal Devolatilization: Tar Evolution Results

__ero-Hold-Time Co_, Figure 2,136 displays the zero-hold-time tar

evolution observed for 63-75 rnicron particles of PSOC 1451D in one atmosphere of helium and with j

aux.iliary quench following obtainment of the peak temperature. This UTRC data agrees most closely with
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TABLE 2.22

A. Apparent Melting Temperatures of Aluminume
Effect of Varying Load Factor (Grouped by Similar Heating Rates)

Sample Mass Load Factor Heating Rate Melting Temp. Thermocouple

dl (rag) (mg/sq.cm,) (°C/ssc) (°C) Location
32.1 64 550 660 center
31,4 I00 575 635 center
31.4 100 600 630 center

18.1 30 875 663 center
31.4 100 857 600 center

Effect of Varying Heating Rate (Grouped by Simllex Load Factors)

31,4 I00 256 630 center
31,4 I00 575 635 center
31.4 I00 600 630 center
31.4 I00 857 600 center

B. Apparent Melting Temperatures of Tin

Effect of Varying Heating Rate (for two Load Factors)

Sample Mass Load Factor Heating Rate Melting Temp. Thermocouple
(mg) (mg/sq.cm.) (°C/aec) (°C) Location

16.7 50 80 230 center
16.7 50 200 232 center

30.9 60 100 230 center
30.9 60 150 227 center
30°9 60 200 233 center
30.9 60 250 233 center
30.9 60 300 235 center
30.9 60 445 247 center

I. Reported melting point of aluminum = 660°C
2. Reported melting point of tin = 232°C
3. Thermocouples spot-welded to screen in approximate center of sample mass

distribution.
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the results of Unger and Suuberg (Ref, 2,35) and Oh (Ref, 2,36), It does not agree with the results of

Desypris, et, al,(Ref, 2.37), an earlier study performed by Suuberg (Ref, 2,38), or a more recent study

¢" performed by Bautista, et, al,(Rei, 2,3,9), Although zero-hold-time tar yields as a function of peak

temperatures are not given by Gibbins (Ref, 2,40) as a function of peak temperature, the zero hold time

total weight loss is reported as approximately 32%, with 30 sec hold time values only increasing to

lm approximately 44%, The tar yield at 30 sec in 1 atmosphere of helium is given as 32%, In other words, the

data of Oibbins strongly supports the Unger, Oh, UTRC results which indicate the major fraction of tar

release from bituminous coals occurs between 400 and 600°C in these heating conditions. The tar evolution

temperatures of reference 1 appear approximately 300 degrees lower, while those of references 2 and 6

appear 300 degrees higher, Since tar yields comprise the major fraction of the volatiles release from high

volatile bituminous coals in these heating conditions, similar discrepancies are maintained with respect to

total weight loss as a function of peak temperature, For example, the weight loss data of Niksa and Russell

(Ref, 2,41) agree with the results of the earlier study performed by Suuberg (Ref, 2,38) but not those

reported herein. A comprehensive analysis of the literature with respect to the temperature dependence of

weight loss in heated grid apparatuses in an independent laboratory has indicated this is the case (Ref. 2,40),

Tar Evolution in Zero-Hold.Time Conditions: Sample Load Effects. The grid heat transfer

characterization tests described above with known materials revealed the "loca/hess" of the sample load

effects on the transient temperature response of the grid to a given power input, The characterization

revealed the close thermal coupling among sample, grid and spot-welded thermocouples in the immediate

vicinity of the thermocouple. It is the length scale of the coupling and the finite heat transfer capability of the

wire mesh which introduces the uncertainty in the characterization of a distributed sample by a single

, thermocouple reading, Understanding of tar evolution in transient coal devolatilization is further

complicated by the broad temperature ranges associated with the process itself,

The local nature of the grid-sample thermal coupling and associated load intensity effects in transient

heating tar evolution experiments are demonstrated by a series of three load effect investigations using the

PSOC 145 lD coal, In the first experiment, the total mass of coal sample was varied in two symmetric

distributions on either side of a centrally-located thermocouple, A blank screen was programmed to reach a

peak temperature of approximately 950°C and then quenched. The symmetrically loaded screen was then

subjected to the same power input, Figure 2, 137 displays a set of blank and screen-loaded thermocouple

_, traces. The much higher cooling rate observed in the loaded screen thermocouple trace is due to the helium
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quench system which was not used durtng the blank run, Figure 2,138 shows the tar yield as a function of

sample size for identical transient power inputs,

e_
In a second series of experiments, the two thermocouple technique is employed, but the sample is

loaded asymmetrically with respect to the total screen area, That is, one thermocouple is leh unloaded and

the other is loaded with a series of increasing sample sizes, Figure 2, t 39 displays the tar yield as a h._nction of
e

total load, Figure 2,140 shows the thermocouple traces associated with a blank screen n.m and at

sample-loaded screen nan, Comparison of corresponding thermocouples during the blank and loaded rLlns

shows that the blank thermocouple traces (Fig, 2,140) are nearly identical, while the loaded thermocouple

tracles show a much lower local grid temperature when the coal sample is present,

In a third series of experiments, the dual thermocouple t¢chniqu"e is utilized and the sample Is loaded

asymmetrically in a 2:1 mass ratio over the two thermocouples. The total mass Is kept constant at 15 rag, but

l0 mg is distributed around one thermocouple and 5 mg around the other, The same powertnput as in the

totally asymmetric case of Figs, 2,137 and 2,140 is employed, Figure 2,141 displays the blank screen and

sample loaded thermocouple traces for one of the runs,

Figure 2,142 summarizes the sample load effect investigation with respect to tar evolution by plotting

the data with respect to the unloaded and loaded thermocouple traces associated with the various

coal-loaded trials. In the case of the 2:1 asymmetric loading the tar )delds are plotted with respect to a

mass-averaged thermocouple reading, No loaded thermocouple traces were obtained for the symmetrically

separated load cases of Figs. 2,137 and 2,138, The local nature of the grid-sample coupling is apparent in

the data as is the dependence of the thermocouple reading in transient heating conditions on the local load

factor. The difficulties in characterizing tar evolution by single peak thermocouple temperatures in transient

heated grid, heating conditions are obvious.

The effects of load factor on zero-hold-time weight loss data is shown in Fig, 2,143 or herein the load

factor is varied by a factor of three,

Ta_V_in_ Hold Time Data. Tar yields for 100 sec hold times at peak temperatures

achieved by 1000°C/sec heating in helium are given in Fig, 2,144 for the PSOC 1431D coal in the UTRC

heated grid reactor, Also shown are data for shorter hold times, and low pressure, long hold time tar yields

together with the transient, zero-hold-time data for the same coal, The 100 sec hold time results indicate

ambient pressure affects the higla temperature, >600°C, asymptotic tar yield to a greater extent than the

lower temperature, but temperature sensitive tar yields, The "ultimate" low pressure tar yield appears to be
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about 35% of the parent coal mass compared to 30% for one atmosphere of helium, At hold temperatures

_, below 450°C it is difficult to distinguish between "vacuum" and atmospheric pressure tar yields, In other

words, the higher temperature, heavier molecular wetght tar yields appear to be influenced more by ambient

pressure conditions than the low temperature, lighter tar species, Distinctions in vacuum and pressure

) produced tar yields become more pronounced at asymptotic particle temperatures of 500°C or above, There

is an interphase mass transfer resistance to the evolution of high temperature, heavy molecular weight tars,

With respect to thermocouple hold time for a given thermocouple temperature, there appear to be

some differences in tar yields observed for 50 sec hold times versus 100 sec hold times, with the longer hold

times producing slightly greater yields, Whether the reduction in tar yield with decrease in hold times long

relative to the zero-hold-time conditions is due to intraparticle chemical kinetic formation rates, interphase

mass transfex resistance, or some combination of factors is not immediately apparent,

Intermediate temperature, 3000C :o 600 °C, tar yields are obviously most sensitive to transient heating

conditions, Zero hold time tar yields are a small fraction of the yields observed for 50 and 100 sec hold

times at thermocouple temperatures in this temperature span, At 5000C peak thermocouple temperature

the zero hold time tar yield is only about 0.2 that of the corresponding long hold time yield. Differences

between yields decrease with peak thermocouple temperature, the zero-hold-time yield at 600°C being

about 0,8 that of the corresponding long hold time yield, As noted above, high temperature, zero-hold-time

yields can not be made to match the long hold time yields by simply an increase in peak thermocouple

temperature. Yields converge to within 20% of each other at 600°C, For peak temperatures greater than

7000C, it appears there may be a decrease in tar yield in these heating rate conditions. Such a decrease

would be associated with high temperature pyrolysis of heavy tars which are prevented from particle

desorption by mass transfer resistances.

The differences in thermocouple temperature sensitivity of tar evolution for zero versus long hold

times for thermocouple temperatures less than 600°C is attributed in part to the same factors causing the

apparent differences in temperature sensitivity among different laboratories. If average peak samph.

temperatures during the zero-hold-time experiments were 75 to 100 degrees lower than the peak

thermocouple, wire mesh, temperatures, the zero-hold-time tar evolution yields would be everywhere

nearly within 25% of the long hold time yields. But this is not likely the case in dispersely loaded systems.
,t

The expla aation likely lies in the different reaction networks emphasized by the different heating conditions.
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Discussion of Results - Temperature Discrepancies

The above illustrates the difficulty in assigning transient thermocouple temperatures to transiently -,_

heating coal particles during the tar evolution phase of devolatilization and the probable nature of

discrepancy in reported results for similar coal types. The above results imply that empirical tar evolution

rates cannot be deconvoluted without consideration of the details of the intensive and extensive heat

transfer parameters of a devolatilization system. Stated more positively, a large fraction, 20-25%, of the

initial particle mass loss, mainly tar, is highly coupled to the grid reactor heat transfer parameters during the

transient panicle temperature rise from 300 to 600 °C, Substantial differences in zero-hold-time versus long

hold time data within a particular apparatus appear due to differences in thermocouple versus actual panicle

temperature as a result of the manner in which the sample locally "loads" the wire mesh relative to the

theny_ocouple, Nevertheless, in this investigation incomplete tar yields are obtained by transiently heating to

temperatures less than 600°C, irrespective of hold times. For each intermediate temperature a major

fraction of the tar yield associated with that temperature is evolved during the transient, but a significant

fraction requires long hold times at the temperature, implying the strong influence of chemical kinetic

and/or mass tr._,nsfer phenomena in the total tar evolution process,

Given the similarity in coal types and heating mechanism the substantial differences in reported tar

evolution temperatures for zero-hold-time experiments observod in different heated grid investigations are

undoubtedly more reflective of differences in local load factors and thermocouple-to-sample location than

transient particle temperatures during tar evolution. Global load factors -- average sample mass per unit

projected area of utilized screen surface -- varied significantly with investigation, For example, Oh

(Ref. 2.36) used sample sizes a factor of 3 or 4 that of Suuberg (Ref, 2.38) but a screen heater with a

projected, utilized surface area nearly 8 times that of Suuberg. Oh postulates (Ref. 2,36, p, 141) that the

differences in global load factor probably contribute to the differences in zero-hold-time volatile yields

observed in the different apparatuses.

Table 2,23 shows the range of global mass load factors utilized by various investigators. Obviously, ali

the differences in transient tar evolution data can not be explained on the basis of global load factors,

However, as noted in tht_ experimental data reported above, it is the local load factor distribution relative to

the thermocuple location that undoubtedly affects transient tar evolution temperatures determined by single

thermocouple techniques. In transient coal devolatilization experiments, the particles load the grid in

nonuniform packets, resulting in nonuniform, local load factors across the grid within a given run, In

addition, high heating rate experiments cause mechanical displacement of the grid surface, changing the
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local load factors during a run, Plasticizing coals significantly change panicle size and shape within the grid

as they change mass, _nher complicating the local load pattern for a given sample, Thus lt is not surprising

that significant temperature differences are noted in the zero-hold-time data of the various Investigators, lt

is also not surprising that there is significantly less divergence in the long hold time tar evolution data, that is,

in experilnents wherein thermal equilibrium is established across the screen and, therefore, between the

sample, grid material and thermocouple,

TABLE 2.23 -- GLOBAL LOAD FACTORS

Sample Loaded Global
Mass Area Loading Factor

Reference (mg) (cm:') (mg/cm 2)

Desypris et al. 2-4 S.00 0.4-0,8
Suuberg et al, i0 5.0 2,0

Unger & Suuberg I0 5.0 2,0
Oh 30-40 40,0 0,75-1,0

Bautista et al. ' 15 6,00 2,5

This Study 10 2,2 4,5
Solomon & Colket 200 2,0-4.0 50-100

Gibbins 5-10 1,13 4,4-8.8

Fur,.hermore, there are significant differences in the manner in which temperature itself is measured.

Some investigators spot weld (Ref. 2.42) electronically isolated thermocouples (this laboratory) to the grid

surface itself. Others (Refs, 2.15, 2.41) attach the thermocouple to a wire welded to the mesh surface at a

specified distance. Some investigators place the thermocouple "with" the sample between the folds of the

grid (Refs. 2.35, 2.37, 2.38), In other investigations (Refs. 2,43, 2.44) the details of the thermocouple

location and attachment within or to the grid are not clearly given. Relating the transient responses of the

thermocouple to the transient response of the particle for these various thermocouple-heating surface

relationships is not straightforward, considering the importance of local sample load factors.

More generally, this investigation implies tar evolution in transient heating conditions can not be

interpreted apart from a detailed consideration of the particular heat transfer characteristics of the reactor

used in the investigation, coupled to the coal load densi .ty configurations. This is particularly true if transient

W temperature measurements are employed, as they must be, in estimating overall devolatilization kinetic
_

parameters. Tar devolatilization rates in heated grid apparatuses undoubtedly reflect the limited heat

- transfer characteristics of the grid material coupled to specific load factors and thermocouple techniques

4, employed to estimate the transient coal particle temperatures,

=
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In view of the microscale coupling among grid, sample and thermocouple in determining apparent

temperatures of transient tar evolution, comparisons of kinetic parameters for tar evolution via an Arrhenius ,.p

plot alone is less than informative, Such plots give derived or measured tar evolution rates in terms of

associated thermocouple or estimated single particle temperature responses in transient heating conditions,

In some early "comprehensive" kinetic studies (Ref, 2,43, 2.44), there appears to be an unawareness of the q

transient nature of tar evolution and either the limited heat capacity or heat transfer capability of the wire

mesh itself, These investigations provide'd needed information into relative product distributions and

elemental composition of devolatilization products, but Can not be interpreted on a kinetic basis,

Hypotheses on the "invariance" of the chemical kinetics of coal devolatilization with coal type can not be

based on those experimental results in which the limited heating capability of the grid coupled to the

relatively massive sample size dominates the observable kinetic behavior. Coal devolatilization chemical

kinetics may indeed be invariant, within a given tolerance, with coal type, but those specific experiments do

not provide the necessary evidence for invariant chemical control of tar evolution, If the tar evolution within

a particular apparatus type is significantly sensitive to microscale heat transfer processes, then consideration

of such phenomena should accompany comparisons of transient tar evolution data among reactor types,

Tar Yields vs. Coal Rank Characteristics

Figure 2,145 displays I0 second hold time data (I000 clsec to hold temperature) for nine of the

PSOCXXXXD coals obtained, The effect of coal rank characteristics in tar yields are obvious,
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2.4 Urdted Technologies Research Center Flash Lamp Reactor (UTRC-FL):
Devolatilization in Reactor-to-Particle Heat Flux Rates "

of +I00 Watts/sq.cm,

As noted in Section 2,2, pfc combustion systems can produce heat flux rates at panicle surfaces in

excess of 100 watts/sq,cm. High temperature (Treactor >1000°C) entrained flow reactor systems are capable

of producing flux rates comparable to those of a pfc, but resolution of the devolatilization process either with

respect to the evolution of panicle mass loss in time or secondary reactions upon primary tars becomes

infeasible, With respect to mass loss, the tar evolution process in such heating rate conditions occurs on a

time scale comparable to the resolution in panicle residence time at temperature (See Sections 2,2,1 and

2.2,2), At gas temperatures in excess of 800*C, homogeneous secondary reactions of primary tars occur in

the millisecond time interval, again beyond the residence time resolution of probe systems which must deal

with solids, condensible vapors and gases.

One approach to producing high flux rates at panicle surfaces, while maintaining a thermally

quenching environment, has been the use of radiative pulses, broadband or single wavelength (laser)

systems (Ref, 2,45-2,52), Radiation transparent gases are employed so that only the gas immediately

adjacent to the panicle surface, that is, the boundary layer gas, heats above ambient temperature, The

"black" coal particle, on the other hand, efficiently absorbs the radiant energy and heats to devolatilization

temperatures in millisecond time spans, The tars desorbed in such rapid heating experiments are

immediately quenched by the cool ambient gas or reactor walls. The duration of the panicle heating period

is controlled by the duration of the broadband or laser pulse. To determine the transient re.sponse of pfc

sized panicles to such rapid heating conditions, while maintaining some ability to deconvolute panicle

devolatilization products, a Xenon flash lamp reactor system was established and interfaced to the FT-IR

system,

A schematic of the flash lamp reactor is illustrated in Figs, 2.146 and 2,147, The time resolved pulse

shape of the flash pulse is shown in Fig, 2,148, Under the range of capacitor voltage levels used in this

investigation and with the particular match of lamp characteristics and driving circuit parameters, the shape

of the pulse did not vary significantly, The magnitude of the irradiance level delivered to the inside of the ,'

reactor was controlled by varying the neutral density filter and/or the capacitor bank voltage levels, The real

time irradiance levels of the flash pulse were monitored by fast response pyroelectric detectors. "I'he

detectors employed were calibrated with NBS irradiance standard lamps and a NBS traceable radiometer ,_

system used in conjunction with a chopped Argon ion laser. Pyroelectric detectors have a nearly constant
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responsi_,ity_,ithrespectto wavelen_h from the U_,'to [R spectralre#ees. Because ofthe _osslblllb'o__
,,II,

inducingphotochemicalreactlonsv,iththe UV component of theflashpulse,lhc reac_orsemployed '_,_re

pyrex,as _ere :he neutraldenslb'filters.The delb,'eredradiationischaracterizedby wavelen_h_ _an_r.B

from0.4to 2.0microns_,'ithpeak intensltlesbet_,eet_0.,3and i.Imlcrons.The spectraloutputoithe flas_,
,m

lamp as utilized v,as measured using a spectroradiometer system (See Fig, 2 .t49; The relat_','e spec:rai

output did net change appreciably within the capacitor voltage range used in this _nvestigatlon

Characteristics of the transleni pulses are indicated in Tables 2,24 and 2.2._,

Also shown in Tables 2,24 and 2,25 are calculated peak panicle temperatures and heating rates as a

function of panicle size, ambient conditions and delivered irradiance, Figures 2, 1.¢0 through 2. t_4 display

"0 p.m temperature profiles Figures 2,t_5 through 2.t5"/ show panicle size effec,.s. The par-..ic',e

temperature trajectories are calculated in the manner described in detail in Section 3,0, using the par,,ic_e

properties given therein, Tables 2,26 through 2,29 contain data on measured product distributions at the

conditions described,

Figure 2, 15_ displays the % tar _ields with respect [o the dr')' sample (- 5,_% ash) as a function of peak

delivered irradlance (warts,'cm_) and ambient gas conditions for -2"5 +325 mesh ?a_lc;es. Ambient

pressure is observed to have a si_ificant influence on the ma_ltude of the tar )ields in rapid trarlslent

heating conditions In addition tar yields in',acuum or argon heating conditions are maximized at _c_,er

delivered fiLL× levels than radiant heating in the presence of helium, Tar )fields in low pressure or ar_on

conditions are max.imized at approximately 35% (3"% daf) of the parent coal at a peak irradiance level of

-0.66 that required for helium, The peak tar .'deld observed in 1 atmosphere of argon or helium is

approximatei'y 20% (21% daf), Increasing the delivered power ciensity beyond that requJ.red for maximum

tar yield appreciably decreases the low pressure and argon tar yields, but has only a second order effect on

the ambient Pressure helium tar yields,

Char )ields slightly decrease at increased fh_ levels in low pressure or hetium conditions _,hereas the:,'

appear to increase at the highest flux levels in the presence of argon !]Fig, 2, I_9), The increase (argon) or

asymptote (vacuum, helium) in "char" yields with irradlance level is ambiguous since soot particulates are

measured as char in the THF separation of tar and char. TEM microg_'-_phs of high irradiance products

reveal the presence of soot platelet structures i.n the THF separated species,

As observed in section 2,3, I, high temperature (>,"00_C) pyrolysis reactions of tars resuh in the

formation of C2H_, CO, and HCN gases, The decrease in tar yields with flux level and the increase in soot
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TABLE 2,24 ,,

CHARACTERISTICS OF DELIVERED FLASH LAMP PULSES

(SeeSection3,2,1forct_Iculatio,technique) -"

Maximum* Time**

Capacitor Delivered Average Averaging Maximum Averaget

Ambient Bank % Irrm:ila.ce Psrticle Intervrd Particle Heating

(w ca: (oq). _._n2,=.ec).._ Temp (°C) Rzte (C/eco)Vol-s,(kv_._2) 'r,mp

Vacuum 1,5(0,5)tr 30 301 412 35,4 516 5,1x 104
1 atm, Ar 1,5 30 301 399 19,5 471 4,7x 104

1 atm, l'le 1,5 30 301 - 0,0 229 5,0x I0'4

Vacuum 1,8(0,7) 30 478 516 54,1 740 7,3x 104
1 atm, Ar 1,8 30 478 490 29,6 663 7,8x 104

1 atm, He 1,8 30 478 314 3,6 328 6,3 x 104

Vacuum 1,5 (I,0) 60 620 583 • ,66,0 909 9,0 x 104
1 atm, Ar 1,5 60 620 550 35.0 808 9,1 x 104
1 atm. He 1,5 60 620 361 6,2 309 8.3 x 10_''

Vacuum 1,5(1,5) 90 909 710 81,5 1241 1,1x 10t_ '
I atm, Ar 1,5 90 909 660 41,8 1080 1,2x 10s

1atm, He 1.5 90 909 445 8,7 532 1,0x i0t_

Vacuum 2,2(2,2) 60 1650 9S3 103,0 2056 1,9x I0s
I atm, Ar 2,2 60 1650 872 51,4 1718 1.9x 10t

I atm, He 2.2 60 1650 620 11,2 829 1,8x 10_

' Sec Fig, 2,148 for time-resolved pulse shape,
*" Averageovertimeintervalforwhichparticletemperatureexceeds300°C,

Scc nextcolumn foravcraginginterval/nmscc.

1' Average heating ratecalculated from (Tparticlemaximum" 20*C/(tma_dmum- 0 sec); that is,
linear _verage of trmlsient particle response through maximum,

1"t Numbers in parentheses represent relative flux delivered.

Note: Particle temperature calculations atc for an invert particle with diameter 50 km,

absorptivity 0,7, and heat capacity given by the Merrick model, The vacuum

condition calculations allowed for conductive losses through a gaseous tar cloud
surrounding the particle.
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TABLE, 2,25

qP

CHARAOTERISTICS OF DELIVERED FLASH LAMP PULSES (l,SkV,90% NDF)
RELATIVE TO CHANGE IN PARTICLE SIZE

Maximum' Time"

Particle Dellv_red Average Averaging Maximum Average t
Ambient Size Irradi_nce Part,_cle Interval Particle Heati.g

Oo.ditione _ w cm _.. _ Temp,.(°C) (m,ec) Te__.mp(°C_) Rate (C/,ec)

Vacuum S0/sm 909 710 81,5 1241 1,1 x l0 s
1 atm, Ar 009 660 41,8 1080 1,2 x 105
I atm, He 909 445 8,7 532 1.0 x 105

Vacuum 81pm 909 561 152,0 907 7,6 x 104
1 atm, Ar 909 546 79,8 855 8,1 x 104
Iatm, He 909 455 12,8 556 7,9x 104

Vacuum llSpm 909 480 224,0 710 5,7x 104
1 atm, Ar 909 471 124,0 690 5,8x 104

1 atm, He 909 431 17,4 524 6,6x 104

Vacuum 125_m 909 465 241,0 669 5,2x 104
1 _tm, Ar 909 460 133,0 653 5,6 x 104
1 atm, He 909 415 19,0 513 5,9x 104

' See Flg,2.148fortlme-resolv_dpulseshape,

*' Average overtimeintervalforwhich particletemperatureexceeds300°C,

See nextcolumn forsveraglncintervalinmsec,

_' Average heating rate calc_ated from (Tp..,irl,, .,._,..., -20°O / (t,.,_x|.,.., .0 aec); that is,
linear average of transient paxticle response through maximum.

Note: Particle temperaturecalculations areforan invertparticlewithoutdiameter50pm,

absorptivity0.7,and heatcapacitygivenby theMerrlckmodel, The vacuum
conditioncalculationsallowedforconductive,lossesthrougha gMeous tarcloud

surroundingtheparticle.
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TABLE 2.26- VOLATILES RELEASE- PSOC 1451

(Ii'VA BIT) FLASH LAMP APPARATUS
270/325 MESH PARTICLES

Relative Flux Level: 0,7 (1.8, KV, 30% NDF)

Product Vacuum 1 ATM,AR 1 ATM,HE .

Char 59,0 7:3,0 90

Tar 31,0' 1,9,0 6
CH4 0,13 0.16 _
C2H4

C2H2
C6H6 Q

HCN m

CO 0.12 0,15 _

CO2 0.63 0, 12 _

TABLE 2.27- VOIATILES RELEASE - PSOC 1451

(HVA BIT) FLASH LAMP APPARATUS

270/325 MESH P:RTICLES (continued)

Relative Flux Level: 1,0 (1.5, KV, 30% NDF)

Product Vacuum 1 ATM.AR 1 ATM.HE

Char 57.0 59.0 78

Tar 37.0 24,0 12
CH4 0,25 0,29 _

C2H4 0,09 0.12 _

C2H2 - 0,36 _
C6H6

HCN _ 0,47 _

CO 0.23 0.69 _

('02 0.28 0.12 ..
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TABLE 2,28 - VOLATILES REI,EASE- PSOC 1451

, (HVA BIT) FLASH LAMP APPARATUS
270/325 MESH PARTICLES

Relative Flux Level: 1.5 (1,5, KV, 90% NDF)

•, Product Vacuum i ATM,AR 1 ATM,HE

Char 59,0 63,0 76,0

Tar 27,0 18,0 19,0

CH4 0,82 0,34 0,25

C2H4 0,51 0,09 0,06

C2H2 0,79 1,16 1,01

C6H6 0,09 - -
HCN 0,32 0,65 0,41

CO 1,43 3,01 1,77

CO2 0,34 - 0,13

TABLE 2.29 - VOLATILES RELEASE - PSOC 1451

(HVA BIT) FLASH LAMP APPARATUS

270/325 MESH PARTICLES (continued)

Relative Flux Leveh 2.2 (2.2, KV, 60% NDF)

Product Vacuum ATM,AR 1 ATM, HE

Char 53,0 . 67,0 70.0

Tar 25,0 22,0 17,0

CH4 0,66 0,38 0,75

C2H4 0,01 0,14 0,23

C2H2 1,41 1,90 1,48

C6H6 - - 0,17
HCN 0,56 1,39 1,I1

CO 1,68 5,35 4,44

C02 - 0,25 0:14
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levels in the product distribution imply the onset of such high temperature ._econdary reactions of tars,

Figures 2,160 through 2,162 display the CO, C2Ha and HCN yield observed for 50 micron panicles of PSOC

14,51, As Indicated, Increasing the lrradlance level beyond that required for the maximum tar yield results In

significant production of each of these gases, The r_sults Indicate the same high temperature tar reactions

observed in the en*.ralned flow reactor system also occltr in this devolatilization system but at rates

corresponding to higher transient tar temperatures, Figure 2,163 indicates the levels of C2H2, CO and HCN

observed In the system are coupled,

Figure 2,164 shows the same relationship for a size range of bituminous coal particles, Thl0 figure

Indicates the levels of these gases observed at the flash lamp conditions Indicated and for a range of

bituminous coal panicle sizes separated in the Andersen lmpactor train, The size cuts ranged from 1 to 15

microns and were flash heated In the presence of argon, The different size cuts produce different transient

temperature profiles when subjected to 'the same flux pulses, The data Indicate these light gas yields ar_

correlated, that is, they are probably produced by the same high t_mperature pyrolysis network, Obviously,

the extent of high temperature pyrolysis of potential tar mass Is coupled to the presence) of an ambient gas,

That ts, for any l_lven lrradiance pulse magnitude the level of CO, C2H2 or HCN observed depends on the,

ambient pressure and nature of the ambient gas.

Figure 2,165 displays CO levels observed for 50 rnicron panicles of PSOC 1451 at various irradiance =

levels at low pressure conditions and in the pre_ence of one atmosphere of argon or helium, Both the

absolute levels and rate of increase in CO per unit change in lrradianc¢ level vary with the nature of the

ambient conditions, Similar plots could be made for C2Ha and HCN since they are produced from the same

global pyrolysis network,

The data presented lllustrat_ the Intimate coupfing among tleat transfer, mass transfer and chemical

kinetics In determining the observables In high temperature, high h_atlng rate devolatilization. Ambient

pressure significantly influences the mass loss as tar, The effect is most notable at the lower flux levels,

During the transient heating event, the heavy molecular weight tars that can vaporize or conve_t away from _

the panicle in low pressure conditions are not able to escape in ambient pressure conditions, But, the

pressure effect Is not immediately determined by comparing low pressure and atmospheric pressure yields, ,

since the nature of the ambient gas has an appreciable effect on the transient particle temperature history

(See Table 2,24 or 2,25), Helium has a thermal conductivity nearly an order of magnitude greater than

argon and peak panicle temperatures and time-averaged panicle temperatures for a given t_radtance pulse ) ,=

will be substantially lower than those achieved in argon, As a result, devolati)lzing par,,tcles and escaping tars
=

_
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-- experience substantially different temperature conditions within tile same ambient pressure, mass transfer

_-_ resistance. The intimate coupling is again illustrated by the tar yield with respect to particle size and ambient

conditions (Fig, 2,166),

-_ • The flash lamp data can only be understood by simultaneously considering ali parameter types that

influence observable devolatilization behavior - heat transfer, mass transfer and high temperature pyrolysis

=_. of hydrocarbons. Increasing ambient pressure establishes an interphase mass transfer resistance to the

__ evolution of the heavier components of the potential transient tar mass. Increasing the transient power

_ density, the heat transfer intensity, experienced by the particle during the tar formation and evolution

phase, increases the probability that the tar species will undergo high temperature pyrolysis as they evolve.

__

_- As the tars crack with increase in heating rate given an ambient pressure, a decrease in molecular

___.___ weight characteristics should be observable. Figure 2, 167 shows the effect of average power density on the

_ relative tar molecular weight characteristics, Aside from ambient helium which has little yield at the.lowest

irradiance levels, the relative molecular weights show a consistent decrease with increase in irradiance level.

In these rapid heating conditions to temperature of 800°C or above, the tars thermally crack as they are

___ escaping, producing lower molecular weight tar species and the high temperature light gases noted above -_

CO2, C2H2, and HCN. At the highest irradiance levels, soot formation reactions occur.

__

__

m
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SECTION 3.0- DEVOLATILIZATION MODELING

The formation and evolution of heavy molecular weight hydrocarbons, tars, accounts for more than

half the total mass loss of high volatile bituminous coals (Refs, 3,1-3,4), As observed in a wide range of

heating conditions, the tars dominate the initial mass loss of bituminous coal particles, The average chemical

characteristics of the tars change significantly during the temperature resolved evolution process, with

hydrogen-rich, lower molecular weight species evolving before the relatively hydrogen poor high molecular

weight species in the latter stages, The primary tars are not 'collectively similar in structure to the parent coal
i

with respect to e[emental composition or functional gzoup distributions, The earlier in the tar evolution

process, the more dissimilar the tars relative to the parent coal. In addition, gas phase "secondary" reactions

of tars can account for ma joT, fractions of th_ light gas yields, depending on heating condhions, The

distribution of the light gases and chemical characteristics of the collected tars are dependent on both the

transient particle temperature and ambient gas temperature.

)

3.1 General Considerations of I-IVA Bituminous Coal Devolatilization/Pyrolysis

3, i, I Coal Structure Assumptions

Given the observed devolatilization behavior, the following assumptions regarding coal structure are

advanced in order to formulate a mode[ for coal devolatilization:

Assumption i

An Appalachian Province high volatile A bituminous coal consists of a distribution of aliphatic,

hydroaromatic, and aromatic structures of varying size parameters and chemical compositton,

Devolatilization Implications

The size parameter of most inmaediate relevance to coal devolatilization is the molecular weight of the

molecular "unit" constituents of a coal, A molecular "unit" is a fragment of a so-called macro-molecular

constituent of coal or an independent molecular species already present as such within the coal substrate, It

is these molecular units that are referred to as attached tar precursors (ATP's) in the phenomenological

sequence described in the next section, The molecular weight param-.ters are coupled to other important

l_ size parameters, For predominantly aliphatic species pobTTlethylene chain length is significant, whereas for

predominantly aromatic species the number of aromatic rings and degree of ring condensation are important

structure parameters, It is these size parameters that partially determine vapor pre:ssure properties of the tar

. precursor species. For example, long polymethylene chain lengths can become intertwined within the
I
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coal/char substrate, impeding their free flow to the particle surface and evaporation from the surface during

devolatilization, Such conformational impedance could be phenomenologically attributed to molecular #

weight properties, Highly condensed penny aromatic structures, with high interaction forces, will have lower

vapor pressures than would be expected from their molecular weight alone,

The varying chemical composition characteristics of importance In determining devolatilization

behavior are primarily related to the heteroatom content of the coal substrate molecular units. O, N and S

atoms contained in various functional groups within the molecular units impart dipole moment

characteristics to the species. The pola'rity characteristics can make substantial contributions to the vapor

pressure properties of the molecular species.

Assumption 2

The aliphatic, hydroaromatic and aromatic structures are bonded to each other by a distribution of

bond types ranging from physical forces - hydrogen bonding, van der Waals interactions - to covalent

bonding. The bonding distribution function is independent of the molecular unit size and composition

distributions. That is, the coal is heterogeneous with respect to characteristic molecular size and bonding

energies among characteristic sizes.

Devolatilization Implications

A range of hydrocarbon species by size, shape and heteroatorn composition are created within the coal

particle during transient heating through temperatures of 900°C +. Relative to devolatilization observations,

there is no preferential distribution of molecular sizes to a given type of bonding within the coal, That is, ali

sizes and composition of molecules that collectively compose the coal substrate are potentially distributed

over ali available bond energies, from physical to chemical. The mathematical nature of the orthogonal

distribution functions describing the molecular size and bond energy functions are key unknowns. Their

functional forms are, of course, key questions in the development of a comprehensive view of coal structure.

For coal devolatilization the observable products (volatiles) are at least three reaction steps removed from

the parent coal structure - detachment of attached tar precursors, intrapa,'ticle m_,ss transfer of detached tar (

precursors with possible reformation reactions, desorption of species from the particle surface (see Figs. 3.1

throuooh 3.3). However, without a clear appreciation of the mass and bonding heterogeneity of coal

structure, coal devolatilization in a wide range of heating conditions is not comprehensible with respect to ,,

conventional chemical or physical concepts.
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Assumptior. J

The distributions of structure types and bonding types vary significantly with coal rank and geolo_c

province - consisting primarily of covalently bonded non-aromatic structures for lignites; physically and

covalently bonded hydroaromatic and aromatic structures for Appalachian province high volatile coals; and .'

physically and chemically bonded condensed ring aromatic structures for medium volatile bituminous coals

and greater rank, That is, the molecular size and composition distribution function as well as the bonding

distribution functions vary significantly with coal rank characteristics. The general trend is to larger fractions

of the parent coal mass incorporated by chemical covalent bonds with proportionately less physically bonded

mass, the lower the rank of the parent coal. That is, the coalification process through the HVA bituminous

stage of coalification is thought to partially degrade the polymeric nature of the original plant lignin and

cellulose, primarily via decarbonylation, ether linkage degradation, and decarboxylation, These processes

create a greater and grea!;er portion of physically attached matter, but distributed over a wide range of

molecular sizes (see assumption 2). As the coalification process continues to medium volatile bituminous

and higher ranks, the aromicity and size of the aromatic ring clusters greatly increases as attached aliphalic

chains are removed.

Devolatilization Implication

The above view of coal structure implies the fraction of the parent coal mass that can evolve as tars or

that can be solvent extracted should pass through a maximum in the HVA bituminous coal range of ranks.

Lower rank coals would require extensive pyrolytic cleavage of chemical bonds, producing mainly light

gases, In addition, the coalification process would not have proceeded to the extent needed to produce large

mass fractions of physically attached heavy hydrocarbons,

On these bases one would expect lower temperatures of tar evolution for lower rank coals, -"

corresponding to smaller and more aliphatic tar species created in early stages of coalification relative to high

volatile bituminous coals, The temperature of maximum tar evolution for a given coal should increase with -_

coal rank, from a size distribution perspective alone. Higher rank coals would consist of large, condensed

arocnatic ring structures requiring higher temperatures to vaporize. However, once vaporized, the species

should be more stable and exhibit less secondary reactions than lower rank coal tars, which contain greater :-

heteroatom concentrations and diverse functionality. Convoluting the decrease in tar ew_lution temperature =

with decrease in size distribution is the lowering of the vapor pre_;sure of low rank tars resulting from their .,

higher heteroatom content,
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Assumption 4

J The size distribution function of the molecular structures is independent of the bonding type

distribution functions, that is, all raolecular unit sizes can be either chemically or physically bonded, or some

combination of both,

,r

Assumption S

The fuel nitrogen is distributed uniformly throughout the mix of molecular types contained in a

particular coal, That is, the fuel r, itrogen serves as an internal marker of the nature of the molecular unit

distribution and bond type distribution for a given coal rank,

Devolatilization Implicmion

The nitrogen distribution in the devolatilization products should mirror the hydrocarbon mass fraction

distribution in the devolatilization products,

Assumption 6

The distribution of coal associated sulfur - total and organic to inorganic ratio - varies primarily with

geologic province rather than rank characteristics of the parent coal.

Devolatilization Implications

For coals containing small fractions of inorganic sulfur - Rocky Mt, province, Great Plains r_rovince,

Gulf Coast province - the sulfiJr release during devolatilization should follow the coal oxygen pathways. For

coals containing large fractions of inorganic sulfur - Appalachian and Central provinces - the sulfur

transformation chemistry during devolatilization is complicated by intraparticle FeSx reactions,

Assumption 7

The distribution of inorganic matter among physical paniculate, colloidal dispersion and chemical

attachment forms varies appreciably with coal rank - low rank coals containing a larger fraction of colloidal

and chemically attached forms than high volatile bituminous coals. For bituminous coals, the major mass

fraction of mineral matter occurs in physically distinct particulates which are inclusions in the organic matrix

of the coal,
)

Devolatilization Implications

Low rank, primary coal tars might be expected to contain appreciable amounts of colloidal or

'_ chemically attached inorganic species, Higher rank coal tars would contain appreciably less inorganic

species since the amount of carboxylic groups and chelated functional forms are quhe low in these ranks,
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3,1,2 Phenomenologicai Sequence of Coal Devolatilization/Pyrolysis of a High Volatile
Bituminous Coal _t

Figures 3,! to 3,3 display the sequence of the volat!!es formation and release, particulate physical

changes, product types and temperature and temperature regimes of an Appalachian Province, high volatile ,_

A bituminous coal. Heavy hydrocarbons are formed within (DTP = Detached Tar Precursors) the coal

particle at relatively low temperatures (30_-450°C) by physical detachment of Attached Tar Precursors

(ATP) and at higher temperatures, by cherm_.al detachment, Liquid phase pyrolysis of DTP's results in the

formation of lower molecular weight DTP's having vapor pressures great enough to escape from the particle,

as well as light gases, Further heating results in the extra-particle evolution of the heavy hydrocarbons (tars)

and the onset of light gas production (450-650°C), Reformation reactions of DTP's, which result in the

formation of char and light gases, are in competition with the liquid phase pyrolysis and desorption of DTP's,

The low temperature light gases consist of mainly of CH4 and higher alkanes, CO, CO2, H20 and some

C2H 4, High temperature char and tar gas phase reactions at gas and particle temperatures greater than

700°C preferentially produce C2H2, HCN, CO and C2H4.

3,2 HVA Coal Devolatilization- UTRC lVlodel Formulation

A mathematical model has been formulated which describes the transient devolatilization kinetics of a

single coal particle exposed to transient heat transfer conditions, Measured heat transfer characteristics of

the various reactors are required as inputs to the model, The particle energy balance includes terms for rate

of internal energy gain, net radiative gain, net conductive gain, and energy dissipation due to heat of

devolatilization. In addition to the UTRC phenomenological devolatilization model, single-step, two-step,

distributed activation energy (DA EM), or the distributed-energy chain (DISCHAIN) model may be used to

describe the devolatilization kinetics,

3,2.1 Relationship to Reactor Characterization via Energy Balance Equation

General Mass Loss- Particle Property Equations

The properties of the reacting coal particle are defined as follows: •

1) The particle morphology can be described by two parameters, equivalent diameter and sphericity,

The particle diameter, dp, is defined to be that of an equivalent volume sphere, "Fine sphericity, gr, is the ,.

ratio of the surface area of a sphere of the same volume as the particle to the surface area of the actual
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panicle. Hence, the particle volume and surface area are given by,

lt

Vp -- n'd_6_ (3,1)

and,

Iv

s0
_p (3,2)

For the case of a spherical particle, _ -- I.

2) The extent of reaction is defined as

mo-m (3,3)Um_
mo

3) The remaining mass fraction is given by

y- 1-u (3.4)

4) Particle swelling can be described by

dp --"do(1 -u) a (3,5)

5) Panicle density can be described by

Qp=eo(l -u) p (3,6)

The parameters (_ and 13are defined to be functions of extent of reaction. In addition, for softening coals,

panicles which are initially nonspherical in shape become nearly spherical during the swelling process, The

sphericity, _, can also be defined to be a function( C extent of reaction to account for this,

6) The rate of mass loss per unit superficial surface area is defined as

lt

rn
Rd_v= - -- (3,7)

Sp

,, 7) The panicle is a gray body with _p =ap = 0,7 as recommended by Fletcher ct, al, (Ref. 3.5),
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8) Panicle heat capacity is calculated using the Merrtck (Ref. 3.6) model,

Cp -- Ydat Cdaf + Yash C_uh+ Ywater Cwater, (3,8)

where the Y's are mass fractions of dry ash free coal, ash, and moistaare, respectively, The heat capacity of ,_

the dry ash free coal is given by,

834E/ tl1/IE, Kco,,= MW----7g +2g

where g(z) = eZ/((e z- I)/z) 2 and MWc = 1/(Yc/12 +YH+Yo/16 +YN/14 + Ys/32).The heat capacity of

the ash and moisture components of the coal are given by,

C,,h-0.754+ 5.86x10"_T [J/g-K] (3.10)

(with T in units of °C) and

C,_,,,._r= 4.187 [J/g-Kl, (3.11)

respectively,

Relationship to Specific Reactors

Reactor-to-Particle Heat Tr_blg_ The energy conservation equation for a devolatilizing

coal particle exposed to radiative and conductive gains/losses is:

r

0pVpCp'i'_ = apSpI(t) -a,EpSpoT_, + h'NuSp(T8 -Tp) - AHd,vSpRd_v (3.12)

Substituting the definitions given above and rearranging yields:

T,,= 6 1 (apl(t)-arEpcYT_,+ h'Nu('I'8-Tp)) AHd,vO (3.13) ,
CpoodoV) ya,# Cp y

The initial and boundary conditions used are a function of the particular reactor environment being

modeled. The assumptions used to arrive at the radiative and conductive gains/losses at the panicle surface ,,

are discussed below. The gas properties used in the calculations are given in Table 3.1.

=.=
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TABLE 3.1
, GAS PROPERTIES

T' _ERMAL CONDUCTIVITY

Monatomic Gases

_, = (4 184)(1.9891×10 '_) _/(t_v,,o 2) [W/cm- K]

Polyatomic Gases (Euken approx.)

A, = [Cp,+ (5/4) (8,314/MWl)1 #t
VISCOSITY

#t-'- 2,6693 xl0"s _/MWiT (f_v,lo2) [g/cm- si

_v,l =l,16145(kT/f0 "'t_a74 +,52487 exp(-,77320 kT/_i)

+2,16178 exp(-2.43787 kT/el)

Heated Grid Reactor, The radiative input to a coal particle between the folds of a stainless steel

heated grid is given by

I(t) =_V,deTv,d4 (3, 14)

The temperature of the grid is measured in ali experiments. The emissivity of the grid is a function of

temperature and has been found experimentally to be:

EVtd= 0.43 + 1,13 X 10"4 Tvtd (3, 15)

with T_r,d in °C. The absorptivity of the grid is assumed to be equal to the emissivttyl

The condition heat transfer is calculated using a Nusselt number of two and assuming that the gas

temperature in the vicinity of the grid is at the grid temperature, A correction for the effect of mass transport

_' is applied to the convective heat transfer coefficient.

Fi.Nu Nu2s ( B ) (3,16)" --d-7
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with the blowing factor given by

B= Cps 0 mo (3, 17)
2:z_l.sdp

Conductive losses in vacuum runs are possible due to the formation of a tar cloud in the reactor, The
,f

conduction loss through the ta:_ cloud is estimated using a thermal conductivity value of 1,40 × 10"(

[W/cre-K], This value has been estimated by assuming that the thermal conductivity of gaseous tar is 1/10

that of liquid tar (Ref, 3,7 ), The importance of including this effect under high heating rate conditions, such

as occur in the flash lamp, will be discussed below,

Flash Lamp Reactor. Irradiance measurements at the flux levels used in the flash lamp have been

obtained with a pyroelectric detector, These measurements are corrected for the detector absorptivity

(ad = 0,9) as follows:

,

Iactua I .-mIme,,ur_......_,...___, (3, 18)
did

The reactor absorptivity, at, is assumed to be zero during the flash pulse and one after the pulse,

The inert gas temperature in the reactor is assumed to remain at the initial ambient temperature

throughout the approximately 15 reset, flash pulse. Conduction heat transfer is calculated in the same

manner as for the heated grid experiment, "Fhe conductive losses though the tar cloud in a vacuum

experiment are significant, Table 3,2 lists thepeak panicle temperatures predicted in flash lamp vacuum

runs with no conduction and with conduction through the tar cloud, If the conduction losses are not

included, unrealistically high particle temperatures are predicted. In fact, the particle temperatures still

appear to be somewhat high and inclusion of the effects of absorption of the incident radiative flux by the tar

cloud should possibly be considered,
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TABLE 3.2

PREDICTED PEAK PARTICLE TEMPERATURES [°C] FOR FLASH LA/rIP

" VACUUM EXPERIMENTS

NO CONDUCTION GAS PHASE TAR CONDUCTION

RFL KV NDF 10 bLrrl 50 _n 10 gm 50 gm

0,7 1,8 ,30 '2220, 930 1060 820

1,0 1.5 60 2500 1135 1325 1005

1,5 1,5 90 2920 1500 1810 1350

2,2 2,2 60 3615 2280 2725 2115

Entrained Flow Reactors. The irradiance as a function of axial position in the UTRC HWHG reactor

is obtained using a speciall:) destgned radiative flux probe. 111e flux measurements are COXTectedfor the

detector absorptivity (ad = 0,92) in the same manner as for the flash lamp, The emissivity of the mullite

(aluminum oxide) reactor muffle tube is calculated using'.

[actUal
er = _ (3, 19)

o T4w

where Tw, the reactor wall temperature, is measured using a Type R thermocouple compression loaded to

the outer wall of the muffle tube,

The temperature of the argon entrainment gas was determined by conducting a series of temperature

measurements with thermocouple beads of decreasing size, Extrapolation to zero bead size would eliminate,

in principal, the radiative component of heat transfer, yielding the actual gas temperature, The measured

temperatures for the two smallest bead sizes were observed to be approximately the same, indicating that

either of these measurements approach that of the actual gas temperature, Figure 2,86 shows the measured

gas temperature profiles for different reactor wall temperatures.

The conduction heat transfer to the panicle is calculated using a Nusselt number given by:
V

Nu = 2 +0,6Re l/2Pr 1/_ (3,20)

where the Reynolds number is based on the relative velocity between the particle and the gas flow,
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The paniclevelocltyIsdetermined from the followingforcebalance:
Ii.'

dVp i

mp--._-= mpg- Q&Vpgd._CDAprQ&(vA- rp)[vs- rpl (3,21 @

t

i

with

,'rdp2 (3,22)
Apt = 4 '

and

CD 24 6=--+ --+0,4, (3,23)
Re i +_Re

Note tha: the projected area is gwen as that of an equivalent volume sphere., Although morphology

influe_tces the panicle heating rate, since the panicle experiences a uniform heat flux from all directions, the

same is not true for drag because the gas flow field Is essentially unidirectional, In settling velocity

experiments (very low Reynolds number in a viscous, quiescent fluid), nonspherical panicles orient their

largest dimension perpendicular to the relative velocity vector between the particle and the fluid, However,

in entrained flow reactors, the gas flow is not likely to be completely laminar, since mixing occurs bet_,een

the primary and secondary gas flows. In addition, the devolatilization process leads to jetting of volatiles

which can cause the panicles to spin, Therefore, the panicles are assumed to have a random orientation

relative to the velocity vector, with the result that, on average, the projected area can be approximated as

that of an equivalent volume sphere,

Rearranging Eq. (3,21) gives,

= ({)p-Qg)g + 3Cr>0_(v&--%)!v8-rp) 3,._4).
d% _)p 4Qpdp

"I¢

An additional equation is used to de_;ermine the axaal position of the panicle in the reactor, slnce the

irradiance and gas temperatures are known as functions of position:

dzp = "
d--'T Vp (3,25
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3,2,2 Devolatillzation/Pyrolysls Reaction Network and Mathematical Formulation

,d The overall reaction network for the UTRC model of coal devolatlllzatie, n is depicted [n Fig, 3,4, The

mathematical formulation ,':or each of the reactions is described in the following paragraphs,

f_ intra-Particle Formation of Detached Tar Precursors (DTP)

Physlcal Detachmeal, In light of the view of coal structure postulated above, a slgnlflcant fraction of

the parent coal mass consists of heavy hydrocarbon speci_.s physically attached to the mix of covalently

bonded structures of similar size and structure parameters, The detachment of tar precursors involves both

' physi-desorption (kphy,) from and thermally stimulated cleavage (kchena) of the three dimensional covalent

network in the parent coal structure, The physical detachment process occurs over a finite range of

temperatures and Is modeled with a Gaussian distribution of melting points with a mean, Tta, and a standard

deviation, (rna, Fong ct. al, (Ref, 3,8) used a mean of 623 K and a standard deviation of 30 K for Pittsburgh

No, 8 seam bltturtlnous coal, The rate for physical detachment is given by,

= exp i-a' "dT''

where, fna is the mass fraction of coal which is physically attached,

_l:llJ.g,__.[__ Chemical detachment Is postulated to be the result of the breaking of bonds

between the molecular units of the coal, The mass rate of bond breaking is given by,

.dB_...B.B= kcb=ro(B"- BB), (3,27)
dt

where the rate constant for chemical detachment is given by a standard Arrhenius expression,

kehem - Achemexp(- Eehem/RT), (3,28)

B' iSthe initial mass fraction of unbroken bonds In the coal and BB is the mass, fraction of bonds which have

v' broken, It is assumed that broken bonds are converted to an equivalent mass of light gas LG_ with molecular

weight MWLo 1, The light gases produced consist mainly of CH4, C2H8, C2H4, CO, CO:, and H20,

. The number of bonds which must break to liberate a detached tar precursor (DTP) from the ATP

structure is most likely a function of coal type and extent of reaction, The number of bonds required to
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detach DTP Di of molecular weight MW, is given by the bonding distribution functi,. ,, Na(MW,) ....

Investigators have used Monte Carlo methods (Ref. 3.9), linear chain statistics (Ref, 3.10), and percolation
4

theory of Bethe lattices (Ref. 3. l 1) to model the disintegration of infinite lattices into clusters of finite size.

These modelshave ali assumed that the structure of coal can be represented by an average lattice structure.

i Refinements to these models should allow for multiple structure types within a particular coal. Results from

such modeling of lattice disintegration can be used to determine correlations for the bonding distribution.

Na(MW,). as a function of coal type and extent of reaction. The present modeling effort uses a bonding

distribution given by

Na(MW,) = nbMW_...__.=._ (3.29)
MW,

where nb is the number of bonds per lattice site which must be broken and MWJMW,, the ratio of the

molecular weight of D, to that of a site, gives the number of sites in the cluster. This bonding distribution

simply states that, for constant nb, the number of bonds which must be broken to liberate a DTP is

proportional to the molecular weight of that DTP.

In addition to the bonding distribution, the molecular weight distribution of the DTP's is needed to

determine the rate of chemical detachment. The weight distribution of DTP's is given by lD(MW,) and will

be described in the next section. The total number of bonds which must break to detach a unit mass of D

(where D - gD,) is given by,

" fr_(MW,) Na (MW,) (3.30)

NBto_ = _ MW,

Note that for the simplified bonding distribution given in Eq. (3.29), NBtot reduces to nb/MW,.

Now, to determine the rate of chemical detachment, the rate of bond breaking is divided by the total

number of bonds which must break to liberate a unit mass of D,
(,

ch, rn = _VIWLG | NB_o,' (3.31)
_P
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where the number of bond breaks per second has been obtained by dividing the mass rate of bond breaking
b

by the molecular weight of each bond. Finally, the rate of chemical detachment for each DTP of molecular

weight MW,, is given by,

= _o (Mw,) --_
chem chem' (3.32)

DTp Molecular Weight Distribution. The detachment process, whether physical or chemical, results

in the formation of DTP's of a range of molecular weights. Tars of the widest MW range are ot_served irl

vacuum flash lamp experiments. The molecular weight distribution (MWD)of these tars will be used to

approximate the MWD of the DTP's within the coal. The observed shape of the tar MWD's can be fairly

well represented by a gamma distribution function,

[(MwfiT(a) exp - • (3.33)#

with fN = the number of molecules with weight MWt. The parameter '7 fixes the origin where fs is zero, that

is, _ = MW,,, the lower limit of the observed MWD. F(c_) is the gamma function. The parameters c_ and t3

are deterrnined by equating the first and second moments of the distribution function to the number and

weight average molecular weights of the observed distribution,

MWN =t_+y, (3.34)

MW,,, _ a(a . l)fl: + 2a_y+ yz (3.35)
a,8+y

Equation (3.33) gives the number distribution; the weight distribution needed for comparison with tvlWD's

determined by size exclusion chromatography (SEC) is given by,

ft)(MW,) = MW,ft_(MW,) AM, (3.36)

where the weight distribution has been normalized using MW N and partially integrated by multiplying by the "

size of the molecular weight interval AM.
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Thus, the weight distribution of detached tar precursors, fD, is given by Eq, (3,36) with appropriate

selection of the parameters ab, _D and Ft) (the D subscript has been added here to avoid confusion with

other parameters which will be introduced later).

Desorption of Detached Tar Precursors = Tar Evolution

The desorption (kde,) of heavy hydrocarbons from the particle surface to the surrounding gas phase

may occur by a variety of transfer modes: heavy hydrocarbon vaporization (kv=p), nonequilibrium

desorption (kned), convective entrainment in escaping gases (kconv). The activation energy for the

vaporization rate is taken as the molar enthalpy of vaporization.

Evapi = AH,api = Ah ' MWi (3,37)

with A h, the specific enthalpy of vaporization, approximately constant for hydrocarbons (varying from

75-100 cal/g for aromatics to 30-60 cal/g for aliphatics). The vaporization rate for a DTP with molecular

weight MWi is given by,

kv,,pi= Avapexp(- Ev=pi/RT). (3.38)

The dominant mode of transport in any one set of devolatilization conditions appears to depend heavily on

the mode and _'ate of heat flux to the particles. Conditions which enhance vaporization and/or convective

transfer involve cracking reactions of tar precursors (see below) which produce higher vapor pressures

speci's and light gas byproducts.

The detached tar precursors must be transported to the panicle surface (ktm) before they can be

transferred to the boundary layer surrounding the panicle and thereby to the ambient field, However, the

equations presented he_e do not account for' intraparticle mass transfer resistance,

,¢ Liquid Phase Pyrolysis of Detached Tar Precursors and the Production of Low
Temperature Light Gases.

Within the particle, the detached tar precursors undergo cracking reactions (khq) which yield light

gases and lighter molecular weight detached tar precursors,
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I

D, "-) a, _ liD) + ( 1 - a,) r,Gl, (3.39)
j'=l _'.

with D, = DTP species with molecular weight MW)and,

MW,- MWL(]I (3 40)C/i r-- ,
MW,

where MWLo I is the average molecular weight of light gas species LG1.

The model presently assumes that' these cracking reactions redistribute the mass of cracked D, equally

among all lower molecular weight intervals as well as into lower molecular weights within the same molec_lar

weight interval (D_ to D1), therefore, ,8i = 1/i. The cracking of tar precursors to smaller molecular weights

eventually produces tar species having vapor pressures great enough to escape the particle substrate. The

light gases produced by the cracking reactions consist mainly of CH4, Call0, C2H4, CO, CO2 and H20.

Reformation Reactions of Detached Tar Precursors Leading to the Formation of Char

and Low Temperature Light Gases

in competition with cracking reactions which yield lighter molecular weight DTP's and light gases, are

reformation reactions (kret) of the detached tar precursors which yield char and light gases,

D,_ai Cl+(I-a,)LO1, (3.41)

The rate of these reformation reactions, relative to the cracking reactions, is dependent on the mode

of transport of DTP's to the particle surface and the temperature of the surrounding intraparticle substrate.

It is expected that measurable light gas production will be associated with any significant pyrolytic reactions

(whether cracking or reformation) of the detached tar precursors. The same light gases are produced by the

reformation reactions as the cracking reactions above.

High Temperature Char Solid State and Tar Gas Phase Pyrolysis Reactions

The completion of the tar evolution process is followed by the pyrolytic, degassing

reactions of the residual "virgin" char (kchar),

C_-"fl C_+?' Tz+(1-,fl-7)LG 2. (3,42)

These reactions occur as the initial char seeks to achieve its thermodynamically preferred graphitic-.,like

structure. The main gases produced in these relatively slow reactions are CH4, CO, H2 and HCN.
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Gas Phase Secondary Reacldall_. Low temperature (< 700°C) reformation and cracking reactions of

tar precursors produce the light gas structures noted above, Analogous to the cracking reactions of the

DTP's (k,jq), tars undergo similar cracking reactions in the gas phase (kt,r), the principal difference being a

reduction in rate due to the much lower number density in the gas phase. These low temperature, gas phase

cracking reactions yield light gases and lighter molecular weight tars,

i

Til-- a: _ fljTti+ ('1-a_)LG:, (3,43)
j=l

where the definitions for ai and fit are the same as given previously for the case of DTP cracking. The same

light gases are produced by gas phase tar cracking as for condensed phase DTP cracking.

High temperature (> 800°C) pyrolytic reactions of tars (kt.r2) produce soot precursors, soot, H2, CO, C_H2

and HCN,

Tl "4' @ 'r2 + (1 -¢)LG2, (3,44)

where Tl = I:TI).

Light gas species undergo pyrolytic reactions in the gas phase (kga,) as follows,

LG1 --_ LG2 (3,45)

Summary of Kinetic Rate Equations

The kinetic reaction system used to model coal devolatilization is depicted in Fig. 3.4, The ordinary

differential equations which describe the net rates of production of each species in the model are listed

below:

¢ d--'B'-Ea= kcb,ro(B" - BB) (3,46)dt

---_. dBBdA _-_kdet -_ (3.47)
•" dt dt
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dBB/dt 1

with kd_t = kphy, + MWt.ol NBto"-'-'_ (3.48) *

tl

dD, = fD(MW,)kn,t (kd., E ' '"dt- - + kret + k,,q)D, + aj /_j khqDj i = 1 ,. n (3 49)
i"l

,-IT n

,.,-I......._t= kde,tD, - (kt,r + kt,rz)T1 , + _ a i .,Si kt,,Ttj i = 1 n ('3 50)dt ....
j=l

dTz
d-"_"= y kch,,rCl -t._ kt,,r2T 1 (3.51)

n n

dLG1. = dB..__.BB+ E((1-a,) (kt,, + khq)D,)+ E((1 -'a,)k,,,T,,)- k,,,LO_ (3.52)dt dt
I_1 t=l

dLG2
dt =(1-ft-F) kch,rCl+(1-_)kt,r2Tl+ks,jLG 1 (3.53)

I1

dC_ E (3,54)d-"-_= a, kr,:t D,-kch.rC1
I=1

dC---!=/9 kchA,Ct
dt (3,55)

3,2,3 Results and Kinetic Parameters

Results for Idealized Conditions

"['he UTRC coal devolatilization model has been exercised for constant heating rate conditions of I0,

102, 103 , I04, 10s, and 106°C/see. The parameter set used for these calculations is summarized in

Table 3.3. The mass fractions of each of the species tracked by the model are plotted versus particle

temperature in Figs, 3.5 to 3, 10. The attached tar precursors (A) are seen to detach by physical melting at

300-400°C at ali heating rates, whereas the temperature range of chemical detachment shifts to higher

temperatures at higher heating rates. Formation of char (C1 and C2) from detached tar precursors (D)is

_.een to be significant only at heating rates lower than 1000°C/s. This is a consequence of the lower activation

energy of the reformation reaction relative to that of the vaporization rate, (Note that the remaining

attached tar precursors can also be considered char.) The primary tar (T1) evolution process mirrors the

detachment process; there is an initial burst of tar representing the fraction of the physically detached DTP's
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Q

TABLE 3.3 - UTRC MODEL PARAMETERS

ft
MELTFRAC .07 MASS FRACTION OF COAL WHICH MELTS
MELTMEAN 623 [KI MEAN OF MELTING POINT GAUSSIAN
MELTSIGMA 30 [K] STD DEVIATION

FBRIDG .17 FRACTION OF COAL MASS WHICH IS BRIDGE MASS
BONDSSITE 3,2 NO, OF BONDS/SITE WHICH MUST BREAK TO FREE A

COAL UNIT
WTMON 72 MW OF A COAL UNIT SITE (amu)
WTBP, IDG 20 MW OF A BRIDGE (amu)
WTLG1 20 MW OF LG1 (ainu)

ALPHAD 263 MWD PARAMETERS FOR GAMMA DISTRIBUTION OF
DTP's

BETAD 559 BASED ON MWD OF VAC FL TAR 1451709B (ainu)
GAMMAD 125 USING NEW MODCOM GPC CALIBRATION (ainu)
MWINIT 150 FIRST MW INTERVAL (28 INTERVALS ARE USED) (ainu)
DI 50 SPACING OF MW INTERVALS (amu)

ACHEM 1.0El3 BRIDGE BREAKING RXN PRE-EXPONENTIAL (sec "1)
ECHEM 45241 ACTIVATION ENERGY (cal)

ALIQ 1,0E 13 DTP CRACKING RXN PRE-EXPONENTIAL
ELIQ 45241 ACTIVATION ENERGY

AVAP 1.0E 13 VAPORIZATION RATE PRE-EXPONENTIAL (sec"l)
EVAP 75 HEAT OF VAPORIZATION [CAL/GM]

AREF 7,3E5 DTP REFORMATION RXN PRE-EXPONENTIAL
EREF 20000 ACTIVATION ENERGY

ACHAR 1.0El0 CHAR DEGASSING RXN PRE-EXPONENTIAL (sec -1)
ECHAR 66500 ACTIVATION ENERGY (cal)
BETA .82 FRACTION OF C1 CONVERTED TO C2 BY CHAR

DEGASSING
GAMMA 0.0 FRACTION OF C1 CONVERTED TO T2 BY CHAR

DEGASSING

ATAR 1.0El0 LOW TEMP TAR PYROLYSIS PRE-EXPONENTIAL (sec -1)
RXN

ETAR 45241 ACTIVATION ENERGY (cal)

ATAR2 1.0E13 HIGH TEMP "FAR PYROLYSIS PRE-EXPONENTIAL (sec -1)
RXN

ETAR2 66500 ACTIVATION ENERGY (cal)
PHI 0.9 FRACTION OF T1 CONVERTED TO T2 BY TAR2 RXN

,¢

AGAS 1.0E17 GAS SPECIES PYROLYSIS RXN PRE-EXPONENTIAL (sec -1)
EGAS 88400 ACTIVATION ENERGY (cal)
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Figure 3,5
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, Figure 3,6
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Figure3.7
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Flg, 3.8
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Figure 3.10
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which are of low enough molecular weight to vaporize at 300-400QC, There Islittle buildup of DTP's within

the particle due to the cracking reactions which rapidly redistribute the higher molecular weight DTP's into

lower molecular weights which are able to vaporize at these temperatures, The major release of tars occurs

concurrent with the chernlcal detachment process, again with no significant accumulation of DTP's within

the particle, We have found that significant buildup of detached tar precursors will occur If lt Is assumed that _'

the detachment process results in a much heavier molecular weight distribution of the D'r'P's than has been

used for these calculations, Finally, at higher temperatures, the onset of char degassing, tar secondary

reactions, and gaseous species pyrolysis reactions occur, The evolution of total mass loss shifts to higher

temperatul'es and the ultimate yield Increases with increasing heating rate (Fig, 3.11),/

The curves for detached tar precursors (DTP's) and primary tars (T1) In Figs. 3,5 to 3,10 are actually

summations over ali molecular weight Intervals tracked by the model, Figures 3, 12 and 3.13 are plots of the

DTP and T1 MWD's as they dvolve In time for the 1000°C/s heating rate case.,The initial MWD of DTF's,

at detachment, is also shoum in Fig, 3, 12 for comparison, As the ATP's detach, whether physically or

chemically, their mass is distributed using this Initial DTP MWD, 1"1_ecracking, reformation and

vaporization processes ali act to alter this initial MWD, resulting in the DTP MWD's shown in Fig, 3, 12 and

3.13. The DTP MWD is seen to consist mostly of heavier molecular weight species, the lighter species having

been depleted by vaporization, The tar MWD's shift to heavier molecular weights as the panicle

temperature rises and larger species are able to vaporize, Above 690°C, secondary reactions set in and

begin to crack the tars to lower molecular weights,

Modeling Speclt'ic Experimental Results

Heated Grid. A series of zero--hold-time heated grid runs conducted in one atmospl_er_ of helium at

1000°C/s using 53-75 micron PSOC 145 lD were modeled using the UTRC coal devolatilization model (see

Table 3,4), Th_s set of data was chosen over other heated grid, entrained flow reactor and flash lamp data

because it allows for the mo_ reliable particle temperature estimates. The parameter set which resulted in

the best fit to the data is summarized in Table 3.3, Results for gas, tar and total yields are plotted against final

temperature in Fig, 3, 14, The agreement between experiment and prediction is e×cellent, of course, since,

the parameters were adjusted to obtain the fit shown, Parameters which were determined by this fitting

procedure are: the fraction of the coal which physically detaches, the mass fraction of bridges, and the

number of bonds per she which must break to allow chemical detachment of a coal unh, Ali other

parame_:ers have been determined irldependently or estimated from literature, values, as will be described ,,.

further below.
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Figure 3.11
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Figure 3.12 ,.
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Figure 3.13
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TABLE 3.4- HEATED-GRID RUNS

63-75 micronl PSOC 1451D
Zero-Hold-Time, lO00*C/sec, I Atm. Helium

RUN ID Tmax •
[°C]

350509
457 509
444 533
447 565
455 566
451 575
452 575

- 577
459 600
446 620
448 737
449 757
450 777

The results presented above are based on performing a separate simulation for each heated grid

experiment using the measured heat transfer conditions, lt was observed that the actual (loaded

thermocouple) heating rate in this set of experiments consistently averaged 850°C/sec for each run,
_

therefore a single constant temperature ramp calculation was performed. Zlae resulting predicted yields (Fig._

3, 15) fit the data set as well as the previous individual simulations. Using the 850°C/see simulation, the

predicted tar MWD's at various final temperatures are compared to experimental GPC MWD's in Fig. 3 16.

Unfortunately, the tar MWD'S were not measured by GPC for this set of heated grid runs; instead GPC

results for three typical atmospheric pressure heated grid tars are plotted for comparison. The heating

conditions used to generate these tars ali used a 1000°C/sec heating rate with the following variation in hold

time and temperature: 1) 800°C for 2.5 sec, 2) 600°C for 10 sec, and 3) 550°C for 2 sec followed by 800°C_

- for .5 sec. The tars, as measured by OPC, match predicted tars at a temperature of 900°C, after significant

loss of the high molecular weight components has occurred as a result of secondary reactions,

Zero-hold-time, tar MWD data are needed to determine if appreciable cracking reactions are actually

q, occurring during the hold time, as the comparison implies, or if the model is overestimating the heavy
df

molecular weight components in the tars. The close similarity of the three measured tar MWD's may be due
_

to a lack of sensitivity of the GPC technique or may be evidence for desorption mechanisms which are not

,, strongly dependent on molecular weight.-

z

_
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Figure 3.16

COMPARISON OF" TAR HWD's PREDICTED FOR 850 C/see HEATING RATE
WITH TYPICAL MEASURED TAR MWD's AT ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
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F,,_,.tra!ned Flow React.oh. The devolatilization model was used to simulate the conditions of a series of

UTRC entrained flow reactor runs, The experiments, summarized in Table 3,5, were conducted in an argon ')

entrainment gas using 25 micron PSOC 1451D coal, The model parameters used are the_e determined by

fitting heated grid data, as explained above, Gas, tar and total volatile yields are plotted vs peak gas

temperature in the reactor in Fig, 3, 17, No experlmental data is shown for the lowest temperature runs since

quantitative yields were not determined, Also, only total volatile yields are presented for the three highest

temperature runs because gas and tar yields could not be rellably quantified, The model predicts the initial

appearance of gas and tar yields near 500°C correctly. Recall that the heated grid data used to determine the

model parameters covered a temperature range of 300-800°C. Limiting the comparison of model and

experiment to this temperature range, lt is seen that tar yields are only slightly overpredicted whereas the

predictions for gas yields are high by a factor of three. At higher temperatures, where the model is in fact

being extrapolated, the total yield is in agreement with the available data,

TABLE 3.5 - ENTRAINED FLOW REACTOR RUNS

20-30 micron, PSOC 1451D, 20.6 SLPM ARGON

Collection probe 36 cm from inlet

Max Wall Max Gas Max Panicle Residence Time

Temp [°C] Temp [°C] Temp [°C] [msec]

462 310 305 815
593 446 449 719
668 507 512 670
704 569 573 635
825 660 66t 600
939 796 799 520

1058 895 902 474
1163 969 980 417
1241 1053 1067 385

The major discrepancy between the model predictions and the entrained flow reactor data is the gross

over prediction of gas yields. Comparison of the heated grid and entrained flow reactor data sets (Fig, 3, 18)

reveals that the tar and, especially, gas yields are lower at a given temperature in the EFR. The heating rate

in the entrained flow reactor is on the order of five times higher than in the heated grid runs, which, of ,,)

course, results in a proportionally shorter residence time required to attain a _ven final temperature, The

residence time effect is accounted for in the model by calculating the panicle velocity through the reactor,

The velocity calculations assume plug flow of the entrainment gas through the reactor, with the gas velocity at .,

any point determined from the total gas mass flow through the reactor and the measured centerline gas
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temperatureat thatpolnt,Xn actuailty,the fulllengthof the reactorIswlthir,the entranceregionof

_, developing thermal and momentum boundary layers, with the result that the coal panicles most likely spend

less time In th_ hlgh. temperature region of the r_actot than predicted by the plug flow model,

Two-dlmenslonal modeling of the fluky field will be necessary to enable accurate prediction of coal
¢

devolatilization In the _ntralned flow reactor,

E!ash_ LamnL The flash lamp expei-lments listed In Table 3,6 were modol_d with the UTRC coal

devolatilization model, Th_ temperature used to characterize a giver, run Is the calculated peak temperature,

Tar yields are underpredlct_d at t_mperatures below ?S0°C and overpredicted at higher temperatures (Fig,

3,19), Quantitative gas yields were not detc_rmlned _xperlrn_ntally; therefore, only calculated gas yields are

shown In the figure, The model predictions allow for tar desorption by vaporization only, other mechanisms

such as convective entralnment and nonequilibrium desorption are thought to be Important, especially at the

hlgh heating rates encountered In the flash lamp e×perlments, The flash lamp tar MWD's measured by C,PC

are sl_iflcantly heavier than thos_ of heated grid and entrained flow rc_actor experiments, This evidence

lends additional support to the hypothesis thai desorption mechanisms other than vaporization, phenomena

that are, Independent of molecular weight, are Indeed occunlng, The observed reduction in tar yields wt the

highest heating condition, together with qualitative analysis of the gas composition which shows larger

amounts of HCN and C21-12, Indicates that tar secondary reaction_ are sil_'lificant at the highest heating

condition, The model, using the current parameter set ('Fable 3,3), does not predict the onset of secondary

reactions until temperatures near I000°C at heating rates of 10,000 to 100,000°C/see (see Figs, 3,8 and

3,9), It is possible that the model Is unclerpredicdng the particle temperature, and therefore the position of

the experimental tar yield dat. is incorrectly shlfted to lower temperatures, However, lt is also possible that a

different reaction pathway is being followed at these higher heating rates which cannot be described by a

parameter set derived from data obtained at lower heating rate conditions, More data and better estimates

for particle temperature at high heating rates will be necessary in order to Improve the predictive capability

of the model,
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Figure 3,19
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TABLE 3,6- FLASH LAMP RUNS

_' 49 micron, PSOC 14SLD, I Atm, Helium

Intttal Neutral Peak Peak
Voltage Density Radtadve Particle

Filter Flux Temp
t :vl i%1 tw/cre2] [°c]
1,8 30 478 325
1,5 60 620 401
1,5 90 _09 537
2,2 60 1650 918

Kinetic Parameters

lg£_P.r.ggw'sor Physical Detaehment, FOng ct, al, (Ref, 3,8) determined pyridine extract yields of

Pittsburgh seam No, 8 bituminous coal which had been devolattllzed In a heated grid reactor, The pyridine

extractables are used as a measure of the arnount of detached tar precursors present In the coal, Both

phystcal melting and primary pyrolysis are assumed to result in the formation of the DTP's, They fit the data

using a Gaussian distribution for the fracttc,n of the coal which melts with a mean of 623 K and statlclard

deviation of 30 K, A pyrtdtne extract yield of 27% for the raw coal was reported and was used to represent

the fraction of the coal which undergoes physical melting, The power of the p3n'idine solvent and the fact that

the extracttcJns were performed at the boiling point of pyridine (389 K) contribute to the possibility that the

high extract yields observed were partially the result of chemical breakdown of the raw coal, Extract yields

for PSOC 145l were obtained at UTRC using roona temperature tetrahydrofuran extraction in an ultrasonic

bath, The extract yields averaged 11% after 30 minutes, and 23% after 2 days, of extraction, In order to fit

the heated grid data for tar yielda at low temperatures lt was necessary to use a value of 7% for the fraction of

coal which melts, The higher values suggested by the results of the extraction studies, when used in the

model, result In excessive release of low molecular weight tars, (Only low molecular wetght DTF's can

vaporize at these low temperatures,) An alternative explanation would be that the Initial molecular weight

distribution of the DTP's Is shifted to much heav le.r weights than we have used in the model, (Recall that a

vacuum flash lamp tar MWD was used to represent the initial DTP MWD,) Then, the mass of DTP's within

the light molecular weight end of the DTP distribution would be decreased, However, comparison of GPC

_. results for vacuum flash lamp tars and THF extract from raw coal reveal little difference In the measured

MWD's (Fig, 3,20),

C.,hemlcal Detacllm.e.dlL..D.T.P._f_acklna_.and Tgr..P..Y__. The mass rate of detachment of coal

units caused by chemical bond breaking is a function of the instantaneous bonding structure of the coal
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mattS.x as described previously (see Section 3, 2). The rate constant for the )end breaking process underlying

_) chemical detachment is given by a s_andard Arrhenius expression. The same bond breaking processes are

responsible for the intraparticle cracking of the DTP's and the gas phase pyrolysis of _ar. The same types of

bonds are breaking, whether they are attached to coal units which ar..', part of the "infinite" coal matrL'_

(ATP's), to coal u_',Jts within a DTP, or within an escaping tar molecular, lt is recognized that a range of

bond types exist with differing bond energies which can be accounted for by using a distributed activation

ene r_t model. However, for the present, a single activation energy rate formulation has been used to limit

the CPU "u.me requirements of the model. Analysis of mass Ic._s data from heated grid, flash lamp and

entrained flow reactors resuks in an overall temperature sensitivity which is fit by an activation energy of

45,241 callmole. This value is similar to that used by other investigators for bond breaking rates in HVA

bitumJnous coals (Table 3.7). The pre-exponemials for the condensed phase reactions, .ATP detachment

and DTP cracking) are assumed to be I×10 _. while that for the tar pyrotysis reaction is taken as Ixt0 _0to

account for the lower number density in the gas phase.

TABLE 3.7- COMPARISON OF BOND BREAKING RATES
IN VARIOUS MODEI,S

MODEL A E o REF.
[callmol]

DAEM 1.07 x 10_0 48720 9380 Anthony el, al. (3.12)

DAEM 2.0 x 109 43000 5500 Niksa (3.13)

DISCHAIN 2.0 x t0 t0 40000 7000 Niksa (3.13)

FLASHTWO l x 10 _ 47000 5000 Niksa (3.14)

FLASHTWO 3 x 10 r 38000 7000 Niksa (3.15)

DVC-FG 4 x I0 _s 55400 2000 Solomon el. al. (3.9)

CPD 4 x 10 's 55400 2000 Gram ct. al. (3.11)

" UTRC I x 10 _ 45241 0 This study

Desorption can occur by vaporization, convective entrainment and nonequilibrium

processes as descrlbed previously. The rate equation for vaporization uses a specific enthalpy of vaporization

of 75 cal/grn for an HVA bituminous coal. This value was obtained by fitting tar revapor_zation data using

Trouton's rule with the MWD's measured by GPC (see Section 2.3.1). The total heat of devolatilization was

= also set equal to 75 cal/vn, that is, the heat of vaporization is assumed to be the dominant ener D, sink in the
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devolatilization process, The pre-exponential for the vaporization rate was estimated at lx l0 *a based on

calculations of the accommodation coefficient and Debye vibrational frequency which bracket the A-factor
@

in the range 1012 to 10 _(, Working submodels for convective entrainment and nonequilibrium desorption are

not yet evadable.

Kinetic Regimes of Tar Devolatilization and Pyrolysis. Tar evolution measurements in the EFR

and Ht apparatuses are used to estimate the tar evolution rate constants, The temperature sensitivity of the

appearance of C2H 2 and HCN in the EFR and Ht apparatuses is used to estimate the high temperature

(T > 700°C) cracking reactions of the heavy hydrocarbon species. The estimated kinetic parameters are

indicated in Table 3.8. An Arrhenius rate constant type plot of the rate constants are showen in Figure

3.2 I. The horizontal lines in the rate constant plot represent the apparatus heating rate constants, These

are obtained by dividing the 3000C particle temperature change - the temlSerature differential associated

vAth a major fraction of tar evolution (See Section _.0) - by the theoretically possible panicle heating rate

that can be established in a particular devolatilization system.

TABLE 3.8 - ESTIMATED KINETIC PARAMETERS OF TAR
EVOLUTION AND PYROLYSIS FOR HVA BITUMINOUS COALS

Activation -_

Energy Pre- Ex ponen tial Esti mated
Phenomenon (kcal) (see- I) From

Tar Devolatilization 45,24 1.0 E+13 UTRC-HG

High Temperature Pyrolysis of Tars 66.5 1.0 E+13 UTRC--FL
UTRC-EFR

Tar Incorporation into Char Product 20,0 1.0 E+06 UTRC-HG

As noted, the ovservable tar evolution phenomenology is dependent on the relative devolatilization

and pyrolysis kinetic rates in the context of the overall heating rate established by the reactor system, For

example, in HG heating conditions of 1000°C/sec to 7000C or greater, tar evoludon is primarily chemical

kinetic or vapor-pressure controlled at particle temperatures below 550°C, ttxat is k.--tar evolution <<

k-heating rate imposed. However, as the panicle temperature exceeds 550°C the tar evelution rate

becomes dominated by the heat transfer rate of the system, k-heating rate << k-tar evolution. There is no

secondarT tar pyrolysis in the gas phase since the tars are evotved into a cold gas environment. Figure 3,22
_

indicates that C2H2. is not generated in these dispherse phase heated grid experiments and HCN yields are
lID

very slight. As the tar evolution phase continues _o the heavier species, mass transfer limitations influence
=
_
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the rate of tar evolution, particularly in ambient pressure conditions, Intrapanicle pyrolysis of these heavier,

aliphatic-poor tars are responsible for the low yields of HCN observed at high particle final temperatures..._

The steep temperature sensitivity of the tar pyrolysis process limits the amount of HCN that can be evolved at

these temperatures from the limited residual intrapanicle heavy tars,

In the UTRC EFR wherein particle heating rates of the order of 5000°C/sec are obtainable for peak

panicle temperatures of 800°C or greater, yields of C2H2 and HCN are greater than that observed for the

same coal in the HG apparatus, In tl_e UTRC EFR system opearated at high temperatures, tars evolved early

in the devolatilization process are subjected to some residence time in hot gases in this reactor, Relative to

the zero-hold-time HG experiments, the devolatilizing panicle also spends a greater fraction of time at

temperatrues above 700°C and less time at temperatures below 700°C. In other words, the heavy

hydrocarbon fraction of the potential tar yield has a greater probability of high temperature pyrolysis in the

UTRC-EFR than the UTRC-HG,

A very different picture emerges in conventional entrained flow reactors wherein wall and gas

temperatures are matched and heating rates of the order of 10,000 to 100,000°C/see are possible. Such

reactors undoubtedly produce signficant overlap in the tar evolution and gas phase pyrolysis reactions for a

given weight loss extent, Such reactors are generally operated at wall and gas temperatures of 800°C and

above to achieve large enough mass loss to trace by ash tracing techniques, An entrained flow reactor using

50 micron particles and an operating temperature of 1000°C would produce a panicle heating rate of

50,000°C/see. Panicle heating times would be of the order of 10 - 15 msec and the tar evolution time would

be of the order of msecs or lower. Homogeneous tar pyrolysis reactions would be of the order of 15 - 20

msec. If the minimum experimentally resolvable panicle/tar residence time is 50 - 100 msec, the entire tar

evolution and secondary pyroJysis process would be convoluted,

Very intense, irradiance heating (fla_)h lamps, lasers) would give behavior intermediate to that of the

HG and conventional EFR's, For example, pulse heating a panicle to 800°C in a cold gas environment

would be expected to produce a burst of the more volatile tars and some light gases, but low yields of gases

symptomatic of high temperature tar pyrolysis. The low yields of C2H2 and HCN are due to the cold quench

gas environment and the short particle time at high temperatures. However, pulse heating tlne panicle to

1000°C or greater would "turn on" the temperature sensitive tar pyrolysis reactions leading to these gases,

The heavy tars would crack within the heating particle or in the hot boundary layer around the panicle as
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they attempt to evolve. Such an understanding predicts very different yield ratios of tar, C2H2 and HCN with

ambient gas conditions, 'This is indeed observed (See Flash Lamp results of Section 2,0), _.'

It is obvious from these considerations that the apparent tar evolution kinetics vary substantially with

reactor system because of the mix of potential evolution and pyrolysis pathways available to these heavy 'P"

hydrocarbons. The specific reactor heat and mass transfer parameters amplify a particular weighted set of

tar kinetic parameters by determining the time-temperature trajectory followed by a coal particle and the tar

species, The observable phenomenology is the result of the coupling realized among the chemical

characteristics of the tars (parent coal) and the transport properties of the devolatilization system,

D.TP Reformation to Char, Heated grid experiments consisting of a 60 sec hold at intermediate

temperatures near 500°C followed by a ramp and hold to a higher final temperature result in reduced tar

and increased char yields relative to experiments which ramp directly to the same final temperature.

Reformation reactions involving the reattachment of DTP's to the coal matrix are occur'ing. The activation

energy for the refotxaation reaction is estimated to be 20,000 cal/mol. A low activation energy supports the

hypothesis that active sites are involved in the reaction mechanism, A pre-exponential of 7.3x10 s is

obtained by matching the rate of DTP reformation with the rate of DTP cracking at 500°C, the temperature

at which char formation is observed to become significant.

_har Degassing and High Tempera t_ure 'Far Pyrolysis,_ Gas species such as C2H2 and HCN (LG2)

are evolved by both char degassing reactions and by high temperature tar pyrolysis. The activation energy for

the release of these gases, determined from analysis of the temperature sensitivity of the formation of these

gases in the entrained flow and flash lamp reactors, is 66,500 cal/mol, lt is not possible to disting_.fish

between the char degassing and tar pyrolysis reactions with the available experimental data. Therefore, both

reactions are assumed to have an activation energy of 66,500 cal/mol. 'Far yields reach a maximum near

panicle temperatures of 700°C and decrease at higher temperatures coincident with an increase in LG2

species, Hence, it is evident that the rate of tar pyrolysis becomes competitive with tar desorption near

panicle temperatures of 700°C. The MWD of the DTP's remaining in the coal at this temperature covers a
,aL

range from about 500 to 1500 daltons with a weight average molecular weight of about 900 (see Fig. 3 12).

Therefore, the mass average vaporization rate for the DTP's will have an activation energy given by 75

cal/gm x 900 grn/mol = 67,500 cal/mol. Therefore, for the tar pyrolysis rate to become competitive with the

desorption rate of the heavy tars, a pre-exponential of about lxl0 _3 is necessary. The pre--exponential for
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the char degassing reaction was assumed to be three orders of magnitude lower because of st,ric hindrance

of the active sites on the chars,
qb

Light Gas Pyroiysl.%. The light gases (LO1), evolved as a result of bond breaking in the coal matrix., in

the DTP'S, and in the tars, are pyrolyzed in the gas phase to secondary gas products (LG2), Approximate
¼

values for the Arrhenius parameters for the decomposition of alkanes are lxl017 and 88,400 for the

pre-exponential and activation energy, respectively (Ref. 3.16).

3.3 Comparison to Other Model Formulations

3.3.1 One-Step Model

The one-step model proposed by Badzioch and Hawksley (Ref. 3.17) utilizes a single Arrhenius rate

expression to represent the conversion of unreacted coal to volatiles and residue:

COAL --* V + R (3,56)

dV/dt = k(V" - V) (3.57)

k -- A ,xp(- E/RT) (3.58)

where V" is the ASTM proximate analysis volatile matter yield. Given sufficient time at temperature the

one-step model will always predict the same yield regardless of temperature or heating rate.

3.3.2 Two-Step Model

The two-step model (Refs. 3.18 and 3.19) consists of two competitive reaction steps, one

predominating at low temperatures and the other at high temperatures:

vi + (i-at)R1

,I

C (3,59)

V2+ (1- a_)R2
a_

dV/dt = (alkt + a2k2)C (3.60)

where V_ = volatiles, R_ = char residue, and C = unreacted coal. The two-step model allows for the

prediction of volatiles yields that change as a function of temperature and heating rate.
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3.3.3 Distributed Activation Energy Model (DAEM)

Anthony ct, al, (Ref, ,3,12 ) proposed that coal devolatilization is the result of numerous independent a.

chemical reactions with each type of bond breakage given by a simple flrst-order irreversible rate equation:

J

dV,/dt --'.k,(V: - V,) (3,6 I)

The rate of total volatiles production is obtained by summing the contribution from each reaction or

integrating over ali values of activation energy where it is assumed that the k)'s ali have the same

pre-exponential ko, The result for a Gaussian distribution of activation energies with mean Eo and standard

deviation o is:

( )
Since the ultimate yield is an input parameter, the DAEM model carl not predict volatiles yield a

priori.

3,3,4 Distributed-Energy Chain Model (D[SCHAIN)

Niksa and Kerstein (Refs, 3, I0 and 3.13) have devised a model which is based on the macromolecular

configuration of coal as a linear straight chain. The model classifies coal into components as follows:

aromatic nucleii linked by bridges into chains, labile bridges (B), peripheral groups (P), isolated nucleii or

monomers (M), char (C), gas (G), and tar (T), The bridge dissociation reaction rate is descl'ibed using a

distributed activation energy. The rate equations used in the DISCHAIN model are summarized in

Table 3,9 DISCHAIN predicts gas, tar, and char yields,
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TABLE 3.9- DISTRIBUTED ENERGY CHAIN MODEL (DISCHAIN)
t

B labile bridges/initial bridges (Bo) B(0)=I

_ C stable char llnks/Bo C(0)=0

T tar/Bo T(0)=0

P periphera! groups/lnlt, perlph./bridges (Po/Bo) P(0)=2

G light gases/Po/Bo G(0)=0

M free aromatic unlts/Bo M(O)=0

D char caps/B0 D(0)=0

H pure char chalns/Bo H(0)=0

, ,,,, - , f,, ........

REACTION A FACTOR ACTIVATION ENERGY

s"t cal /mole

bridge dissociation 2 x 101° 40,000 (o = 7,000)

tar formation 8 x 10o 30,000

char formation , 1 x 10e 25,000

gas formation 1 x 10a 10,000

1

f(E) -- _ 2_exp[- (E - E0)2/2o 2]

Is 1r eo+20 t
dB/dt = - | kBexp - kBdt' f(E)dE

JEo-2a o

dC/dr = - kcM (2H + 2B(I-B) + M)

dT/dt = - 2 krM

dP/dT -.- - kGP+aa/Po(-dB/dt)

dG/dt = - kGP

dMldt = - 2(I - B)(I-D/(2B(I - B)) dB/dt

= - (2M + 2B(1 - B) + 2H)/(M + 2B(1 - B) + 2H) dC/dr
--- - 1/2 dT/dt

r'_ dD/dt = -- keM(2B(1 - B) - D) + (D/B) dB/dt
dH/dt = - (D/B) dB/dt +keM 2
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SECTION 4.0- ENGINEERING KINETICS OF COAL DEVOLATILIZATION

4,

4.1 Introduction

This section describes the development and structure of an engineering rate equation for coal pyrolysis

that can be used in a model of a pulverized coal (p.c) flame. An "Engineering Rate Equation" is one that is

a deliberately constructed simplification for lt to be tractabl e [n a larger mode[ construct (the p.c flame), but

that nevertheless describes behavior with necessary and sufficient accuracy for the Intended purpose. In this

instance, the intended purpose is to predict the volatile matter (VM) release rate, the main constituent

composition of the pyrolysis products (tar, char, and light gases), and the functional dependence of these,

parameters on heating rate, final temperature, particle size, and the like.

'l'he incentives for the development of these equations derive from several different sources, The

principal on, is the demand for increasing precision in flame models that are used for predicting coal t

combustion and burnout; and, in turn, this is requiring improved precision in the model elements, of which

pyrolysis is a dominant component in the early stages of any coal flame, There is also increasing interest in

the staging involved in the release of different components, with the tar fraction being particularly important

in the early (lower temperature) stages of pyrolysis as this is the primary source of smoke, carbon particle,

formation in the flame, and FBN to NOx reactions in pfc firing.

The development described in this report was. of n_cesstty, a two stage process, The first r_quirement

was the developlnent of an adequat¢ and sufficiently detailed description or model of a single pyrolyzlng

particle. The second stag,, as noted above, was simplification of the model in such a way that it still

described behavior with "the necessary and sufficient accuracy for the intended purpose". This is what we

present in this report.

4.2 Analytical Procedure and Task Listing

"l_e need for an adequate and sufficiently detailed description of a single pyrolyzing panicle, i.e, the

first development stage, arose primarily from the inadequacy of the e×hting models, but it was compounded

by inconsistencies in the available data: for example, values of activation energy for a single pyrolysis step
d,a_

have been reported that range from 10 to 70 Kcal/mole, There is no dearth of pyrolysis models, but their

general and common shortcoming, as discussed in more detail below, is th, question of uniqueness, The

different models adequately describe the behavior of the specific experimental conditions for which they
atll,

were developed, and under which they were validated, but they generally fail in prediction when
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extrapolated to dlHerent experimental conditions, The experimental and fundamental modeling _ectlons of

this Investigation (Sections 2,0 and 3,0) have addressed the underlying causes for thes_ apparent "

disc:repancies,

The Inconsistencies In the data base also derive In part from the different models used, Without a

unique (and accepted) model the "velocity constants" In each model are best thought of as empirical fitting

[actors, When that Is the case lt Is not surprising that ftttlng factors with the same name (such as activation

energy) will vary with the fitting equation --, l,e, model --- used, even when applied to the same set of

experimental data, A further possible complication that has been argued tn the literature Is In error of

measurement as the source of some variability In the reported klnottc constants, While that Is undoubtedly

so to some extent (see Section 2,0, Appendix C, and Section 4,7, 1), our approach here has been to take ali

the data available at face value,

In constructing an approach to this problem tt became evident to us that the focus tn the past had been

predominantly ota the extraction of rat'e constants from experimental data: this was essentially an Inductive

process with experiments contributing substantially during development of the theory, On that account,

much less attention had been given to the in.fluence of temperature gradients In the particles, and possible

transport delays In the panicles after generation, Thus, the focus of attention was generally on the

"differential" behavior of the particles, that Isto say, the local behavior In time, point by point through ttme.

Ttae alternative, chosen for this study, Is to focus on the "Integral" behavior, that Is to say, the overall

behavior or total pyrolysis time, This decision carried a number of dependent requirements, The primary.

model had to be a total study of a single pyrolyzing particle in unsteady state heathag with diffusion as a delay

factor in the VM escape, The model predicted the differential (point In time) behavior, but the primary

objective was the total pyrolysis tt.mc, To this was added, during development of the program, the Important

intermediate stage of the tar release time,

The reason for choosing the integral behavior, total pyrolysls time or ttme to complete a stage of

pyrolysis, was that this provided the best means: first, of compiling an experimental data base that included

results from ali methods of experiment; and second, of comparing prediction with experiment without
IIR

necessarily being limited to study of one experimental method,

An additional element of this approach was that the model developed was not to be under constrained.

This Is the key requirement for developing a model that leas sufficient claim to uniqueness, and as we shall ,,-

show in what foiJtows, tt is our belief that this objective has been met,

_--2
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To execute this plan, a sot of 7 tasks was devised as listed hereunder,

'_ Task I Analysis ofthermal and pyrolysis behavior of a particle heating onder an unsteady

state condition using one-step, first-,order reaction kinetics,

" Task 2 Compilation of a data base of _xperlmental values of total pyrolysis times, VM

compositions, and similar relevant data for different particle sizes, tempc_ratures,

heating rates, coal ranks, and tho like,

Task 3 Use of th_ model of the pyrolyztng panicle as Ltheats up to predict total pyrolysis

times, Comparison of the predicted times with those avaLlable h_ the literature,

Task 4 Review of more elaborate models and comparison of the models with each other by

calculating such properties as VM evolution rates for different sized particles at

different temperatures,

Task $ Substitution of the one-step, first--order pyrolysis model with a more elaborate model

and repetition of Task 3 todetermine the influence of the chotce of model on the

prediction of pyrolysis times, and the effect on the accuracy of agreement _vtth

experiment,
r

Task 6 Modification of the most promising model on the basis of the predictions and

comparison with the data base,

Task 7 Test of the model for sensiti'_.ty to the parameters In tt with the objective of

establishing the simplest possible rate equations ttlat will predict pyrolysis behavior

both at the differential level and integrated level --= with necessary and sufficient

accuracy for use in flame models, This target equation is the required Engineering

Rate Equatiot,,

4,3 Experimental Data Base

The data base compiled for these investigations included several different sources but primarily
¢w

focused on the total pyrolysis times for coal panicles heated in a range of er,vironments, and fox sizes ranging

h'om 5 gm to 2,5 cre, Figure 4, 1summarizes these on a plot of pyrolysis time against panicle size, This figure

shows some marked characteristics, The most significant one is the different trend structure for the data

values above and below 500 _trn, Above 500 _.m, the trends are markedly evtdent with pyrolysis time rising
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roughly in proportion to d2, and with the two data sets Less than half an order or magnitude apart. This

contrasts strongly with the pattern for the smaller particles where the predicted pyrolysis time is found, as we_t

shall show later, to be substantially independent of diameter; but, experimentally, the range in total pyrolysis

tim_s is nearly 3 orders of magnitude (over a range of one order of magnitude in diameter (mostly) between

_, 20 and 200 _.m). Superficially, there appears to be a dogleg in the data trends, but we now believe this is

more apparent than real, In the Results Section we show comparisons with prediction. The principal factors

governing this spread in times for the smaller particles appear to be: (final) reaction temperature and the

temperature-time ramp of the heating source (notably for heated grid). Coal rank does not appear as a

particular factor at this time; rank may account for as much as a factor of 2 difference tinder roughly

comparable heating conditions, but this is less than second order compared with the 2 to 3 decades range

due to the other factors.

The sources of the total pyrolysis t)me data were as follows, All the values (totaling nearly 700) for

particles greater than 500 _a were for burning captive coal particles. Most were obtained by Essenhigh

(Ref. a, I) -- 650 values m and by Kallend and Nettleton (Ref. 4,2) m 35 values m measured in oxidizing

atmospheres (see Table 4. I), O'Connor (Ref. 4,3) reported one typical value for pyrolysis of I" to 1 I/2"

cubes (being more concerned with the coke formation), Below 500 _.u_n,about I/3 of the values were from

flame data, that is, also measured in oxidizing atmospheres, (Refs, 4,4 - 4,8); the rest were from drop-tube

(Refs. 4.9-4.14), heated-grid (Refs. 4.15-4, 17), curie-point (Ref, 4, 18) experiments, or laser irradiation

of small (< 300 _m) fixed particles (Ref, 4, 19), Table 4.2 summarizes the data values for the smaller panicle

sizes, with additional data on the heating rates and ambient temperatures; it will be noted that the majority of

the particle heating rates are reported as in the region of 10" K/s,

The actual determination of the pyrolysis times depended on the experimental method, For the

larger-sized, cal_tive panicles, the results were reported as total combustion times of volatiles and, equating

combustion with pyrolysis time (rv), the empirical relationship established with diameter was

tv : Kvdoa (4. I)

The values of K, and n obtained by Essenhigh (Ref. 4. l) and by Kallend and Nertleton (Ref. 4.2) are given

in Table 4.1. As this shows, the values of n were about 2, in agreement with a simple model developed by

Essenhigh (Ref. 4.1) based on the Darcy equation for tran,_;fer through a porous medium (Ref,4.20), The
O

values of K_for Essenhigh's data were mostly about 100 cgs units; for Kallend and Nettleton's data it was just
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over 300 cgs units: this is due to smaU but crucial differences in the, experimental methods, as discussed later

(_cction 4.7.2).

The pyrolysis times for the smaller particles were mostly obtained by a somewhat different method. In

most cases, including the flames, profiles of volatile matter (VM) release or loss were reported, and these

profiles were used to estimate the values listed in Table 4.2 by taking the time from 1% loss to 99% loss,

generally using the original authors trend-line or calculated curves as the basis for the estimations. The

estimations are considered to be within 10% accuracy, which is a trivial error compared to the broad spread

in ali the data values.

TABLE 4,1 - VALUES OF THE VOLATILE COMBUSTION CONSTANTS

(Kv and n). (SOURCE: REF 4,1)

(The errors in Kv are between 2 a_.d 5%, the errors given against n are in percentage.)

COAL. VM% (d.a.f) Kv (c.g.s units) n

1 Stanllyd 9.9 44.6 1.82 -4- 4.18%

2 Five ft. 14.9 80 0 2.32 4- 4.37%

3 Two ft. Nine 28.8 120 0 2.63 4- 3.33%

4 Red Vein 23.3 86 6 2 19 4- 4.22%

5 Garw 30,6 96 8 2 06 4- 2,14%

6 Silkstone 41.5 91 6 2 19 _ 3.86%

7 Winter 39.3 93 6 2 24 4- 3.18%

8 Cowpen 40.2 91 4 2 15 4- 3.28%

9 High Hazel ,_0,7 134 0 2 28 4- 2.79%

i0. Lorraine 40.2 98 9 2 14 -t- 2,55%

(Source Ref. )
lib

1. Gelding 30,0 325,8 1.96 4- 4.06%

I

t,

r
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TABLE 4.2- PYROLYSIS TIMES FROM DROP-TUBE (DT)

HEATED-GRID (HG), AND FLAME (F) EXPERIMENTS.

Investigators Part. Size Htg, Rate Pyrolysis Peak Ambient
1_ [Ref, 4,xx] (microns) (K/s) Time (s) Temp (K)

Anthony [15] 53-83 104 0.1 HG 1273
3 X 10a 0,3

Nsakala [111 64 8 x 103 0,2 DT 1100

Niksa [17] 125 102 -104 0,5 HG 1200

Kobayashi [9] 37-44 >104 0,I DT 2100

Howard [4] <200 10' 0.2 F 1700

Smoot [61 30 104 0.05 F 1200

"Flaring [7] <100 104 0. l F -

Ubhayakar [14] <74 >10 s 0.011 DT 1500

Seeker [5] 80 5 x 104 0.08 F 2050

Desypris [16] 126 3 x 103 0.5 HG 1400
44 0,5

Maloney [ 101 62 104 0.17 DT 1273

Solomon [13] 53-74 104 0,064 DT 1000
44-74 3 x 10" 0.02 1100
44-74 4 y, 104 0.023 1200

Kelin [ 18] 36.2 800 2.25 Curie <1250
37,6 900 1.42 Point
23.7 900 1.68
24.5 1000 1.6
25.6 900 2.93

Marshall [8] 5 l0 s 0.01 F 1600

Henzberg [19] 53, 125 5fl-,55 W/cm 2 .38, .8 laser
53, 125, 310 23-Z70 .07 ,12, .38 irradiated

320-360 .028, .08, .22

O'Connors [3] 1-1.5" - 6720 Captive 1100

An additional set of target data was provided by Freihaut (Ref. 4.10, 4,14, 4.22-4.34) for the release

of the tars, estimated to be the fraction of volatiles lost between onset of pyrolysis (-300°C) and about

.t 650°C. It was typically about I/3 to 1/2 of the total vo!atiles.

4-7
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For coals exhibiting large overall tar yields (pfc coal types) the experimental results presented have

indicated mass loss phenomena are not simply either transport or chemically controlled, The chemical "

characteristics of the parent coal determine the asymptotic yields, elemental composition, molecular types

and molecular size characteristics of the potential "primary" tar species, The mass and heat transport
41

related parameters of the system determine the characteristics of the actual tar species evolved, collected

and characterized. From an engineering kinetics point of view the initial problem is empirical prediction or

correlation of panicle mass loss rates as a function of heating conditions, not detailed predictions of

chemical characteristics of evolved volatiles,

Characteristic Time Approach

The comprehensive coupled heat transfer and chemical kinetic calculations presented (AppendL,_ C)

indicate the apparent disparity tn panicle mass loss kinetic schemes can not be explained on the basis of

non-isothermalities alone, The experimental results indicate interphase non-isothen'nalities

among reactor/associated thermocouple measurements and actual transient panicle temperatures during

rapid devolatilization do contribute to apparent kinetic parameter discrepancies, Research is proceeding in

which efforts are made to measure panicle group temperatures (Ref. 4.35) or single panicle temperatures

(Ref.4.64) during devolatilization. However, in rapid heating experiments, a substantial fraction of particle

mass is lost before accurate in situ panicle or panicle group temperatures can be obtained. That is, a major

fraction of the asymptotic tar yield is complete before time resolved particle temperatures can be made. The

engineering problem of developing predictive rates would only be partially alleviated if such measurements

could be made, since the complexity of coal structure allows an almost unlimited number of devolatilization

models to account for a given mass loss, The need for a simplified empirical description of the dynamics of

panicle mass loss for pfc modeling applications remains.

Accepting the phenomenology (see Sections 2.0 and 3.0) of panicle mass loss for high tar yielding

coals as a given, the engineering kinetics problem reduces to developing predictive or correlating expressions

for each of the principal phases of panicle mass loss in pfc heating conditions: I) intrapanicle tar formation;

4-8
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II) light tar devolatilization; iii) heavy tar pyrolysis and devolatilization; IV) char degassing, In terms of

characteristic times, the total devolatilization time is expressed as:

tp:niclea -t, + t. + tin +t rv (4,2)
devolatilization

and

(4.3)
t st

devolatilization volatiles combustion

The engineering problem reduces to three tasks: 1) determining the time scale of each phase relative to the

others and the volatiles combustion phase of pfc', 2) ascertaining the dominating phenomena within each

phase; 3) developing predictive, empirical expressions from available data for each phase,

Determining relative time scales allows one to ascertain the significance of each phase from a

combustion time point of view, and, as a result, the effort., if any, to be employed in developing predictive

correlations.

The experimental results of this investigation (Section 2,0) and others indicates that Phase IV, char

degassing, is a slow process relative to either of the two tar devolatilization phases or volatiles combustion

times in pfc systems. Mathematically,

tw >> t_+t li+tru _ t volatiles
combustion (4.4)

Although important from fundamental understanding and fuel nitrogen chemistry perspectives, developing

rate correlations for this phase relative to pfc modeling and furnace codes is not necessary. Char degassing

times at temperatures of 800-1000°C and above are of the order of several seconds or greater, comparable

to or greater than total particle combustion times in typical pfc boiler systems.

.,(lm

>t _, t +t (4.5)tchar particle volatiles char
degassing combustion combustion combustion
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In addition, char degassing accounts for only - 0, I0 mass fraction of the panicle, compared to 0,40-0,50

evolved during Phases I, II and III, In view of these considerations an empirical formulati_)n of panicle mass ¢

loss rate expressions reduces, as a first approximation, to:

#
l

t _ tl + til + tilt
devolatilization

•- t +t . +t ('4,6)
intraparticle light heavy tar
tar formation tar and pyrolysis

evolution gas evolution

Ascertaining the dominating phenomena of each phase is necessary in order that the correct parameters are

employed in attempts to develop correlations, lt is now well establ!.shed that coupled chemical and transport.

phenomena exist in each phase of devolatilization of coals that yield significant quantities of tar, That is,

chemical kinetic, mass transport and heat transport, factors aLIcontribute to one or more ()f the observables

during rapid devolatilization, Figure 4.2a illustrates a typical sig:moid panicle mass loss rate (dm/dr) curve as

a f_nction of time and with the four phases of mass loss indicated. As indicated in the figure, ascertaining the

dominating phenomena in each of the phases is essential to establishing engineering rate expressions,

Because of the intimate coupling among intrinsic, chemical, parameters and extrinsic, transport

related, parameters in determining observables during devolatilization, the development of practical rate

expressions is necessarily a cyclic, spiral approach process. Figure 4,2a indicates heat transfer ((_, di ), mass

transfer (Hre,hre), and chemical kinetic processes (kdet, k'chcm, k"chcm) are involved in each phase, The

perceived dominating phenomenon in each phase is indicated by capital case letters, Heat transfer

parameters are estimated to be primarily responsible for overall panicle mass loss rates during the initial 0. l S

- 0,25 mass fraction devolatilization, Mass transfer phenomena are thought to dominate the next -0, I5 mass

fraction loss, whereas char degassing, determined by chemical kinetic pyrolysis rates, controls the

asymptotic approach to the final panicle mass loss, These estimations of the dominating influence in each

phase are derived from consideration of the experimental results of this investigation as well as those found ,_

in the literature. The general phenomenological model noted in Fig, 4.2a and 4,2b may be viewed relative to

Figs. 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4, wherein more chemical detail is given, The chemical detail is necessary in

distinguishing fundamental models of devolatilization but not for development of engineering expressions of 4

"mass loss", a particularly non-specific category.

4-10
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The possible coupling among heat transfer parameters,and devolatilization rates Is obvious from the

energy balance equation for a particle subjected to radiative and conductive/convective heating:

esa(a,)p(T_-T_) + (ffNuSQ(Ta-Tp) = (0cv)pTp + Ahd,v Sp Ratv (4,7)

qg where,

r,.,=- (4.8>

Normalizing with respect tt3 the superficial surface area of the particle, Sp:

esaap(T_ - T_)+ Fi'Nu(T,- Tp) = Oc y pTo+ Ahdtv Rd_,v (4,9)

In the case of no particle gas velocity differential:

This equation represents the energy balance in terms of energy density components, The left hand side

(LHS) of equation 4, 10 represents the reactor-particle heat transfer process in terms of its radiative and

convective components, The RHS of the equation indicates the energy density input in terms of the internal

energy of the particle, and the component needed to devolattlize the panicle, From an engineering

perspective the energy density balance during Phases I, II and III is the concern, the tar formation and

evolution phases that are of concern,

For example, at a transient particle temperature of 773 K in an isothermal N2 carrier stream at 1073 K

surrounded by isothermal alumina walls (_ -- 0,6) at 1073 K a 100/J.m coal particle would be experiencing a

radiative flux density of -2,3 watts/cm 2 and a convective component of 36.3 watts/cm a. Such a power density

would resLdtin an instantaneous particle heating rate of -1,3 x 10'*°C/sec of an inert panicle, If tar release

"_ occurs via a mechanism having an overall rate cortstant of -60 sec"1 at 873 K

(E^cr = 45 kcal, ko = 1013sec"1) its half-life would be of the order 11-12 msec, comparable to the time

req_red to heat the particle through the tar evolution temperatures (773 K to 973 K), Aside from being

+ • beyond the experimental time resolution capability of most devolatilization reactors operating in such

,¢ 1"_
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heating conditions) such rapld tar evolution processes could further convolute experimental analyses by

introducing a perturbation to tile standard energy balance equation, A heat of d_volatillzation of 41.9 j/g-tar ¢

(nominal heat of vaporization of aromatic species) coupled to a kd.v of 60 soc "l Introduces a 17-18

watts/cre 2 Instantaneous heat sink leaving a net energy density'to heat the particle of -20 watts/cm2, Such an

energy denslty could heat a particle at only 7 x 10a°C/sec,

The deviation in transient panicle temperature trajectory relative to an inert panicle would not be

directly observable In an entrained flow reactor measurement, The Ibnited temporal resolution of such

reactors and the velocity of the tar devolatilization process In the flux fields of such reactors characterized by

isothermal reactor temperatures of 800°C or above convolutes the mass loss process, However, subtle

changes in heat transfer related parameters should produce som¢_ observable change in the global time of

panicle mass loss as tar in such reactorn, This is observed to be the case (Section 2, I, 1) in the PSU-EFR

reactor wherein changes in feed particle size or thermal conductivity of feed stream gas produce

corrcspor.ding changes tn initial particle mass loss times, The engineering Implication of the above

considerations ts that a tar evolution process is stimulated in a bituminous coal provided asymptotic panicle

temperatures of 600 °C or greater are generated by a reactor, That is, a tar formation and evolution pathway

is always available to bituminous coals, irrespective of heating conditions, Heating conditions determine the

chemical nature and rate of tar species release during the transient panicle heating, but some tar formation

and release pathway is available from the almost unlimited devolatilization routes,

Recognizing the lack of chemical detail and mechanistic information In such an approach these

considerations suggest tar evolution, initial particle mass loss, times may be correlated by a heat transfer

index, _fa__matton and evolut.ton is assumed to vary with reactor conditions, It is established that

some form of tar evolution can occttr In response to heating conditions, Ignoring the reaction effects on the

energy density balance of equation 4, I0, an apparent heating rate Index is dt_flned as the LHS dlvidcd by the

average diameter of the coal particles utilized in the reactor, that Is, the average net flux rate density at the

panicle surface during its 300 to 600°C temperature dse, normalized with respect to panicle size,

' 600oc

< On,,,w/cm 2 > 300°c (4,11) ,iApparent Heating Rate Index =
< d, cm >

Obviously O..t varies signlficamly with reactor type (Fig, 2,1 ) as will the particle size of the feed, Again the

underlying assumption is t,hat ,_me _ _ t._ _ can occur, provided panicle temperatures of 600°C

4-14
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or greater are achieved, The chemtcal nature, mode of tar release and tar formation reaction network sr0

_' not assumed Invariant, Ota the contrary, they are assumed to be able to adjust rapidly to the condition of

laeattng, If the heat transfer process of the devolatilization reactor Is thought of as producing a strain on the

coal panicles, the tar devolatilization pathway ts the stratn reltef process of the coal particle, Due to tta
%

chemical complexity, bituminous coal has an almost unlimited set of strain relief mechanisms via tar release,

The Implication of the above Is that tar evolution times will correlate wtth the apparent heating rate Index,

Figure 4,3 displays the observed, experimentally estimated, lnit.ial particle mass loss, tar release, times tor

subbituminous and bituminous coals plotted versus the apparent heating rate Index, By "[nhtal" Is meant

the first 20% of the particle mass loss, whlct_ generally Is observed to be dominated by tar spectes for such

coals, For a bituminous coal such a mass loss accounts [or 60-75% of the potential transient tar yield of such

coals (see Sections 2,3,1, 2,3,2, 2,4,0),

(Q.ot) Is generally estimated from the details of the reactor description using coal properties discussed

above (Section 3,0), For example, In the PSU-EFR the wall gas temperature and gas composition are

clearly defined, leading to transient estimates of Qr,.t such as found in Fig, 2,14, In the Granger and Ladner

(Ref, 4,32) flash lamp experiments the transient total radiant flux profiles are given along with the particle

size characteristics of the coal and ambient gas characteristics, Maloney (Ref,4,34) provides extremely ftne

detail of his unique suspended particle laser devolatilization experiments,

As the realization of the Importance of heating condhton on observables has Increased, Investigators

have Increased the reactor details provided, enabling t'eactor-parttcle heat transfer characterization, The

initial tar release times are estimated directly from the tar evolution data for heated grid and flash lamp

studies or the Initial panicle rtmss loss In the case of entrained flow weight loss studies, The empirical

correlation between Initial tar release and heat transfer index Is apparent. Within the experimental

resolution, tar formation and evolution from bituminous and subbituminous coals correlates directly with

heat transfer intensity, Unfortunately, as noted above, ther_ Is substantial evidence indicating significant

changes in mode of tar release and the chemical nature of the tars with heattng rate, Consequently, such a

correlation can be employed to estimate panicle response times In pfc filing conditions, but not the

,_. combustion properties of the volatiles, These must be determined from subsidiary measurements,
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From Eq, (4,7), lt can be shown that the time it takes to drive an h"tert (_hdov = 0) panicle of diameter

d from temperature Tl to temperature 'r2, an experiementally determined temperature range for the light

" tar release, fs given by:

(}i T,t (AT) (4,12)
ml

' T:It!,

where _p and Cp represent the average particle density and heat capacity during th_ temperature excursion,

Specifically, the average particle density fs taken as the arithmetic average of the Initial particle density and a

particle that has lo_t 2S% of Its mass without swelling, The average particle heat capacity Is determined from

the equations given above, Putting specific average values In piace gives the following equation for

devolatilization times:

k
' T2

where Q..t fs the net, time-averaged power density In watts/cre 2 at the surface of a particle of d centimeters

during the heating process, "k" fs a constant Incorporating the average particle density and heat capacity

and a given temperature Interval of Interest, For example, k fs approximately 105 J/ce for a particle having

an average density of 1,22 gJcc and heat capacity of 1,71 j/g--.°C over a 300°C temperature excursion,

The devolatilization process fs assumed to be thermally neutral and the initial mass loss occurs In a

linear fashien over the temperature change considered, that is, the rate of mass 10ss can be represented as a

constant during this phase, Of course, experimental evidence indicates that this is not the case, Rather, the

tar evolution rate for high tar yielding coals fs a maximum around 400-450°C for apparent particle heating

rates less than 1°C/see and has a fairly narrow temperature width at haft rnaxlmum, The time Interval of

release fs appreciable since At = Heating Rate/AT, The Instantaneous maximum rate of tar evolution shifts

,# to higher apparent panicle temperatures with Increasing heating rate, the width at half-maximum of

' differentialmass losscurvebecomes spreadover a greatertemperatureinterval,but the tarevolutionIn

absolutetlmeunitsbecomes less,Inno case,however,can thelighttarreleasebe pushedsubstantiallyabove

,. 600-650°C, exceptperhapsInsome laserdrivenexperimentsInwhichinstantaneousnetIrradlancelevelsof
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1000 watts/cre 2 or greater are repone4. In no case can the onset of detectable tar release be pushed below

375°C. ,_

Given these empirically determined constraints on T1 and T2, the bracketing temperatures ct phase II

tar release, Eq. (4.12) can be used to calculate the tar evolution times expected from enerhy balance ,i

considerations alone. Figure 4.4 displays the energy-balance'estimated tar evolution times calculated from

use of Eq. (4.12) and employing the temperature endpoints indicated. Table 4.3 compares the data fit

parameters to the corresponding energy balan:_e parameters.

Obviously, the ener_ balance considerations alone ,_ovide a reasonable description pf the data. but

Lta;)dto overestimate the t_ardevo!_tilization times at lower heating rate indices and underestimate at higher

value, more intense hear'ing c(mditions. Of course, the uncertainties involved in experimental measurements

and time resolution as well as extracting pyrolysis times from presented data rather than raw data must be

considered. Given this reservation, iL.ad;lpears that transient crier_ts, balan__e _considerations alone do not

mirror the statutica_ fit at _ extrerrltai _ r,_imcntaL g.Radil20_.

TABLE 4.3 - LINEAR COEFFICIENTS; Log(tl0 - m*Log(HRI) + b

,:2a_git, m

Equation m b

Least Squares Fit of Data -0.8198 +1.899

Energy Balance, 300-600°C -1.o000 +2.021

Energy Balance, 300-700°C -1.0000 .).2.121

In the low heating rate index conditions the fall off in tar evolution times relative to the energy balance

predictions is believed due to the coking rate incorporation of some of the tars into the char matrix (See

Modeling: Section 3,0).

At the highest intensit, heating conditions the observed tar evolution times are greater than that ,_

predicted on energy balance considerations alone, That is, in these c,-r'.ditions there does seem to be an

additional contributing resistanc. ;.o the evolution of tar species tb_ ", considered in the simplistic heat

transfer analysis. The nature of the resistance - chemical kineti_ .... transfer inhibition, vaporization ,)

energ3, requirements - is not immediately apparent. However, the single-sid_'d heating expet" nents may

_'-'--"'nmm ,

....
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provide a clue, These experiments consistently indicate mass evolution times which are greater thaneither

the data fit line or the energy balance calculations, In this case it is known from the asymmetric heating of
V'

the panicles that the observed mass evolution times are influenced by the heat transfer process, lt is not

unlikely that similar factors in entrained flow systems - mixing times of coal carrier gas with hot entrainment

_' gas, nonuniformity of laser beam density, etc, - could be influencing observable devolatilization tlmcs

relative to the calculated energy balance times, Both the energy balance calculations and the estimations of

experimental heating rate indices assume perfect symmetric panicle heating and step functions in heat

transfer boundary conditions with the experimental apparatus. This is not :_kely the actual case.

In any case, an empirical method has been developed which indicates the tar evolution response is

directly correlated to the conditions of heating, as a first approximation, The correlating expression is:

Log(til) =-0,8198 , Log(HRI) + 1.8998 (4,14)

where t is the phase II tar evolution, particle mass loss, time and HRI is the heating rate index as defined

above. Table 4,4 displays typical examples of expected response times for given HRI values and the possible

experimental conditions having the given HRI, The time refers to the phases illustrated in Figs, 4,2a,b,

Figure 4,2b displays the relationship of the characteristic light tar evolution to the total mass loss process,
|

Residence time restrictions on some reactors make them Impractical for investigating tar evolution

since the particle can not be maintained in the hot zone for sufficient time.
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TABLE 4.4- EXPECTED INDUCTION AND INITIAL TAR EVOLUTION TIMES:

PHASE I AND PHASE II OF MASS LOSS DEVOLATILIZATION SEQUENCE ,,

HRI < d > < Q,. > Reactor System* til ti + I!
(w/cc) (microns) (w/sq cre) (msec) (msec) j

lfr' 100 10 HG 250-30t) 5(_--600

104 10 10 EFR, RF 40--50 80-100
20 20 EFR, RF
40 40 EFR, RF

105 1 10 EFR, RF 5-10 10-20
10 100 EFR, PL FL CW
20 200 PL, FL, CW
40 400 PL, FL, CW

106 1 100 EFR, PL, FL CW 0.5-1.0 1-2
10 1000 PL FL
20 2000 PL, FI.,
40 4000 , Pi., FL

* HG = Heated Grid Devices, EFR - Entrained Flow Reactors, RF = Radiative _eld Flow
Reactors, PL---Pulsed Lasers, FL- Flash Lamps, CW- Continuous Laser Systems

Some data compilations also included tabulations of velocity constants and kinetic parameters

(activation energies and frequency factors), Velocity constant tabulations have been made by numerous

investigators, and notably by Howard (Ref, 4,37) and by Solomon (Ref, 4.35, 4,36), with values presented

on Arrhenius plots. Those plots showed that there were wide variations both in absolute values and in the

temperature trends (activation energies) in reported values. Reasons advanced for these variations have

included: the variable nature of coal, and natural trends with rank; and the differences between the static

and dynamic analyses (Ref. 4,38). Another factor affecting variations in k,, and E can be random error,

However, Nsakala (Ref, 4. [ 1) has shown that the two kinetic parameters generally have a considerable

degree of autocorretation. This is a plot of E against log ko for values reported by many principal

experimentalists, and it was used as a starting point in matching constraints with degrees of freedom without

which there can be no convergence to uniqueness. One end result of the present study is a revision of this

graph, as shown later.

4.4 Physical Model for Engineering Heat Transfer Times

The physical model we have used as the basis for the mathematical formulatio,l (Appendix B) is that of

a particle plunged into an enclosure containing an inert or reactive gas whose temperature is rising, Heat
2-

2
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transfer can be jointly by conduction (convoction) and by radiation, This model was chosen to represent as

wide a range of practical or laboratory experimental conditions as possible.

In all relevant systems,, coal particles can be burned in only a limited number of ways, They can be

held captive in a the_'_ai !_ie[dl or injected into quiescent hot gas as small packets or as single particles, or

they can be entraincA inbiI_a flowing stream, Captive particles were used by Essenhigh (Rcf. 4, i), by Kallcnd

and Nettleton (Rd, 4,2) and by Zghoul _ind Essenhigh (Rcf.4,39), for particles above 300 _', this can also

describe the heated-grid experiments, and can include the newelectrostatic field levitation experiments for

suspending single particles without physical attachment, The injection of single particles or small packets

into stationary air in electric tube, furnaces, however, has mainly been used for ignition studies (Ref, 4.40 -

4,43) although both pyrolysis and bum-out times were measured photographically by Oming in 1942 (Ref,

4.44), (Physically-attached particles (Refs. 4,45 - 4,47), Heated Grid (Ref, 4.48) and TGA methods

(Ref. 4,49) have also been used in ignition studies though information from those, experiments on pyrolysis

is limited or not obtained). Drop tube experiments use entrained flow; entrained flow also describes the

behavior of laboratory--scale flames (Refs, 4.4, and 4.50), and of pulverized coal fired boilers or furnaces

where the cold jet of primary air carrying the coal particles is heated by turbulent exchange with hot,

entrained combustion products.

Thus, in most cases, the primary thermal field is due to convection/conduction from the ambient gas at

a constant or rising temperature, In every specific case, the detailed calculation of the temperature-time

profile of the ambient gas is highly complex, but for the purpose of establishing the pattern of influence on

the coal particles, the behavior in these calculations is sufficiently approximated by writing

Ts-To = (Tr.-To)[1- exp(-t/r_)] (4,15)

J

where r_ is a characteristic time for the gas temperature 'T'_to heat fxom _w.',bi_._ntat To to a maximum at Tta;

this maximum can, if necessary, be interpreted as the flame temperature. This equation may have to be used

with some care with some of the heated grid conditions where the temperature ramps up to Tr_ almost

,. linearly and is then held constant, so that dT/dt is n,,t continuous at the transition between the two heating

stages,

Past studies have shown that radiation was generally found to be important only in quite limited

circumstances, lt is certainly dominant in the so-called Type II one-di,rnensional flames (Ref. 4.5 I); but it
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has generally been found to be of only second order Importance In jet flames where the recirculation

provides up to 90% or more of the ignition energy (Ref,4,52), For the radiation field included in the model 4

in the present study, thls is described by a constant background (i,e, wall) temperature; in some cases, such

as for the heated-coil experiments, a view factor is incorporated. The radiative contribution calculated from

the model, however, was generally found to be second order or trivial, in agreement with the results of the ..."

past studies already noted; lt was usually of the greatest significance for the larger panicles, Specifically, for

captive panicles in the size range I to 3 mm (Ref, 4,39), the radiation was found to increase from a

relatively minor to the dominant mode of heat transfer as panicle size Increased from the smallest to the

largest,

The complete physical model is, thus, a panicle that is heating, jointly, by radiation from a constant

field and by conduction from a gas at temperature T 8 with a TA-t profile described by Eq. (4, 15), Even in

the heated grid the estimation is that gas conduction is the principal mechanism of heat transfer, and

Eq. (4, 15) still applies. The characteristic time, r s , is used as a preset adjustable parameter; specifically, for

very small values of rg ,T s is effectively constant and equals Tr., For the panicle, the total thermal field, both

inside and outside the panicle, is treated in unsteady state. In this respect it differs, we believe, from most or

ali previous unsteady state models where approximations were used for either the exterrial or the internal

fields. Inside the panicle, assumed spherical, this is divided into concentric shells; and pyrolysis in each shell

is described in the first part of the calculation by a one-step, first-order rate equation, at a rate specified by

the local temperature for that shell in the panicle. This is later modified to a Two-Component Model for

coal pyrolysis, Escape of the volatiles formed is assumed to be governed by permeability diffusion, using an

assumed diffusion or Darcy-type permeability coefficient (Ref. 4.20) as an adjustable parameter to esta':lish

the effects of diffusional hold-up in the panicle, Volatile trapping by cracking is not included at this time,

but incorporating this in the model would be relatively simple in principle.

The selection of the one-step, first-order pyrolysis assumption was based on concern for requirements

for uniqueness, for which there must be a match between constraints and degrees of freedom, Our target was
4,

either an exact match in constraints or an overconstrained set, as any consequent mismatch between

prediction and experiment, then, will usually provide clues as to the constraint to be modified, The

first-order, one-step assumption adopted here is the simplest phenomenological -- and thus general --

postulate; and it has been widely used with considerable success for many purposes, More elabora<e >

t
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assumptions commonly Invoke or imply specific mechanistic bases for which there is only arguable or no

independent supporting evidence,

4.5 Results I: Differential Behavior

Irl reviewing the expected behavior of the heating, pyrolyztng particle it was evident '_hat there was the

-_- possibility that very fast heating could create a hlghly-reactive, high-temperature shell around an almost

inert core, If this happened experimentally then, clearly, assumptions that reaction was uniform through the

particle could generate rate constants that could be grossly in 'error, Examination of this possibility thus

became one of the particular reasons for this theoretical development,

4.5,1 General Charactt_ristics: Inert Particle

The first calculations were for an inert particle so that the thermal response could be examined without

the complications of or interference by the pyrolysis, Attention was first focused on the temperature

response, and Fig. 4,5 is typical of the curves obtained. The two most evident characteristics are the (l-exp)

type of response so that there is a steadily diminishing heating rate (dT/dt) as time progresses, An additional

factor is the slightly different response of the, sur'face and center where, as can be expected, the center lags

the surface; in this case it is by a relatively small amount, but in some cases lt can be substantial, Figure 4,6

shows the magnitudes of the difference more clearly by using a logarithmic time scale; this shows that the

difference can be as much as 500 degrees. This difference is primarily a function of the ambient (limit) gas

temperature (T,n). This dependence is shown in Fig.4,7 where the plot now is for the temperature

difference between surface and center (AT), but using the local heatirlg rate (dT/dt) as the stand-ln for

time, (where the heating rate fails with time st:),that the time scale is running in the -x direction): the

dependence of ATmax on Tr. is quite clear,

Figure 4,7 shows that the maximum AT values can be as high as 700K, and for gas temperature up to

2O00K, the difference can be as high as 1000 degrees, Physically, following the temperature profile through

the particle, the temperature jump is found to occl>,r tnostly near the surface of the particle so that there is a

thin shell at the surface with a dramatic difference in temperature across it. These results do, indeed, show

that there can be a hi&h temperature shell around a low t(.'mperature core; and, clearly, this could be a

possible source of error or of reported differences between investigators if reaction was confined to such a

shell but the surface temperature was assumed to be, constant through the particle, as this would

underestimate the true isothermal rate taken at the surface temperature, Conversely, lt woulo overestimate

the true isothermal rate if taken at the center temperature.
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Figure 4.5
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• Figu_'e 4.6
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Figm'e 4.7
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In fact, however, this may be more of a possible than an actual concern, The reason is that the time

during which AT Is very high Is also very short, so that there Is little reaction over this time period, This

) becomes more evident from Fig, 4,8 which Is tile plot of heating rate against time, Figure 4,7 shows that, for

Tm ==1500K, the max.tmum &T occurs when the heating rate has dropped to 106 K/s, and Fig, 4,8 shows that

this takes only 0, J, ms, After on+ mtllls+cond, the heating rate has dropped to l0 s K/s, and &'I" is down from

700 K to about 12:5 K, Thus the possible effect on the reaction rate Is substantially reduced, This point is

reexamined in a different way in the subsection following, We should emphasize, nevertheless, that tile

calculations have not yet been sufficiently wide-ranging to rule out an important affect under ali possible

conditions of practical interest,

Figure 4,8 also brings out two other points, The first Is the v,ry high initial values of heating rate, up to

10a K/s when the "average" value, as estimated from the Fig, 4,5 type of curves, can be very, much lowe,r, In

Fig, 4,5 lt can be estimated as roughly a 500 degree rise in 20 ms, or 2S,000 K/s, which la a typical value for

many jet-flame systems, but very much lower than the initial Instantaneous value (by 4 orders of

magnitude),

The second point indicated by Fig, 4,8 is the roughly lineal' fall in heating rate on this double-log plot,

Wlth appropriate selection of an origin, this Integrated to the expression given as Eq, (B,30), This Is, thus,

an alternative to a (l-exp) as an operational equation to describe the heating of the particle when a simple

tractable expression is requlr_d, This figure emphasizes particularly well the difficulties or impossibility of

specifying a characteristic heatlng rate, as an independent parameter, In the majority of conditions,

4,S,2 Pyrolyzlng Particle

General Characteristics

Like the te_ perature response, the weight loss respor|s_ for the pyrolyzing particl, is also a slgmoid,

We show first some general results for two different sizes of particle (larg_ and small), including the different

particle temperature responses, These are shown in Figs, 4,9 and 4, i0 for, respectively, a 500 pna and a 20

p.m partic, e, In Fig, 4,9, the onset of pyrolysis Is about 0,4 s after the start of heating when the temperature

had reached about 700 K (400QC), The temperature continued to riso through the pyrolysis, reaching nearly

.,, 1000 K as the computation terminated. This is quite characteristic of virtually all th_ calculations carried out

for the larger particles: namely that the temperatur, continued to rise throughout the whole or a substantial

part of the pyrolysis reaction, However, with particles small enough, pyrolysis was essentially isothermal, as

¢, illustrated in Fig, 4, 10 for Identical conditions to those for Fig, 4,9 except for the reduction in particle size.
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Figure 4.10
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In more detail, Fig. 4.11 now shows a similar sigTnoid but, in this instance, compared with

experimental data to show ability of the model to describe the internal details. This was chosen at random

,, from available possible examples: this is _.t curve-fitted to the specific experimental data; the curve is

independently calculated from the developed model which was fit to a broad range of other data. lt supports

the general insensitivity of coal rank as a factor governing pyrolysis rates and times.

A common alternative method of presentation of these data is the weight loss as a function of

temperature, as a substitute for time, as this gives directly .the temperatures of pyrolysis onset and

termination. Figure 4.12 for a 40% VM particle is typical, again showing the common sigmoid shape; it is this

shape that requires the somewhat arbitrary determination of onset and termination of pyrolysis to be set at

1% and 99% of weight loss,

These methods of data presentation, however, do not indicate in any way the possible influence of

non-isothermality in the particle. This refers to the effect of the temperature gradient through the particle

leading to erroneous or ambiguous rates, as discussed above. This effect can be represented, however, using

a parallel to the Thiele analysis for internal reaction for a porous panicle. We define a Reactivity Ratio as the

ratio of the (actually computed) rate when there is a non-isothermal temperature distribution through the

particle to the rate for an isothermal particle at the same surface temperature. Figure 4.13 shows a typical

result for the Reactivity Ratio plotted against the surface temperature of the particle. _e graph shows clearly

the significant influence of non-isothermality through the whole of the temperature history, from 300 K and

1100 K, with the Reactivity Ratio as low as 0.4 at the lowest temperatures. However, the graph also shows the

1% and 99% weight-loss points, showing clearly that the Reactivity Ratio is very much higher (about 0.85 in

this case) at the start of significant onset of pyrolysis, and rising to unity (with the temperature still rising in

this instance) when the fraction pyrolyzed was still relatively small (the scale for weight loss between 1% loss

and 99% is highly nonlinear). This and numerous additional calculations do show that the non-isothermality

can play a part in modifying the pyrolysis rates, and this should be a factor to be included in any evaluation of

experimental data involving extraction of rate constants. For most experimental conditions, however, it

would appear co be more of a second order than a dominant factor.

Effect of Heat of Pyrolysis

.,. The effect of heat of pyrolysis on the temperature-time history of the particle is shown in Fig. 4.14. It

can be seen in this figure that changing the value of heat of the pyrolysis has no effect on the initial

temperature rise until the temperature of the particle has reached about 850 K, essentially because the mass

of coal decomposed N and thus the corresponding thermal load due to pyrolysis m is small in this region. It
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Figure 4.11
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Figure 4.12
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Figure 4,14
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can alsobe seen that the deviation after 850 K is more significant with increasing heat of pyrolysis, This

means that, with an increase in the value of hp, the temperature during pyrolysis would decrease, thus

decreasing the rate of pyrolysis,

It has been reported in the literature that pyrolysis is an endothermic reaction with the value of heat t_f

pyrolysis close to about 100 cal/gram, At these low values of heat of pyrolysis, the effect on the T-t response

is not significant from an integral time perspective and this can be seen in Fig, 4, 14 as only a slight deviation

from the zero heat of pyrolysis curve, However, the effect of hp "could become significant at very low heating

rates,

4,5,3 Combustion

' Particle Response

Figures 4, 15 to 4, 18 illustrate the effect of combustion, In Fig, 4, 15, the gas temperature rises almost

instantaneously to a value of 800 K which is a little below the ignition temperature. The temperature-time

profile is then characteristic of a reactive particle under such conditions, with the temperature rising to a

point of inflection a little above the gas temperature, and then jumping rapidly (the Thermal Explosion

response), This simulates, for example, the behavior believed to occur in the ignidon experiments reported

by Chen ct, al. (R.ef, 4,41) and Brooks and Essenhigh (Ref. 4,42),

In Fig, 4,15 the average heating rate was below 104*C/see, Under these conditions, the values of the

temperature differences between the surface and the center were too small for the two temperatures to

appear on tiffs scale as two distinct curves. The curves are more distinctly seen in Fig. 4.16 where the heating

rate has been increased by hacreasingthe gas temperature to 1500 K, In Fig, 4.16 the temperature of the gas

rises to 1500 K with a characteristic time (rs) of 3 ms. Under these conditions, the particle temperature rise

is more or less linear up to the ignition temperature. The point of inflection is impossible to detect by eye, but

the temperature jump is clearly in evidence, showing that the ignition occurs at a tenaperature well below the

gas temperature (unlike that seen in Fig, 4, 15), Theoretically, the point of inflection (ignition temperature)

is independent of heating rate,

Figure 4, 17 shows the variation of AT with time, As can be seen from this figure, the maximum value ,,

of _T is about 10°C, which is very low compared to the value of 280°C for an inert particle under the same .=

conditions, The effect of reaction on &T is clearly substantial, lt can also be seen in Fig, 4, 17 that &T falls

to zero at a temperature close to the ignition temperature, and then goes negative after ignition as the center

temperature rises at a faster rate than the surface temperature, This is because of the fact that after ignition -_
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Figure 4.15
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Figure 4 16
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k Figure 417
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the surface, being at a higher temperature than the gas, loses heat to the gas surrounding the particle, and

then the temperature profile within the panicle Is inverted, q

The variation of dT/dt with temperature can be seen in Fig, 4, 18, The dT/dt curve goes through a

minimum where the temperature at the minimum can be interpreted as the ignition temperature as _)

discussed by Chen (Ref, 4,41), and Brooks {Ref, 4,42).

Ignition

The results of the preceding section show the significance of the internal reaction at the moment of

ignition,

Recent measurements of ignition temperatures by Chert (Ref, 4,41) and Brooks (Ref. 4,42) yielded

values in the range 300 to 450°C. Some additional calculations to those described in the las_ section were

carried out to see how far it was possible to predict ignition temperatures from the combustion reactions for

comparison with the recent measurements, and to determine the sensitivity of the behavior to changes in

ambient conditions. The ignition temperatures obtained in these calculations were 100 to 200 degrees higher

than the measured values. The adopted activation energy of 40 Kcal/mole was close to one of the measured

values, but the frequency factor lowered the calculated values of Ignition temperatures and it was possible to

bracket the experimental values.

In the past, there has been some controversy regarding the ignition mechanism, whether it is

heterogeneous or homogeneous, Experimentally determined values of temperatures at which significant

pyrolysis sets in are in the region of 4000C for a bituminous coal at low heating rates, These temperatures

rise as the heating rate increases, The overlap of ignition and pyrolysis temperatures support the possibility of

heterogeneous combustion in some circumstances, In particular, if ignition starts heterogeneously, the rapid

jump in temperature at the center of the particles, at or following ignition, could be responsible for onset of

rapid pyrolysis, starting at the center; and the pyrolysis products would then flush the particle clear of oxygen

to establish an "oil--drop" type of flame around the particle,
t

4.6 Results II: Integrated Behavior

The principal target of the model predictions is the data compilation of Figs, 4, 1 and 4,3, Figs, 4, 19,

4,20, and 4,21 illustrate three of four prediction sets presented in this Section; Fig. 4,4 is the fourth set,

Additional prediction sets for the total pyrolysis times are given in earlier reports (Refs. 4,53 and 4.54) with !I.I

a wider range of values of the key coefficients; the values used in this Section have been. selected as the best
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Figure 4.19
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Figure 4.20
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Figure 4.21
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fit at this time, In the first of the two earlier reports we examined primarily the effect of varying the kinetic

constants; in the second, we examined the sensitivity to the diffusion coefficients. In examining the)

influence of these two factors, in particular, we found that there were insufficient constraints for the deg_'ees

of freedom in the system and it was possible to obtain adequate fits to the data over a wide range of

coefficient values, but at the expense of seeing the onset of pyrolysis vary over an impossible range of

temperatures, from roughly 200°C to 600°C. We have, accordingly, reduced the degrees of freedom in the

present calculations by selecting baseline conditions and imposing on these conditions a default

pyrolysis-on_,'_ temperature of 400°C, with the option to change that value for sensitivity studies. This

eliminates the possibility, at this time, ot predicting a rank-dependent pyrolysis temperature; but this will be

possible when sufficiently accurate values of the relevant kinetic constants can be provided from

independent sources. However, the effect of heating rate o,g rh, pyrolysis-onset temperature, outside the

baseline conditions, is examined in one of the sections following (Section 4.6.5).

4,6.1 Prediction of Pyrolysis Times: (1) Influence of Diffusion and Activation Energy

These are examined in Fig. 4.19, which illustrates a number of critical points. The four lines in this

figure represent the calculated pyrolysis times using 2 activation energies (25 and 35 Kcal/mole) and 2 values

of the diffusion coefficient (0.01 and 0o cm2/s). The dashe_d lines are for the immediate escape of the

volatiles, and the solid lines are for diffusionally delayed escape. _[lae characteristics of ali four lines is as

noted earlier (Section 4.3)' there is a particle size independence below, roughly, 100 gin; and there is a

strong size dependence above that (almost a d a variation). The effect of diffusional delay then does play a

small role at the smaller sizes, but this becomes dominant and then controlling at the largest sizes. When

there is assumed to be immediate escape of the volatiles the (dashed) lines show a strong size dependence

from 100 to 1000 p.m, but the curves flatten out again, predicting that the pyrolysis times for large panicles

should be independent of panicle size, which contradicts experiment. The introduction of the diffusional

escape limitation (solid lines) not only returns the predicted lines to a rough parallel with the experimental

trend lines, but the lines for the two activation energies also merge, showing that the escape is then

dominated by diffusion,

A third, related point is the relative magnitude of the diffusional effect at different diameters. Below

' 100 _n, the increase in pyrolysis time due to diffusional delay is 20 to 30%. At 1000 pa'n, it has only

increased to 50 to 60%; but above that, it increases rapidly to more than an order of magnitude at 1 cre. In

the middle panicle size range, it appears that the dominant fi_ctor is heat transfer, with this replaced by

diffusional escape as already noted, "bove 1000 p.m. The reason for the reduced influence of heat transfer
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in the largest size range is still unclear, but does seem to be associated with the increasing significance of

radiation so that the flux intensity increases fast enough to offset the reduced conduction flux with increasing

diameter.

The effect of activation energy is the inverse. The separation of the calculated lines is greatest at the I

smaller diameters; it drops steadily with increasing diameter, and vanishes, as already noted, at the largest

diameters when the diffusional escape is included. Notably, however, the range of small'particle pyrolysis

times cannot be matched without invoking unrealistic values of E and D,,

4.6.2 Prediction of Pyrolysis Times: (2) Effect of Ambient Temperature

The ambient temperature was kept constant in the calculations used for Fig, 4.19; it was then varied

and examined separately, and the results are shown in Fig. 4.20. In the first ipstance, the intention was to

select the ambient conditions most appropriate to the experimental method (by adjustment of gas and

radiating enclosure temperatures). As sensitivity factors, however, these did not, in fact, vary so very much

from one experhT_ent to another; and the constant temperature lines were then found to present a fairly clear

pattern, as shown in Fig. 4.20. For these calculations, the activation energy and diffusion coefficient were

set at 35 Kcal/mole, and 0.01 cm2/s, respectively. The temperatures selected were 800, 900, 1100, 1300,

2200, and 2300 K respectively (approximately 500, 600, 800, 1000, 1900, and 2000"C). The value of

2200 K was selected as being a good average value for the adiabatic flame tempe.rature for a wide range of

hydrocarben fuels.

This figure shows that part of the 2 to 3 orders of magnitude spread in the pyrolysis times can be

accounted for by a change in ambient temperature, although its influence is somewhat exaggerated in

Fig. 4,20 because the range chosen for the calculations substantially exceeds that used in the experiments,

The experimental range would be more like 800°C to 1500°C (1100 K to 1800 K), with the flame data

obtained at higher temperataares and the other experimental data mostly at the lower values. Such a band

covers only about one order of magnitude in the pyrolysis times; it rather clearly bounds only the lower half

of the data set for the smaller range of the particles (<100 gr'n), but it lies right between the two sets of large

particle data,

4.6,3 Prediction of Pyrolysis Times: (3) Effect of Ambient Heating Rate

For the calculations already described the ambient temperature was set as constant (or more

accurately, the characteristic heating time, rs , in Eq. (4, 12) was set at a very low value), This is reasonably
,I

accurate for drop tube and flame data where the particle heating rates are generally in excess of 10,000 K/s.
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Heated grid data, however, generally involve slower heating rates, with I000 K/s as a common value.

_) Significantly, in Fig, 4.1 the heated grid data lie above all but the Curie point measurements, by roughly an

order of magnitude,

The calculated effect of ambient heating rate is shown in Fig. 4.21 for four different characteristic

times ranging over a factor of 50, for the same final temperature (1100 K). The shortest of these times

corresponds approximately to the heatirig rate conditions found in flames (rg -- 0,01 s); and the curve for

rs = 0, I approximates the heated grid conditions, This figtu'e clearly supports the difference in ambient

heating rate as a major factor in contributing to the spread in times for the smaller particles, lt is also

particularly significant that this parameter is essentially eliminated as an important factor for particles above

500 )J.m, This is of some minor importance with regard to the different methods of operating the very similar

methods of experiment used by Essenhigh (Ref, 4.1) and by Kallend and Nettleton (Ref. 4,2). Kallend and

Nettleton preheated their coils before inserting the particles; Essenhigh did the opposite, These calculations

suggest that the difference in times is not due to the different system heat-up rates,

Overall, the predicted times in all three Figs. 4.19, 4.20, and 4.21 do show a rough degree of fit

particularly with regard to the general trends, and to the values for the larger particles (> i00 _.un) ; the times

for the smaller panicle sizes tend to be underpredicted. The extent to which the fit can be improved still

further is discussed below,

4,6.4 Prediction of Pyrolysis Times: (4) 'Variation with Heating Rate

lt appears from the scatter in data in the small particle region (< 200 l_n) that the times in this region

show no regular trend with the independent variables such as the ambient gas temperature or the particle

size, lt was also noticed that (Figs. 4.19, 4.20, 4.21) a small variation in the value of rAcan give larger

variation in pyrolysis times compared to the variation in temperature, lt appeared that pyrolysis times would

show a more definite trend as a function of the heating rates; this is evident from the plot of variation in

pyrolysis time with estimated overall heating rate as shown in Fig, 4,22 and 4,23, In this figure, the

experimental data are seen to be concentrated at whole values of heating rates, This could possibly be

because of rounding-off of the heating rates to the nearest order of magnitude and the actual rates could be

N" overestimated or underestimated by as much as half an order of magnitude,
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The trend in data in Fig, 4,24 show that pyrolysis ttmes are inversely related to the heating rate by the

relation
q)

tr, = (const,)/(dT/dt)avs, (4, 13) l

The simple relation which appears to be empirical could then be used to estimate the order of pyrolysis times

of small particles, if an approx.lmate value of the heating rate is known, This equation can possibly go into the

required engineering rate equations, to be used more as a guideline rather than to actually estimate the times

for pyrolysis,

Figure 4,21 also shows the predicted variation in pyrolysis time with average heating rates of the

particles using a first-order, one-step reaction model for pyrolysis, lt is seen from the prediction that the use

of this model predicts the trend, with a slightly lower slope, but, underpredicts the pyrolysis times by as much

as half to one order of magnitude,

The constant underprediction of pyrolysis times of small particles (Figs, 4,19, 4,20, 4,21, and 4,22)

and good prediction of tar release times (Fig, 4,3, 4,4) using the one-step, first-order pyrolysis model led us

to believe that we needed a more elaborate rrtodel that would predict the times for pyrolysis of small

particles, Based on the phenomenological model established (see above) and the coal constitution

hypothesis (.discussed in more detail in Section 4,7,5) a Two-Component Model was selected ,,o represent

pyrolysis, According to this model, the reaction can be represented as

Component I - kp ==)Tar (4, 14)

Coal

Component II - kt, -'-) Metaplast - kt. -'-) Char + v G,_s (4, 15)

This represents tar and gas formation from two independent parallel reactions; the kineti_:s for tar release is

the same as in the earlier one-step reaction, so that the tar release time is not affected, and choosing values

for Component II kinetics such that the gas release is delayed to a higher temperature, thus increasing the

overall pyrolysis time. This model extension is described in Section 4,8, 1,..

'The variation in pyrolysis time with a.,'erage heating rate using the above model is shown in Ftg, 4,23

for gas temperatures of 2000, 1500, and 1300 K, The predicted lines show an inverse linear dependence of

pyrolysis times on heating rates for ali temperatures except for 1300 K, At high enough heating rates, the
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Figure 4.24

0

Variation of logarithm of average heating rate with inverse of

temperature at the onset of pyrolysis (i/Tp).
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panicles heat up to t,he final temperature before significant pyrolysis occurs, and the rest of the pyrolysis

takes piace at a constant temperature, Under these conditions the times for pyrolysis would be independent

of the heating rates as is showxx by the predicted line for 1300 K at heating rates greater than 104 K/s, This

figure also shows the relative insensitivity of the pyrolysis times of small panicles to the final gas _,
temperatures, compared to the effect of the heating rate itself,

8

4,6,5 Prediction of Tar Release Time

The data trend and prediction fit for the tar release time have already been given in Figs, 4,3 and

Fig, 4,4, using data provided by Freihaut (Ref, 4,10, 4,14, 4,22-4,34)_ these are plots of tar release time

against a "Heating Rate Index" (HRI) defined below, The activation energy and diffusion coefficient valu,s

used were the same as for Figs, 4,20 and 4,21, The tar release time was based on the estimate that the tar

yield was about 30% of tire total volatile yield, An alternative proposed is that the tar yield is the quantity

released between onset of pyrolysis and about 650°C, Figure 4,4 has a particular significance in comparison

with Figs, 4, 19, 4,20, and 4,21 with regard to the accuracy of prediction. Figure 4,4 shows that the accuracy

of the tar release time prediction is superior to that of the total pyrolysis time, This is an important factor, as

discussed below (Section 4,7,5), in evaluating the success and/or deficiencies of the mociel,

The importance of the Heating Rate Index as a determinant of other factors can al:o be shown by

allowing the pyrolysis onset temperature ('To) to float with heating rate instead of being held o 400°C, after

selection of kinetic parameters for baseline conditions. With the kinetic parameters held co:astant, T o then

varies with heating conditions. Using, as before, 1% mass loss to define T o, a set of data tabulations of T 0 for

different (average) Heating Rate Index values was constructed by calculation from the full unsteady-state

model, These values were then found to generate Arrhenius plots, as shown in Fig, 4,24, by plotting In (avg,

HRI) against 1/T o, with the slope returning an activation energy close to the (constant) value used in the

model calculations,

Ttlis can be partially justified as a limit to behavior by the following considerations, Using the one-step,

first order rate equation on which Eqs. (B,7) and (B.17) are based, then

dV/dt = ko(Vo- V) exp (- E/RT)

= (dV/dT) (dT/dt) (4, 18) '
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At 1% mass loss Eq, (4,18) can be written

#

(dT/dt)t_ = [ko(Vo- V)/(dV/dT)t_,] exp(-, E/RTQ (4,19)

$

or by taking logarithms

ln(dT/dt)t_ =ln[(0,01Vo)/(dV/dT)t_] E/RTp (4,20)

and the straight line of Fig, 4.24 implies that

(dT/dt)t_, m (dT/dt).v., (4,21)

and that ln(dV/dT)l_ is temperature insensitive, To the extent that these may be good empirical

generalizations, they are of substantial value for approximation purposes in flame models,

4,6,6 Kinetics Constant Values

The fitting determinations of the kinetic constants as described above now allows us to update

Fig, B.3, This is shown in Fig. 4,2S. Fig, B.3, was constructed by Nsakala (R,f, 4, 11) by adopting initial

values of the pair ko and E, and then calculating the variation of E with ko such that the extent of pyrolysis at

a fixed heating rate was 1% at the same temperature; the calculation was then repeated for 5% and 10% loss,

The experimental values of reported coefficients which were then mapped on to that graph mostly straddled

the three lines, as shown in Fig, B,3,

This procedure has, essential,ly, been repeated to obtain Fig, 4,25 with the differences that: the llne is

calculated for only I% loss; th_ two lines shown are for instantaneous loss and diffusion-controlled loss; and

the coupling between E and ko is obtained by the restriction that onset of pyrolysis (for Component I) takes

piace at 400°C, "['he temperature value used as a constraint for the second component is 600°C,

lt is not clear whether the range of experimental values is just error of measurement, or whether it

represents real variations due to such factors as coal type, method of experiment, and the like., Clarification

of this point will aid interpretation immeasurably,
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Figure 4,25 ,
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4.7 Data and Model Evaluation

" The results of he analysis developed in this Section are mostly summarized in Figs, 4.1, 4.3 and 4, 19

to 4.23, Broadly speaking, there is a general support by the experimental results for ".he predicted curves; but

lt is equally clear that there is also some mismatch in detail which raises important questions. The best match

tn the trend lines is undoubtedly In the size range above 500 gin. The absolute magnitudes are still not quite
'l

as good as could b, desired; but the greater discrepancies that are more difficult to account for ar_ in thesize

range 20 to 200 p.m, These are the points that need to be examined, The sources of the discrepancies must

lie either with errors of measurement if the calculations are accurate, or with errors of assumption if

measurements are accurate, There Is reason to believe that it is some combinotton of both. The argument

that follows is structured to show that the equation system used in the inlttal part of the calculation was

overconstrained; an additional degree of freedom was required and the logic of eh, argument limits this to

_xtension of the mechanism steps from one to two.

4,7.1 Accuracy of' Measurement

It is possible for there to be some errors of measurement either in the pyrolysis times or in the particle

sizes. With regard to the first, the pyrolysis times, in general, are more, likely to be underesttn'lated, not

overestimated, particularly in the case of the captive particles. However, it Is also unlikely that the errors are

more than 10 or 20%, and even a 50% error would not be seen on Figs. 4.19 and 4,20 as much of a shift

where the y-axis has a logarithmic scale of 5 decades. Moreover, the fit to the calculated curves would

generally get worse in such a case since the correction to an underestimate would move the points upwards.

For the drop tube, flame experiments, and (large) captive particles, there is no basis to challenge the

particle size, The heated grid experiments, however, may be merc arguable, The weight of sample and

dimensions support the general view that the panicles are in a monolayer, If they are touching and are able

to fuse together, it might be argued that the governing diameter to represent the sample response is greater

than the nominal particle size. Even so, the increase would have to be 50% or more to improve the fit with

prediction to any reasonable degree, Figures 4,21 and 4,22, however, do support the view that the general

location of these, data is most probably due to the slower heating rates in this method of experiment,

r_
The same argument regarding size may apply to the Curie-Point experiments, in those experiments,

the particles were formed into a slurry and the Curie point sensor was dipped into the, slurry to form a coat,

From the weight of sample ax:i the dimensions of the sensor and coating (0,5 mm and 20 mm), the

dimension (thickness) of the coating is estimated as equal to the diameter of a single particle, The layer is
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only heated from one side, however; and, on that basis, if we regard a singte particle heated on one side as

roughly equivalent to a particle of twice that diameter heated on both sides, these data then conform more

readily with the rest. Accordingly, between Figs. 4. I and 4.19, the data points have been moved to reflect

this argument.

4,7.2 Captive Particle Data

These two groups of measurements, for particles above 500 )_m (Ref. 4. I, 4.2), present a special case

of some importance. Both the pyrolysis times and particle sizes are considered to be reasonably accurate.

The experimental systems were very similar. Essenhigh (Ref. 4,1) used two fiat (horizontal) spirals of

electrically heated resistance wire, 20 mm dis and 15 mm apart with the particle held between them so that

the particles were in the radiant field of both coils and in the upward convecting thermal field of the lower

coil. Without the heated air fromthe lower coil the panicles would not ignite. Kallend and Nettleton used an

identical system, but using only the lower coil. We now know from recent measurements, however, that

removal of the upper coil completely changes the convectJ:'e field of the heated air rising from the lower coil

(in addition to halving the radiation field). We cannot account totally for the factor of 3 difference in the

pyrolysis times in the two groups of experiments, but these differences in the thermal fields account for a

significant fraction of that difference. As discussed above, however, effective differences in coil heating time

are probably not a factor.

Ks[lend and Nettleton also measured particle temperatures using thermocouples set into the particles,

and they reported that the temperatures were surprisingly constant at about 400 °C (700 K) for most of the

pyrolysis, and the effective ambient gas temperature for referencing in Fig, 4.20 will be above that. Figure

4.20 shows that these data are bracketed by the calculated curves at 800 K and 900 K (500 and 600aC) and

we believe these values are reasonably accurate,

In Es_enhigh's experiments (Ref. 4. I) the presence of both coils helped to confine the VM flame

around the panicle at a stand-off distance that could never be more than one or two panicle diarr '" cs away

for the larger particles; this is substantially different from the Kallend and Nettleton setup. This creates gas

temperature gradients close to the particle that could be equivalent to very much higher temperatures at the
I)-,

"infinite" distance from the particle assumed in the model. Figure 4.20 shows that the curves for gas

temperatures of 2200 and 2300 K (about 1900 and 2000°C) provide some de_ee of match with the

experimemal data using the diffusion coe._ficient of 0.01 cm2/s. The dashed line then shows the predicted

behavior at the satne temperature with infinite speed of escape; this now underpredicts the time by as much
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as an order of magnitude, but it does show that the data can be bracketed by calculation using realistic values

of ambient conditions,
e"

Overall, the large panicle data are in reasonably good agreement with the calculations, particularly for

,_ the Kallend and Nettleton data, using the presently selected coefficients,

4.7,3 Ambient Temperature Effects

If the calculations are reasonably accurate then the effect of ambient temperature and the rate at

which it rises provide the best basis at this time to account for the one or two orders of magnitude in the

range of experimental values below 500 p.m (and also above that diameter, as discussed above), With very

rapid heating, the lower bound of the small particle experimental data is the band 800 to I000°C (1100 to

1300 K); the predictions at flame temperatures are on the low side, but not too unreasonably so, The

temperatures required for matching predictions to the main body of the drop tube and flame data, however,

do seem to be too low and this we now believe is due to the reaction (pyrolysis) model assumptions, as

discussed below, This objection also applies to the heated grid data, but the discrepancy for this method of

experiment is clearly due in part tO the slower ambient heating rates as shown in Fig. 4,21,

4.7.4 Effects of Coefficient Adjustment

The evaluation above does indicate that the predicted pyrolysis times for the smaller particles shown in

Figs, 4,20 and 4,21 are too short, possibly by as much as half to one order of magnitude. The agreement with

the larger panicles is substantially better for the most part, probably because the diffusion is starting to

dominate the VM escape and prediction becomes much less sensitive to the kinetic coefficient values,

Where the fit needs to be improved, this can nominally be done by adjustment of the coefficients

values, but only at the probable expense of requiring pyrolysis onset temperatures that are outside the rarige

of reasonableness or reality, and/or that require use of kinetic constants (ko and E) that lie substantially

outside the range of values supported by Fig, 4.25. This last is not impossible, of course, but it would seem to

be a constraint that should not be abandoned without good reason, (One such reason might be the need to

correct the velocity constant values for heating rate as discussed in Appendix B,2,) However, any such
1.4

changes would also have to be consistent with the relative trend and absolute values of the tar release shown

in Fig, 4.4, Thus, there are reasonable constraints to forbid such arbitrary adjustment of the coefficients,

Hence, although an additional degree of freedom is evidently needed, Jt is not reasonably available from

coefficient adjustment and must be sought e)sewhere,
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To emphasize the point being made here: the use in a model of an arbitrary number of degrees of

freedom without matching eor) tralnts will always allow "fitting" of the model to the existing experimental

data; but such "agreement" is no clear support for the model, which lacks uniqueness, and the model is not

necessarily of predictive value outside the testing range of the fitting data. Only a sufficiently constrained

model can be considered unique. Our objective here, as described earlier, was to develop a model that is

either just constrained or overconstrained. Our results now show that at least one additional degree of

freedom is required. We do not see that this exists in the arbitrary adjustment of any of the physical or

chemical parameters (e.g, rate coefficients), Thus, the most probable source of the overconstraining is the

(deliberately) over-simple pyTolysis model. In the subsection following we describe the basis for selecting a

Two-Component Model for coal pyrolysis.

4.7,$ The Two-Component Model of Coal Pyrolysls: A Derivation from Coal Constitution

At this time the most commonly used model for a more complex pyrolysis system is based on the

distributed activation energy assumption (Ref, 4, 15) first proposed by Pitt (Ref, 4,5.5), The assumption,

however, i_ essentially empirical and has no particular mechanistic or constitutional basis beyond the

postulate that production of a range of different products can imply an array of reactions, Uniqueness is very

difficult to establish, and there are also many alternative pyrolysis models with equal validity; Ubhayakar

(Ref, 4.14) has listed 5 groups of models representing 10 different subgroups (this listing is reproduced in

Ref, 4,56).

The best alternative to that is considered to be a two-step model based on the Clark and Wheeler (Ref,

4.58), Two-Component Hypothesis of coal constitution; we show below that the two approaches have a

significant degree of similarity, The particular relation of this Hypothesis to combustion was reviewed by

Essenhigh and Howard (Ref. 4.59), The Two-Component Hypothesis has been interpreted (Ref, 4,60) in

terms of the process of coalification represented by the Component I being transformed into Component II, ,

The two components are then presumed to pyrolyze in different ways, with cLifferent products', and Table

illustrates a recent update (Ref, 4,61) for the relation of constitution, pyrolysis, and coal formation proposed

in 1958 (Ref. 4,62), This has also been used as the basis for a model to predict the variation of carbon ring

structure with carbon percentage as a measure of rank (Ref. 4,60) (also updated recently, (Ref, 4.63)), This

pyrolysis model assumes two independent components that can pyrolyze as noncompeting independent

reactions; thus there is no rank effect except to the extent daat this is introduced a _ by appropriately

ratioing the proportions of the two components, nor is there any effect of heating _'ate or other operating 4

conditions on the total VM yield, for the same reason,
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This can be compared with the phenomenolog;ical model, interpeted in Tab[e 4,5b, This illustrates a

coal "unit" being thermally reduced to "frag;ments" lD) of the same essential composition as the coal, at a

klnetically controlled rate; the "fragments" in turn transform into tar lH) and metaplast (M) in a "flash

disti[lation" disproportionation step where the proponionlng between H and M is assumed to be governed by

h the local temperature and pressure conditions; the metaplast, in turn, reacts to llght gases (O) and char in a

fixed molar ratio, v, The final VM yi_;Id is determined by the disproportionation reaction of D into H and M:

the ratioJng of metaplast into light gases and char is fixed, but the overall proportioning into char and volatile

products is changed by the flash distillation conditions of the "fragments" decomposition. If this ratioing was

fixed and not variable, the tar formation would correspond kinetically to the Component I decomposition in

Table 4,Sa; and the light gases and char formation would correspond kinetically to the Component II

decomposition, though in two consecutive kinetic stages instead of one. Consequently, we can add in the
0

more complex pyrolysis processes illustrated by Tables 4,Sa and 4.5b in two steps: first, allowing the overall

pyrolysis to proceed in two independent steps, with preset ratioing between the relative proportions; second,

by incorporating the additional variation governing the disproportioning of the fragment breakup. For the

development of the Engineering Rate Equation, we only need at this time implementation of the first of these

two steps, as shown next,

(41{
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TABLE 4.5

[Al CCAUFICATIC_0 C_STITUTIC_, AND PYROLYSJSOF COALSORTHE TW_P_E,._ HYPOTHESIS

(a) Coalification (Coal Formation)

Stage I: up to 92.5% C

Coalification reaclion • translormallon of Component

I (paran! material) into Component I1 (lamellae).

Transition: 85,0% to 92.5% C

Stage I goes Io comp_etk_, the nalural

end point of this is Hlrlk-.Jl'sperfect "liquid"

structure at 90% C (minimum porosity).
Stage 2: 85.0% to

-- 100% C

Graphitization • condensation and coalescing of lamellae (Component II); end point,

graphite. The "liquid* Structure breaks up, and Ihe Intermediate structures formed are
less' perfect.

(b) Constitution and Pyrolysis

Material Decomposing Temperatm.e Range, 0ag. C Product

Material liquated out Up lo decomposilion, T Moisture; absorbed andr

¢¢ctuded gas; hydrocarbons

J-Component I la: T to 550 Ga.sea, vapors, tars; smoke

Ib: 550 to 650 forming volaliles generaity,

Coal oontaining Ihe volatile carbon

Ila: 650 to I 000 Mainly H gasLC_omponent II 2
lib: above 1000 Fixed carbon

Pyrolysis Model Comparisons: Simplified Model

Coal -_--'--"_ VM (+ chal_ )
1

L_ _ VM + char2

iS equivalent to above model with VM = la. Ib and Char = 0.
1 1

--.

[BI I:_'IENOMENOLOGICAL MODEL .......... ------'-----

U

Coal Unit (U) ,=_--,,-----..---,._,,. "fragment" (D) char

tar (H)

"_-- o,,(,
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4.8 Engineering Rate Equation

e The Engineering Rate Equation is by definition a simplification of a sufficiently complete model but

with the constraints that the predictions shall be of necessary and sufficient accuracy, The final development

,_ of the working equation thus requires two stages, The first stage is implementation of the additional

development step of the complete model identified above, The second stage is the simplification process,

4.8,1 Two-Component Predictive Model

The approach adopted is discussed and explained in Section 4,7,5. We use preset ratioing, as

described in Section 4,6,4, of the proportion between tar, now equated with Component I of the Clark and

Wheeler model, and the metaplast, equated with the Component II of the Clark and Wheeler model, With

these identifications, the Component I pyrolysis is a one-step process, and the Component II is a sequential

two-step process, We already have, then, in the model a sufficient description of the Component-I/tar

behavior, together with experimental verification of that behavior and determination of the relevant kinetic

constants, This also provides us with the kinetic constants for the first stage of the Component-II to

metaplast pyrolysis, Ali that is missing is the pair of kinetic constants for the metaplast pyrolysis into light

gases and char,

To obtain the missing pair of kinetic constants we adopted the same approach, in principle, that we

used for the first pair, as described in Appendix B and 4,6.6. The starting point was to assume that the

relevant kinetic constants for the metaplast pyrolysis would follow the same auto-correlation shown in

Fig. 4.24, The actual values on the autocorrelation range were then selected by imposing the requirement

that 1% pyrolysis of the metaplast would occur at about 600oC, The basis for this restriction was the

summary statement of behavior for Component II provided in Table 4,5a.

With these additions, the completed model was then used to predict total pyrolysis times for the actual

conditions reported by ali investigators, and Fig. 4,26 shows the comparison between the predicted and

experimental values, for ali available data points for particles less than 100 pxn. The calculations were

restricted to this smaller particle size range for three reasons, First, it is the size range showing the greatest

discrepancy between calculation and experiment; second, above 100 p.m the kinetics are progressively less

important and predictive accuracy improves; third, in p.c. flames, which are the primary target of this work,

only 1 to 5% of the p.c. particles are greater than 100 _.m in most cases.

,, Figure 4.26 shows now reasonably good agreement between prediction and experiment. Only 2 data

points are significantly displaced, but the agreement overall is considered very good in view of the
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Comparison of pyrolysis time data with theoretical prediction __
using a two-component hypothesis and a total unsteady state

anal ysi s.
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uncertainties in the sources of data and the inevitable errors of assumption incorporated in any model, The

values shown range over about 2-1/2 orders of rnagnltuctc and are reasonably balanced either side of the 45 o

line, With this agreement we feel that the pi'imary model is reasonably complete and accurate,

4,8,2 The Simplified Model
J

The need for simplification for Incorporation In flame models Is self-evident in view of the 8-hour

CPU time of the complete model, far one panicle, The model was simplified In the following ways,

(1) The simplifications are confined to the heat transfer (physical) behavior, with the extended

(Two-Component) kinetics left unchanged, Diffusional escape, however, is assumed to be

infinitely fast,

' (2) The physical behavior ls largely described by so-called lumped-parameter relations,

(3) The thermal behavior tnsid_ the panicle is obtained by setting the particle thermal

conductivity to infinity so that temperature gradients inside the panicles are eliminated,

(4) Heat supply to the panicle is provided by radiation (generally small) and by conduction

only, with Nu ---2, and assuming quasi-stationary thermal r_sponse in the boundary layer,

With these changes, total pyrolysis times were calculated from both models, and the comparison is

shown in Fig, 4,27, for final gas temperatures of 1300, 1500, and 2000 K, As expected, there are minor to

significant errors in the comparative predictions, In ali cases, the simplified model underpredi(-ts the

pyrolysis times, The errors are greater for the slower heating rates (which give more time for the mode)

differences to show up), and thus for the lower final temperatures which are generally related to lower

heating rates, Analysis of these results shows that the surface temperature initially rises faster using the

unsteady state model, but this is more than offset by the lower Interior temperature with the resuh, as shown

in Fig, 4,27, that the pyrolysis time is longer.

The effective temperature is, therefore, lower than either the surface temperature in the unsteady state

model, or the (uniform) temperature in the simplified model, To correct for this, the calculated temperature

was arbitrarily reduced by a constant amount at each time step, With a reduction of 2 degrees, the
(ii

comparisons between the two models are shown in Fig, 4,28. The small residual error is substantially less

than the error of experiment shown in Fig, 4,26. On this basis we conclude that the simplified model is an

adequate representation of the detailed model, and likewise of the real pyrolysis behavior, so long as the

temperature is appropriately corrected.
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Comparison of predicted pyrolysis times using total unsteady
state analysis and using simplified heat transfer model for final
gas temperatures of 2000, 1500 and 1300 K.
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Comparison of predicted times for pyrolysis using total unsteady
state analysis and using _implifled equations with a correction
factor of 2 K for temperature.
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4,8,3 Recommended Kinetic Equations

From this evaluation the recommended reacdon sequence ts the scheme given as Eqs, (4,14) and _,

(4,15) In Section 4,6,4, representing the enhanced Two-Component scheme (see Table 4,5), The

common velocity constant for the tar and metaplas_ formation is d(fflned as the primary constant, ku', and

the velocity constant for the char and ll_lt gas formation ts defined as the _econdary, reaction velocity

constant, km, In each case these have the standard relations

k = k°exp( - E/RT) (4,22)

.The parameters selected for the two velocity constants at this time are

k_=3xl0 l° s"l Eu=35 kcal/mole (4,23)

k_ = 101 s"l Er. = 30 kcal/mole ('4,24)

If CI, CII, and M are the mass fractions of the two components and the metaplast then the relevant

rates are given by

d[CI l/dr = - ku[CI] (4,25)

d[Clll/dt = - ku[CII] (4,26)

d[Ml/dt = + kulCII] - km[Mi (4,2?)

Finally, in the split between char and gas the value of v = 0,2 is used,
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SECTION 5.0- SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, SUGGESTIONS

FOR FUTURE WORK

This investigation represents a multilaboratory, coordinated experimental and analytical investigation

of coal devolatilization using carefully screened coal samples provided by DOE personnel. Engineering

kinetics ( Essenhigh, Ohio State U.), fundamental modeling (Howard and Peters, MIT) and experimental

investigations (Jenkins, Penn State U.) and (Freihaut, Proscia and Seery, UTRC) are included. At the same

time, Fletcher (Sandia Labs.)and Maloney (DOE-METC) initiate coal devolatilization experiments using

the same coal samples. An entire set of coals ranging from Texas lignite to anthracite were selected;

however, most work concentrated onthe HVA bituminous samples as a reference coal, In one "simple"
o

stroke, the "unusual" coal sample argument is eliminated due to the concerted efforts of DOE-PETC

personnel.

For a reaction system as complex as coal, an initial frame of r,;_erence needs to be explicitly

formulated in order to establish a context for interpretation of results. The "working hypotheses" of this

investigation are:

1, The apparent discrepancies in reported devolatilization rate phenomena are the result of

three hidden assumptions employed by those reading the literature'

a. Coal is essentially a three dimensional covalently bonded polymer.

b. There is "A" devolatilization pathway and this exists independent of conditions of

heating.

c. Transient temperature trajectories assigned to coal particles are acceptably accurate

for kinetic model development.

2, A systematic, underlying consistency exists in coal devolatilization and this underlying

consistency is traceable via a close examination of tar evolution and structural

characteristics. That is, tar yields, chemistry and properties are the internal tracers to

examine the phenomenology and kinetics of coal devolatilization. The distribution of coal

ali N serves as a subsidiary chemical tracer of the devolatilization path followed by a particular

coal type in a particular reactor.

3, Coal phenomenology can best be understood by viewing coal structure as consisting of a

distribution of physical and chemical bonding networks.
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4. An underlying consistency exists in coal devolatilization phenomena for ali coal ranks. But

the consistency is the expression of the interaction of intrinsic parameters of the coal with t

the extrinsic parameters, heat and mass transfer conditions, established by the reactor

system. A coal devolatilization mechanism or kinetic pathway does not exist apart from the

conditions of heating, That is, devolatilization is a dynamic property, A specific

devolatilization path is the result of the interaction of a coal type, having a wide range of

potential thermochemical thermophysical responses, to a given heat and mass transfer field,

that is, the conditions of heating established by a specific reactor.

5. For the reasons noted above, the underlying consistency of coal devolatilization, the basis

of a comprehensive model, can only be determined by a use of range of well defined heating

conditions and a range of well--defined coal types.

1

Significant Findings of the Investigation

Influence of Reactor System Characteristics and Experimental Technique on
Devolatilization Observables

Because of the recognized equivalent importance of heat transfer conditions on observables, well

characterized reactors spanning a range of heating conditions were employed to perform the investigations.

With respect ro the influence of experimental conditions on the observables of devolatilization, the UTRC

investigation established the following:

1. Inaccurate Transient Temperature Measurements Account for a Significant Fraction of the

Apparent Discrepancy in Devolatilization Kinetic Behavior of Bituminous Coal
-

(Figs. 2,136, 2.142 and Appendix D.1):

_

Temperature measurements and subsequent heat transfer analysis made with a unique heated grid

device in the UTRC investigation demonstrated temperature differences as great as 300 °C can exist among
2=_

various portions of a transiently heated wire mesh during 'tar evolution. Local coal sample load factors
_

influence the local transient temperature response of the heating medium, the grid surface. Uncontrolled

sample distributions relative to a single thermocouple measurement are demonstrated as the probable cause _-

of the 6000C variation in temperature distributions in published heated grid tar evolution data. The

inaccuracy in previous temperature measurements is shown to be a major contributing factor in the apparent ,, _

discrepancies in tar evolution rates reported in the literature.
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Underlying the inaccuracy of previous measurements was the failure of some investigators to realize

the significant coupling among the local heat transfer field and the particle temperature during the main
,a

phase of devolatilization, tar evolution, The temperature insensitivity of early heated grid work is shown to

be the result of the inaccurate transient temperature measurements, Temperature insensitivity arguments

based on depolymerization via a set of distributed activation energies have no measurement basis, The

premises of Solomon's comprehensive model are shown to have absolutely no experimental basis relative to
+

his early heated grid work,

Accurate estimates of HVA bituminous coal tar evolution temperatures in such heating conditions

indicate the initial phase of tar evolution occurs at temperatures below 600°C for heating rates of

1000 aC/see or lower, The rate of tar evolution varies with heating rate as does the temperature of maximum

tar evolution rate, indicating close coupling among intraparticle tar formation, pyrolysis and rate of

evaporation. With accurate temperature measurements, the tar evolution rate in a heated grid apparatus is

shown to be adequately fit with a single activation energy ( 45 kcal) and pre-exponential (1,0 E13). It is

interesting to note that recent work done by Suuberg and Howard at MIT incorporates a mass loss rate

constant having a single activation energy of 50 kcal and a pre-exponential of 1,0E+13, for a bituminous

coal,

2, Particle Feed Characteristics Can Vary Dynamically In Entrained Flow Reactor Systems

Having Significant Effects on Apparent Mass Loss Results (Table 2, 12):

In operating the UTRC-EFR and establishing mass loss by the ash tracer technique, it was noted that

the mineral matter content of the feed coal could change significantly over a period of several experiments.

Such changes led to negative mass loss data while significant quantities of tar were being generated, This

phenomenon was observed despite the fact that DOE-provided, aerodynamically separated, narrow size

range feeds were utilized in a feeder operated on aerodynamic principles, lt was noted that ash

determinations had to be performed in cold flow conditions before and after each run to obtain accurate

mass loss determinations, These findings offer a possible explanation for the wide variation in mass loss

kinetics observed for entrained flow reactors over the same temperature range.

a)
3. A Unique Entrained Flow Reactor System with On-line Gas Analysis and Tar Separation

Permitted Deconvolution of the Tar Evolution and Secondary Reaction Networks

(Figs. 2,81 through 2.114, Figs. 2.123 through 2,125, Figs, 3,2 through 3.5, Figs, 4,2

through 4,4, Appendix. D,2):
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A unique tar separation system and on-line gas analysis system allowed the determination of the

separate temperature regimes of tar evolution and secondary reactions, The experimental resulis again !,

indicated that the observables - tar yield and characteristics, light gas yields and composition - from a given

reactor system, entrained flow reactor, depends significantly on the conditions of heating, The secondary

reaction temperature regimes of tar pyrolysis determined independently by CSIRO using very different

heating systems were confirmed with the additional Information that nitrogen evolution chemistry is

intimately coupled to the high temperature secondary reactions of tars.

By systematically varying parent coal type, the underlying consistency in the phenomenology of tar

evolution, irrespective of coal rank, as well as the significant differences in tar chemistry and properties with

coal rank were demonstrated. The data provide unique and unprecedented experimental guides for

devolatilization modeling,

4. A Unique Flash Lamp Apparatus Verified the Temperature Regimes of Tar Evolution and

Secondary Reactions-Indicating Consistency in Coal Devolatilization Phenomenology and

Apparently Disparate Irradiance Heating Data (Figs, 2.146 through 2.167):

By varying the irradiance/particle size ratio in a calibrated flash lamp apparatus, it was again

demonstrated that the observables of devolatilization are intimately coupled to the transient conditions of

heating as noted below. By establishing a reactor system having a broad range of it-radiance/panicle size

applicability, the apparently disparate range of devolatilization behavior observed in published radiant

heating investigations is demonstrated to be basically consistent. That is, apparently diverse behavior is the

result of slight changes in irradiance heating conditions which selectively emphasize a particular

d,:volatilization pathway or subset of ali possible pyrolytic responses of coal, for example, tar cracking vs.

intact tar evolution,

5. The Unique Capabilities of the Heated Grid and Entrained Flow Reactors Were Utilized to

Develop A New, More Accurate Approach to Characterizing Molecular Weight Properties

of Coal Tars (Figs. 2.118 through 2.121):

IIi

By using a combination of elemental analysis, infrared absorbance analysis and vaporization properties

on the heated grid device, and size exchasion measurements, it was demonstrated that a single size exclusion

calibration technique could not be employed to determine the molecular weight properties of tar species _,

from different coal samples. Tar structures vary from primary aliphatic to condensed aromatic structures

z
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depending on coal type or reactor operating conditions, One must a priori determine what type structures

dominate in a particular sample before applying a particular retention volume to size correlation,
4'

The Phenomenology of Tar Evolution: Effects of Coal Rank, Reactor Temperature,

Particle Size and Extent of Evolution on Tar Properties

)t
Because of the central role of tars in developing a comprehensive model of coal devolatilization,

measurements of particle temperature during tar evolution, tar (',_:aracterization for a range of coal ranks,

extent of tar evolution, and heating conditions, and the determination of tar evolution kinetic parameters is

emphasized, The major findings to date of the UTRC study of tar evolution phenomenology are as follows:

1, For a given set of heating conditions and extent of tar evolution, the lower the rank of the

parent coal the more dissimilar the "primary," immediately quenched, tars relative to the

"average" parent coal structure, as indicated by elemental composition or infrared

absorbance properties. In general, the lower the rank characteristics of the coal, the greater

the concentration of polymethylene-like structures in the primary tars (Figs, 2,113,

Appendix C,2).

2. For a given coal type and a given set of heating conditions, the primary, tars evolve in a

definite sequence - the earlier in the tat, evolution process the more hydrogen rich, lower

molecular weight the tars (Figs, 2. 109 through 2.111).

3, For a given coal type, the yield, physical arid chemical characteristics and rate of particle

mass loss as "primary" tars varies significantly with rate of heating and peak particle

temperature achieved (Figs. 2,142, 4.143, 4.2 through 4,4).

4. In general, maximizing tar yields for a given coal requires transient particle heating to

particle temperatures in excess of 600°C. The higher the apparent particle heating rate,

that is the greater the transient heat flux to the particle, the larger the molecular weight

characteristics of the integrated tar mass, although a distillation-like process appears

followed in all but most intense heating conditions, Factors such as particle size and

G ambient pressure appear to have second order influence on the yields or chemical

characteristics of the major fraction of the potential tar yield, provided account is taken of

the effect changes in these parameters have on transient heat transfer (Figs, 4,3, 2. 102,

2,105, 2. 142, 2,143, 2,158, 2. 166, 2,167).
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5. The initial 60- 75% of particle mass loss as tar correlates well with the reactor to panicle

heat flux rate, provided particle temperatures in excess of 600°C are achieved, However, _)

the nature and yield of tars can vary appreciably, indicating very different overall

intraparticle chemistry and tar desorption processes are followed in different heating

conditions (Fig, 4,3, 4,4).

6. Tar evolution in the 550-700°C particle temperature range involves desorption of large

molecular weight species relative to species evolved a't lower temperatures, The molecular

weight and thermally labile structural characteristics of such species immediately establish

competitive reaction processes that determines their fate -imraparticle pyrolysis

fragmentation and/or intraparticle coking versus intact desorption, Intact desorption

requires net reactor-to-particle surface heat transfer rates of the order of 100 watts/sq, cna

(Table 2.19, Appendix C,2, Fig, 2,167) and is favored by low pressure conditions,

7, Extensive heat transfer characterization of coal devolatilization reactor systems indicates

that heat transfer rates required for non-equilibrium, intact desorption of the large,

detached molecular weight species can not be achieved in conventional fixed bed reactors -

wire baskets, heated grids, low temperature fluid bed systems, etc. Such heat transfer rates

are only achieved in high temperature flow reactors or radiation heating - flash lamp, laser

desorption - experiments (Fig, 2.01),

8, Gas phase, "secondary" pyrolysis reactions of primary tars from ali coals initiate around

600°C, producing mainly methane, water, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide and ethylene

between 600 and 800°C. At 700°C and above, gas phase pyrolysis networks leading to the

formation of acetylene, carbon monoxide, ethylene, benzene and hydrogen cyanide

dominate the observable gases (Figs, 2.103, 2.160 through 2.165, 3.2 through 3.04,

Appendix D.2, D,3),

9. The change in gas phase products as a function of residence time of the primary, tars in the

hot zone of the reactor, or the particle vicinity, correlates with the change in tar structure _

properties - elemental composition, infrared absorbance, molecular weight and THF

solvent solubility, By gas phase secondary reactions, "primary" tars of coals can approach

average structural features stmilar to but never identical to the parent coal (Figs. 2,109 _

through 2.112, 2.117),
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10, Panicle size studies using the heated grid and a specially designed entrained flow reactor

1 also lndtcate the importance of heat transfer conditions in establishing the rate of panicle'

mass loss as tar. Tar ylelds and chemical characteristics for a given reactor appeared

relatively insensitive to panicle size, given knowledge of any maceral distribution changes

withpanicle_Ize(Figs,2.102, 2,105),

1 l, Experiments performed on a conventional entrained flow reactor at PSU indicate that HVA

bituminous coals show the same sensitivity to chahges in heat transfer parameters as

observed earlier by Maloney, However, the lower rank coal display lower Initial mass loss

rates than bituminous coals, The decrease in initial mass loss rate correlated with the

decrease in potential tar yield from lower rank coals (Figs, 2,28 through 2,31, 2,104,

2,145).

12, MIT studies using the Sandia EFR indicate that tntrapanlcle bubble formation occurs early

in the devolatilization process, resulting in significant swelling during the first phase of

panicle mass loss (Fig, 2,55 through 2,74),

13, In view of the above coupling observed among intrinsic and extrinsic parameters tn

determining tar evolution rates and characteristics, comparisons of mass loss kinetic rate

constants over a wide range of heating conditions and without respect to observed tar

characteristics is less than informative, Such comparisons can even be misleading in the

sense that the underlying assumption is that the same chemical kinetic processes are

followed with equal magnitude in a wide range of heating conditions,

14, Extensive heat transfer calculations performed Independently by MIT (Appendix C) and

Ohio State (Section 4,0) personnel indicate that intrapanicle temperature g,radients were

not significant in most experimental conditions, provided the initial and boundary

conditions of the experiment were assumed to simulate the mathematical boundary

conditions, In addition, such calculations also showed negligible temperature difference

(_ between a reactor thermocouple and a coal particle Ira real time, provided an Idealized set

of heat transfer boundary conditions could be established within an experiment and the tat'

evolution process is slow enough to allow the ideal boundary conditions to be established

around the panicle. These requirements are, of course, mathematically feasible but

experimentally unrealizable in rapid heating to panicle temperatures in excess of 500°C,

j--!
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Conceptual Understanding of Coal Structure and Devolatilization Sequence Following

From Above:

I, Comparisons of dati_ generated Irl this pt'ogram with that generated in a wide range of

heating conditions with ._lmtlar HVA bituminous coals indicate the following conceptual

model of tar formation, evolution and reactions provides an adequate basis for 4[

understanding the tar devolatilization process and tar properties observed in a wide range of

reactor conditions (Figs, 3,2 through 3,4):

I, Physical Detachment of Tar Precursors (300-450°C)

II, Chemical Detachment of Tar Precursors (400-550°C)

III, Intraparticle Pyrolysis/Reformation of Detached Tar Precursors (450°C +)

IV. Extraparticle Evolution of Tar Precursors via Vaporization, Convection,

Non-equilibrium Desorption (300-700°C)

V, Low Temperature Secondary Reactions of Tars Coincidental with Char Degassing

(600-800°C)

VI, High Temperature Secondary Reactions of Tars Coincidental with Char Degassing

(700°C +)

2, With respect to particle weight loss, the HVA bituminous coal devolatilization process is

best understood as a four phase process (Figs, 4,2a, 4,2b, 4,5):

I, Induction Period to Initial Tar Release

II, Initial Heat Transfer Controlled Phase of Devolatilization

IIIi Residual Tar Evolution Phase

IV, Char Degassing

Phases I and II are primarily heat transfer controlled and account for 50-60% of the panicle mass,

Phase III is mass transfer and chemical kinetics controlled. Interphase mass transfer Inhibits the release of

large molecular weight hydrocarbons associated with the late stages of tar evolution, Intrapanicle pyrolysis

reactions generate enough light gas and smaller molecular weight tars enabling tar escape via vaporization
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and convectiveo×pulslor_withgasesthroughbubbl_formatlon,Phase IIIIsslowrelativeto Phase [+If.,nd

1 representsthe change In slopeof tilewt, lossvs,time curve from concave up to concave down lr,'.he

transition to the asymptotic approach to final weight loss, Phase IV represents th¢_ slow char dega lng

Indicated by asymptotic nature of the final 10 % weight loss in devolatilization e×periments, Phase IV is er_'

slow relative to phases I, II and III, lt should be noted that the total wet_,ht loss process, lrrespecti_ _ of

experimental configuration, Is always the result of coupled chemical and transport processes, O_ rail

kinetics will change with condhtons of heating because lt Is the conditions of heating that ampllh :he

importance of a particular set of tar reactions (see above) or phase of mass loss,

3, The results imply that the correct view of coal struc_Ire 'is that of a three dimensional

macromolecular entanglement containing a wid_ range of molecular sizes bonded

throughout th_ entan_ement by a wide range of physical and chemical bc)nd strengths,

4 Relative to a HVA bituminous coal, lower rank coals display tar evolution and welgO_tloss

phenornenoloEy more symptomatic of purely polymeric materials, That is, these coals have

structural parameters that produce devolatilization behavior more symptomatic of polymer

pyrolysis - light gas evolution is always connpetitive with tar evolution, the initial tat' burst is

not clearly heat transfer controlled (F'I_, 2,28 through 2,31, 2,104, 2,145),

5 Relative to a HVA bituminous coal, higher rank coals display tar evolution patterns similar

to the HVA coal but tar yields are lower, indicating less material is present or is generated

within the parent coal structure possessing molecular weight capable of vaporizing during

the weight loss process (Fig, 2,104, 2,145),

Related Investigations Performed at Other Laboratories:

Maloney devised an ingenious experiment to Investigate the devolatilization of a single coal par" tie

pulsed by a laser beam. By observing the evolution and condensation of tar mists outside the particle surf_.e,

he was able to establish to three separate time periods of heavy hydrocarbon devolatilization, In general

these correlate well with the phases noted above,

¢
Henzberg performed supported panicle, asymmetric heating of single panicles using long pulses of a

CO2 laser, His data indicated the panicle mass loss to be simply correlated by heat transfer considerations,

wherein the net flux at the particle surface establishes a pyrolysis wavefront through the particle, -l'he
II

characteristic mass loss times are assumed to correlate with the pyrolysis wave propagation time, However,
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Hertzberg observes different asymptotic mass loss values depending on the net flux to partlc'.lesize ratio and

no product d_convolutton Is reported, These results are quantitatively consistent with stages l and II, _,

In entrained flow reactor systems, both Fletcher at Sandia and Solomon at AFR have attempted to

make In situ particle temperature measurements during devolatilization, Fletcher established a

sophisticated, truly single particle technique which Is able to make its first In situ measurement on particles

650t_C or hotter, Unfortunately, this Isafter the majority of tar evolution (30% of the parent particle mass),

However, the technique demonstrates that tar evolution occurs rapidly during such heat transfer conditions,

Fletcher observes, almost parenthetically, tn reporting his results that the stream mix.ing In the front end of

his reactor may affect his observable mass loss rate, This ts a significant observation In view of the above

understanding of t'._e panicle mass loss process,

Solomon actually measures a particle cloud temperature for blturntnous coal, lt Is Interesting to note

that th_ particle mass loss rate constant developed by Fletcher at Sandia Laboratory (Livermore) and the tar

evolution rate constants developed by Solomon (at AFR) agree fairly well with the UTRC tar evolution rate

constant developed using the calibrated heated grid apparatus,

Future Work:

Tar evolution rate constants for varying coal ranks need to be established as do low temperature tar

intraparttcle coking reactions,

In order to quantify the influence of interphase mass transfer resistance in the middle and late stages of

tar evolution the molecu]=, ",vetghtand vapor pressure characterization of tars produced from varying coal

ranks and extent of reaction should be systematically pursued, Because of the significant changes In tar

structure with rank and extent of reaction, a technique using type classification, vaporization property

measurements and size exclusion techniques In a coordinated manner is essential,

Significant differences with respect to the point at which mass transfer resistance becomes dominant in

the mass loss kinetics exist, This needs to be finally clarified as a function of extent of reaction and coal type,

A more tractable model of particle swelling needs to be developed as well as a model that will predict
tb

char reactivity as a function of extent of devolatilization. These are important parameters In burnout,

The kinetics of soot formation from tar needs to quantified, Does the UTRC hi-T tar pyrolysis kinetics

serve to predtct overall soot formation rates? The soot yield/tar mass input needs to be quantified for' 11

combustor modeling.

7
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j Finally, expertrnen('s should begin to be used as model discriminators, That is, models should begin to

be required to predict (:he results of a pa:dcular e×periment - e,g, tar yield, tar molecular weight distribution,

tar H/C, swelling parameter - rather than fit the data after the fact, Critical experiments should be defined

by the model developers that would allow experimental verification or testing of a model,
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